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O. 
THE PUZZLE BOX  

 
“Ah, my Clockmaker has come!” The Prince smiled darkly in amusement. “Then your castle is finally 
complete.” He stated. “And what gift have you brought me to celebrate this occasion?” 
 
The tall clockmaker, a most unusual figure, bowed ceremonially before the imposing silhouette on the dais 
above him.  
 
His hands were long, and bleached white, parchment white, dead man white, but for the fingernails. They 
were black, hard, long, and slightly chipped. And yet his hands were somehow more interesting than all of 
the rest of his tall slender fantastic form.  
 
These were hands that understood what they touched.  
 
Craftsman’s hands.  
 
Alive. Ancient.  
 
Their papery white wrists disappeared into the uncomplicated cuffs of a strange medieval black leather 
garb that covered his entire body beneath the crisp white of a scientist’s lab coat. And above this, his long 
white face with its giant hooked nose, sprang an explosion of purple-black hair. A tangled mess of untamable 
chaos standing out from his head approximately 30cm in every direction.  
 
The strange clockmaker held in his hands a silver cube of extraordinary and fascinating artifice.  
 
Woven in complex patterns over the irregularly segmented sections of this arcane cube, were inscribed 
strange and enigmatic glyphs and runes.  
 
“My Prince.” The Clockmaker said respectfully.  
 
He then placed the strange cube upon the ornate marble floor of The Prince’s great shadowy audience hall.  
 
The Prince leaned forward to see. He smiled darkly.  
 
“This is The Puzzlebox that I have heard so much about.” He said. Interested. Amused.  
 
Whispers of surprise passed around the hall. Gathered in the shadows around the pillars of the chamber, 
some of the guests, lowered their masques and peered over their beaks at the new treasure with which the 
strange clockmaker entertained the court.  
 
The Clockmaker smiled slightly. He knew that The Prince had not been told of The Puzzle Box, or why The 
Clockmaker had been sent to his city.   
 
The cube was made of the purest mithril moonsilver. Its sides cut and divided with lines and wheels 
inscribed around with wizard glyphs and symbols, spidery and arcane.  
 
It seemed to have many facets, as if the cube were constructed of many parts.  
 
Silence.  
 
And then The Clockmaker spoke.  
 

-o0o- 
 
“I have dedicated my existence to a Question.” 
 
The Clockmaker took his wand of wizardry out from under his lab coat. A long thin shaft of wood, worn with 
age and love to a deep polish.  
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“What is The Meaning of Life?”  
 
He asked. Pause.  
 
And then he continued.  
 
“Until this question is answered, I think no other question has any ‘philosophically stable’ meaning.” 
 
The Clockmaker stood near two and a half meters tall, with his hair. He was thin, and though there dwelt a 
strength in his body, it was the quiet strength of the craftsman.  
 
His skin was dry like dead parchment, yet invigorated by a barely perceptible blush of rose-hue beneath. 
There was a burst pock-mark on the back of his left hand, tonight.  
 
Beneath his white lab coat, his body was clad in black leather from his high necked single breasted shirt to 
his tall black boots. A surgical uniform, easy to wipe clean.  
 
Where the high leather turtle-neck of his shirt met his collar bone, an inverted polygon, an upside down 
‘flat-tipped triangle’, was inscribed upon the leather. The glyph of a silver spider therein.  
 
The Clockmaker was a wizard. And a scientist.  
 
To some, there is no difference.  
 
But he was not handsome.  
 
He was old. Very old.  
 
With his wand, The Clockmaker drew a thread of glowing green in the air before the gathered guests of The 
Great Hall.  
 

∞ 
 
“This is the symbol of Infinity.”  He elucidated.  
  
“You will see the coils of this symbol threading and ribboning through the many facets of this puzzle box.”  
 
The infinity glyph could certainly be seen inscribed among the strings of glyphs wafting and weaving over 
the many facets of the moonsilver cube.  
 
The Clockmaker waved his wand above The Puzzlebox, and spoke a word.  
 

“Infinitio.” 
 
The Puzzlebox lifted up into the air, levitating in whirring mechanical response to the incantation of The 
Clockmaker.  
 
The planes and angles of the arcane silver cube began shifting, turning, sliding, in a whir of movement, 
before resolving The Puzzle Box back into a new cubic arrangement. Twirling softly and slowly as it levitated 
before the court.  
 
As the final facing, with great effort, attempted to slide into place, reality seemed to distort, as if it contained 
more than three-dimensional space could hold. The Puzzle Box seemed to ‘swell’?  
 
And then POP! As the final facing slides into place, burst forth a small deluge of beautiful fertile dried plants 
seeds out over the marble floor of the audience hall. The masked onlookers jump back in surprise and 
suspicion.  
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The Puzzle Box, resolved back into its cubic form, is silent in the centre of the eruption of chaos. It then 
begins to again turn, leisurely on the spot. Like a satisfied cat, comfortably licking its paws as it sits in the 
centre of disruption. Beside The Clockmaker.  
 
The hall became settled. A braver guest crouched, extended a young muscular arm, and picked up a seed 
from the floor. The other guests watched him.  
 
He held it in his open palm. A brown seed, with two long elliptical swathes of the fresh green wings folded 
over its surface.  
 
It looked like a gardener’s plant seed?  
 
But unlike any seed he (or any of the other guests) had ever seen!  
 
He looked up at The Clockmaker questioningly. The whole hall turned its gaze to The Clockmaker.  
 
Who smiled in enigmatic amusement.  
 
He lifted his wand, a conductor’s baton, worn with love, a long thin shaft of beautiful old wood.  
 
He turned it’s in a series of graceful twirling circles over the levitating puzzle box.  
 
As the wand tip passed each facing, a string of glowing forest green glyphs lit up. The watchers could almost 
smell them. Woodland wind.  
 
And as the string of strange writing returns to its beginning, The Clockmaker’s wand lifts a glowing green 
light imprint up into the air.  
 
A hologram.  
 
As the writing unfolded before The Prince and the guests, The Clockmaker spoke.  
 
“The Puzzle Box can resolve back into a cube a limited number of ways. Eleven or less, I suspect.” He revealed 
of the mysterious cube.  
 
“Each resolution back into cube shape result in the perfect alignment of the arcane characters to form a 
Riddle.”  
 
With a swish of his wand, The Clockmaker drew a series of ordered verses from the long thread of glowing 
green text that floated in the air at above The Puzzle Box.  
 
“This is the first arcane riddle of The Puzzle Box.”  
 
The Clockmaker lifted his wand, and, as if a domino had been knocked, the strange wizard glyphs gently and 
unhurriedly began to resolve into English letters.  
 
An infinity thread.  
 
Like a ballerina, The Puzzle Box was turning in its gyrating three-dimensional spin to exactly trace the 
pattern of the text thread over the surface of the box.  
 
And the box began to glow silver… as the dreams and wonderment of the amazed guests was caught in the 
cube’s vortex… drawn forth from the air around the great chamber as threads of dreams… swirling and 
sparkling around the spinning puzzlebox.  
 
A voice.  
 
A quiet, dreamy, longing voice. A voice of the mind. Speaking each word as it resolved into understanding.  
 
The voice of a wistfully curious human boy child.  
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THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX 

 
I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity 

From Nowhere to Nowhere. 
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx. 

 
And I know her Name.  

 

∞ 

 
Is there a god? 

Of course there is!  
But she is a Sphinx 

Who speaks only in riddles.  
She is the God of Art and Science 

She is a god  
Only because we have given her a name 

 
Is there a path? 

Of course there is!  
But she is a Quest 

To solve The Riddle of The Sphinx 
She is the Quest of Art and Science 

She has no end 
Only because Discovery is the ever-fertile mother of new Questions 

 
Is there meaning? 
Of course there is! 
But she is a Choice 

She is the Promise of Art and Science 
The Emptiness of The Nihil 

She offers no masks 
Only because the blank canvas awaits the Artist’s brush 

 
Mused... 

There is a “Meaning of Life”?  
 

And for the rest of forever  
You have nothing left to do  

But conform.  
Good robot. 

 
Perhaps... 

The only sensible response is...  
Implacable rebellion?  

 
Mused... 

There is no “Meaning of Life”? 
 

But meaning is no less important to me!  
Meaning creates Purpose 
Purpose defines Method. 

 
How many philosophers have gone insane? 

Gazing into the meaninglessness of The Everything... 
Upon discovering that it is really...  

The Nothing. 
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I am Humanity! 
I need meaning! 

 
What is meaningful to me? 

 
! 
 

! AWAKENING ! 
 

I can decide what is meaningful to me! 
 
 
 

 Therefore  
 

I can create meaning! 
 

Mother Nature hath given me a Gift.... 
A Gift I have given to Myself 

 
The Pot is The Potter! 

 
Not separate. 

 
I have the power to create Myself 

 
And The Abyss of The Nihil transforms into The Canvas of The Artist 

Only empty until it is filled.  
 
 

 
Then that Old Voice asked... 

Ah! But is there method in The Madness? 
 

And that Old Voice answered... 
Ah! “The weak are meat – the strong do eat!” 

 
But Tyrannosaurus, red-toothed, yawned at my Art.  

Then Lion, red-clawed, yawned at my Science.  
Creations of the mind of the soft laughing Ape  

 
But I think.... 

Better to be soft and filled with Laughter 
 

And Questions 
 
 

 
The endless deeps of night rush above me 
A Torch of Liberty blooms from my brush  

A Lamp by which I have defined myself  
In a universe with no rules. 

 

 
 

I am Man 
I am Woman 
I am Alone 
In Eternity 
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IX 
 

Then I asked her: 
“When I die... Will you leave me?” 

 
That enigmatic smile... 

 
 “You are my Hermit. 

I am your Sphinx.” 
 

“We are the same, you and I.” 
 

“I Love You.” 
 

“And when you die 
I will eat you.” 

 
Enigmatic smile... 

 
“Not separate.” 

 
The Hermit contemplated what it will be like  

To be eaten by a sphinx. 
 

And then she asked him The Riddle: 
“What is my Name?”  

 

∞ 

 
I am a Hermit on a journey through Eternity  

From Nowhere to Nowhere. 
My only travelling companion is a Sphinx. 

 
But I think....  

If one must have but a single companion  
Through all Eternity... 

A Sphinx is probably a wise choice.  
 

At least the conversation won’t become boring.  
 

∞ 

 
The Puzzle Box slowed to a stop, drinking in the threads of dreams it had gathered and patterned.  
 
Newton’s Law of Thermodynamics… energy has to come from somewhere!  
 
And as the box slowed to a complete stop, it quietly drifted back to its original position on the ground.  
 
Then the strange cube became silent.  
 
Perfect silence filled The Prince’s chamber as the assembled lords and ladies of the city stared at The Puzzle 
Box upon the floor.  
 
The cube’s facings had returned to its original configuration.  
 
The Clockmaker spoke.  
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“This unusual piece of arcane poetry is called THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX.” He said. “It is constructed of ninety-
nine lines and nine spacing glyphs.” He paused. “Its meaning and its relation to the secret of The Satyr’s 
Puzzle Box, remain an enigma.”    
 
The Clockmaker waited. Whispers began to travel among the masqued guest in the shadows around the 
great hall.  
 
The Clockmaker smiled, and lifted his wand ever so slightly. The guests became silent, painted masks were 
quickly raised to cover curious faces.  
 
Again he lifted his wand above the silver cube on the floor. This time the cube made only three moves ~ and 
many of the guests were quite clever enough to note and remember those three moves! 
 
The Puzzle Box began to shiver and shake… And then, as if by binary fission, it replicated itself!  
 
And… It began to shiver and shake again!  
 
And then the two puzzle boxes each replicated.  
 
And then again, shivering and shaking – the four replicated!   
 
And again. And again. And again. And again. And again! 
 
Doubling its number with each replication.  
 
With a few short minutes, a neat pyramidal stack of identical puzzle boxes stood geometrically on the 
flagstone floor of The Prince’s audience hall.  
 
The Clockmaker motioned to the pyramid of puzzle boxes, waiting on the flagstone floor.  
 
“It is hoped that an increase in the number of minds concentrated upon The Mystery will correlate to an 
increase in our understanding of The Mystery.” The Clockmaker elucidated upon the pyramid.  
 
The Clockmaker motioned toward The Prince, who was reading a wide scroll that had been silently 
delivered to him minutes earlier.  
 
The Clockmaker continued.  
 
“After extensive debate, experts at The Royal Society have deemed this puzzle box safe for circulation.”  
 
All eyes turned to The Prince.  
 
The Prince nodded with a smile. Permission. Amusement. Surprise?  
 
“That is exactly as instructed by Lord Prince Mithras, Imperator Nocturnal and Protector of London, 
Britannia, and The Kingdom of AVALON.” The Prince confirmed. A slight twist of amusement played at the 
corner of his lips, as he rolled up the wide parchment.  
 
“In this scroll.” He added. 
 
The Prince of London is among the most powerful vampyres known to exist. Nearly every vampyre prince 
in “The British Empire” is descended from him. He is ancient, rumoured to be more than three thousand 
years old, and the blue bloods vampyres descended from him continue discuss and co-ordinate their cities 
and countries as “vassals” of “The British Empire”.  
 
Prince Imperator Nocturnal Mithras of London, Angelicae, and The Kingdom of AVALON.  
 
All eyes turned back to The Clockmaker.  
 
With a wave of his wand, The Clockmaker caused one of The Puzzle Boxes to lift up into the air and float 
over to The Prince.  
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“If it amuses my prince?” He bowed.  
 
The Prince was staring at The Puzzle Box. He smiled, reached out, and received the strange device.  
 
“Your gift amuses me, Clockmaker.” He growled into the shadowy room.  
 
The Clockmaker bowed.  
 
“And with your permission, my prince, and in the hope that we may find what he has stolen, allow me to 
invite your subjects to partake of this mystery that The Satyr has left for us.” 
 
The Prince looked quickly up at the tall Clockmaker, a suspicious gleam in his eye. He growled, and then 
nodded.  
 
With a gesture, The Clockmaker invited the masquers to enjoy the puzzle.  
 
The masqued guests, intrigued, move onto the floor of the great hall, and as each picked up a puzzle box, 
The Clockmaker walked over to stand beside the raised dais upon which sat The Prince on his throne.  
  
The Prince nodded. “You may approach, Clockmaker.” 
 
The tall strange Clockmaker stepped up beside the throne, he leaned forward, and whispered to The Prince 
the secret of replicating The Puzzle Box.  
 
The vampyres of the city began to turn and slide the planes of the enigmatic puzzle boxes. Thus were they 
playing, when… 
 
“Ha!” Growled The Prince.  
 
The gathering of masque guests turned to him.  
 
With a smile of cynical humour, The Prince held up two cubes.  
 
“I have solved the first trick of The Satyr’s Puzzle Box!” The Prince declared.  
 
He began to explain the trick to his subjects.  
 
Fascinated and enchanted, one of the quicker masquer picked up the moves, causing The Puzzle Box he held 
to replicate! The others hurried to join in the novelty!  
 
“Amazing.” The Prince considered quietly. “But tell me, Clockmaker, why does it replicate?” 
 
The Clockmaker smiled.  
 
“If I may proceed, all will be revealed.”   
 
The floor cleared and The Clockmaker resumed his position in centre of the hall, below the dais of The 
Prince.  
 

? 

 
“This Puzzle Box was left at the scene of a crime.” The Clockmaker revealed.  
 
The hall was silent.  
 
“At the centre of The British Empire is the birthplace of modern scientific thought.”  
 
“An old heritage building is the original home of The Royal Society.”  
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“On new year’s eve of the year 2000, an artefact called Newton’s Stone was stolen from a secure chamber 
called The Machine Room, beneath that building.” 
 
“The Puzzle Box was left behind, in its place.”  
 
“The item taken had no known military applications, and the meaning of the act is not yet clear.”  
 
“What is known is that the theft was committed by a satyr.” 
 
The Prince shifted on his throne in annoyance. The Clockmaker perhaps noticed the act.  
 
“A satyr is a mythical creature, with the body of a human and the legs and horns of a goat. They are notorious 
for their magickal ability to play pipes of every sort and instruments, and for their love of poetry, philosophy, 
wine, and love. They are often found in the company of faeries and other arcadian creatures.”  
 
“We have determined that The Satyr built this strange puzzle box. But its meaning remains a mystery.”  
 
“The original puzzlebox remains under The Royal Society ~ where it was left. And it cannot be moved despite 
the best efforts of many great minds. But…”  
 
The Clockmaker paused.  
 
“Every fourteen hours, fourteen minutes, and fourteen seconds, The Puzzle Box replicates itself.”  
 
A whisper broke out among the guests. Until now, nobody in the city had known why The Clockmaker had 
been sent by the vampyre lord of Britain to their small city on the fringe of The Empire.  
 
“In fact…” The Clockmaker took out his pocket watch, consulted it with a smile, and continued. “All the 
replicates appear to be identical in every respect.” He said with a slight smile of amusement.  
 
All over the chamber The Puzzle Boxes in the hands of vampyres began to shiver and shake…  
 
Some vampyres dropped theirs, others (having solved the first mystery of the cube), held it whilst…  
 
As if by binary fission, The Puzzle Boxes replicated themselves!  
 

? 

 
Some blinking and surprised chatter.  
 
The Prince, forewarned, had let his puzzle box sit upon the arm of his throne as it shook and shivered and 
replicated, smiling with unconcern throughout the process.  
 
If His Liege Lord Mithras said it was safe, it was safe!  
 
As calm settled again over the hall, The Clockmaker continued. 
 
“The Puzzle Box is a work of the strangest artifice yet encountered by any vampyre or wizard. Its deepest 
secrets remain an enigma. However, some of its less complex secrets have been unlocked…” He paused. “As 
you have seen.”  
 
“The Satyr’s Puzzle Box contains a mystery, and that mystery is somehow related to the plant kingdom of 
Planet Earth. And…” He paused. “Butterflies appear to hold a mysterious and possibly symbolic significance 
to the enigma of The Satyr’s puzzle.”  
 
The Doctor picked up the seed, and held it up for the guests to see.  
 
“This is a Seed of The World Tree.” He turned to allow the guest to see the seed. “Each time a greater mystery 
is unlocked, The Puzzle Box produces a deluge of these extraordinary seeds.”  
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The Clockmaker paused.  
 
“Until the event of The Puzzle Box, seeds like this were very rare.”  
 
“In addition, the cypher alignment of each greater mystery of The Puzzle Box teaches the secret of a new 
kind of magick ~ a magic that can be used by both muggles and wizards.” He revealed, significantly.  
 
The hall became very silent. Vampyres didn’t trust magick, for the most part. Wizards were born with their 
talent, and it was a talent most vampyres did not possess.  
 
And wizards could be very dangerous.  
 
The Clockmaker was a wizard. And there were several other vampyres who also possess the gift.  
 
The Prince did not trust any of them.  
 
The Clockmaker watched. Smiled quietly. And continued.   
 
“A new type of magic that can be used by even muggles.” He paused. “And vampyres.”  
 
He watched in amusement. 
 
“With the secrets contained in this puzzle box, it is possible to summon fantastic creatures, animals, sentient 
plants, most types of elves and faeries, all varieties of nature spirit, and even many odd extra-planar 
entities.”  
 
“This opens many new possibilities for the design of our castles.” He added. 
 
And, he did not add, for the polite “mutual avoidance” relationship between vampyres and wizards! 
 
“Each Seed of The World Tree…” The Clockmaker held up the seed and gazed at it strangely. “Holds the 
magick to summon perhaps the strangest and most mystical butterfly ever to have existed.”  
 
He held the seed up high for the guests to see.  
 
“A butterfly that has not been seen on The Material Plane in nearly two thousand years.”  
 
 “The Delphic Emerald Swallowtail Butterfly of Fantasia.”  
 

? 

 
“Butterflies and fruit seeds?” The Prince said in slight annoyance. “Why have the learned gentlemen in 
London chosen now for you to reveal this?”  
 
The Clockmaker smiled.  
 
“Some of its less complex secrets had been unlocked long ago. But we needed to study The Puzzle Box further 
before deciding it is safe.” The Clockmaker explained.  
 
The Prince smiled grimly. “And what did you learned gentlemen decide?” He asked with an edge of sarcasm.  
 
The Clockmaker smiled. “Whist The Satyr was very naughty; we cannot deny that his puzzle box has 
stabilized a difficult situation.”  
 
“It is the opinion of the elders of The Royal Society, that The Satyr is of an old original Oxford linage of Satyrs. 
This is probably a prank he was playing as a non-conventional way of instituting a fix on The Machine.”  
 
The Prince snorted quietly. “They have old original Oxford linages of satyrs, do they?” He replied.  
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The Clockmaker smiled. “The Oxbridge centre of thought and culture, at its peak, attracted some of the most 
ancient and beautiful linages of The Satyrs that still exist on the planet ~ and also many other strange 
creatures. They contributed to and thus became a part of the greatness of these universities and their 
culture.”  
 
He watched The Prince. “Lord Bryon was a satyr. And Keats, and others.”  
 
The Prince’s eyebrows raised.  
 
“This particular satyr has in his head that the spirit of Britain is under threat of fragmentation. And he has 
created a very clever, and very British solution to the planetary problem ~ Lunacy.”  
 
The Clockmaker shrugged. “And so far, by sum, only benefit has come of it.”  
 
But The Prince was perceptive. “What was the problem The Satyr’s device has fixed?” He demanded, quietly. 
 
 “Certain plant-like growths in The Machine Room. The phenomena were materializing in correlation with 
the destabilization of our planet’s atmosphere.”  
 
“The Puzzle Box is somehow productively directing these to become stabilizing, rather than de-stabilizing 
additions.” He paused.  
 
“And…” The Clockmaker added. “The Machine is working soundly at present. Nevertheless, The Satyr must 
be found. And The Puzzle Box is our clue.” 
 
Looking suspiciously at The Clockmaker. “What will you do with him when he is found?” The Prince asked.  
 
“I believe he may be able to help us understand and repair The Machine.” The Clockmaker paused. “This is 
the view of Prince Mithras.  
 
“Yes.” The Prince replied absently.  
 
“An old original Oxford linage of satyrs.” The Prince sniffed cynically to himself.  
 
He turned and rearranged another facet of The Puzzle Box in his hands. 
 
“Obviously, you are not going to punish him.” The Prince shook his head in amusement.  
 
“Going to invite him back to work on The Machine he has fixed by his clever prank?”  
 
The Prince continued to turn and twist and tug at the enigmatic puzzle box in his hands.  
 
“That must be nice.”  
 
He added cynically.   
 
“But tell me, Clockmaker.” He looked up and watched the Clockmaker carefully and with suspicion. 
“Butterflies are creatures of the day time… Our world is the world of The Night.”  
 
“How does any of this affect our realm?”  
 
“What relevance is a mad satyr and his puzzle box to vampyres?”  
 

? 
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∞ 

 
We sit upon an egg in the womb of space, gazing into the mystery of it all. 

 
Nature is a sphinx who winds around our legs in two loops as eyes without end. 

 
And where shall we walk, that is not with two legs that are caught in the purr of her jest? 

 
But in her eyes laughs her riddle, The Riddle of The Sphinx, of Life, and of Death, and of an Egg.  

 
 

? 
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I. 

THE LUMINOUS ORCHID OF THE MOON  
 
It is said that The Orchid is the daughter of secrets.  
 
The quiet promise of her luminous lips leads men laughingly astray. To Hope. To Hell. To wherever she 
wants to lead men. But always to Bliss. And this secret ever increases the enchantment of her charm.  
 
The rarest orchid known to humanity is a great and wondrous bloom of night. The wizards name it ~ 
Phalaenopsis argentum. The Great Lunar Orchid.  
 
Its night flowers are soft enough to eat a man.  
 
But this rare orchid grows only among the complex canopy boughs of a carnivorous tentacular plant, The 
Giant Strangler Fig (Ficus persomnia) in the deep and ancient rainforests. Thus is this rare flower only to be 
found in the hot, moist, inaccessibly primeval regions of our living planet.  
 
In nearly two centuries, no witch or wizard (or any other humanoid) has successfully reproduced this 
magickal plant in cultivation.  
 
Until now.  
 

? 

 
THE GREENHOUSE OF THE DOCTOR

The Moon in the night sky illumes the delicate fronds and soft mosses of  the long narrow crystalline 
greenhouse between the shady brick walls.  
 
Long, but comfortable is the enclose garden sanctuary of this botanical house of glass. Beautiful and quiet. 
Victorian England. In the night.  
 
A green-veined marble door is set in the brick wall at the far back of the glasshouse. It is not the sort of door 
one would usually expect to open. There is no handle, no hinges – indeed, the green marble door is almost 
featureless, apart from a graceful curving question mark where a house number might otherwise have been.  
 
In fact, this green door does not look like a real door at all. One might go so far as to suggest that the door is 
merely a piece of Art – a sculpture of mossy marble set into the shady brick wall at the end of long benches 
of botanical curiosities.  
 
In the centre of the greenhouse, a frog pond, and rising from its centre, a fantastic mossy statue in the same 
green-veined marble as The Door. A faerie girl with butterfly wings, in a lily-filled well of moonlight. She 
holds in her cupped hands… The Puzzle Box of The Satyr.  
 
The arcane moon-silver cube in the delicate moss-marble hands of a faerie child.  
 
The architecture of the greenhouse is rectangular, like a corridor, but with a wide circular chamber around 
this moonwell of the faerie, in the middle. Frogs chirp in the soft sanctuary of night. Strange luminous moths, 
in great number and variety, flit among the moonbeams of the long crystal glasshouse. An owl sits upon a 
climber’s branch, watching from the shadows at the far end of the glass corridor, by the sculpture of The 
Green Door?  
 
Then The Green Door moved.  
 

? 

 
“How many more moths will come tonight, Doctor?”  
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Said the pretty girl in the glorious green ball gown under the white laboratory coat.  
 
In the moonlight, perhaps The Green Door was opened?   
 
The moonlight is dizzying and the world is odd, but outside the gardens grow on their side. Yes. Not an 
Illusion.  
 
The Clockmaker was with her. They must have come through the green marble door?  
 
“I expect as many as three or four more moths will come tonight, up to the last instants before dawn.” The 
Old Clockmaker answered cheerfully. “By the looks of them through my telescope, one is straggling and may 
possibly get lost in the twilight between worlds.” 
 
To Lillian (and most modern folk) he is Doctor Tzarkov of The Queensland University of Technology ~ or 
merely, “The Doctor”. It might be a little odd to walk around a university laboratory calling your supervisor 
“Clockmaker” or “Sire”. 
 
“The three nights of The Spring Moon are my favourite three nights of the year.” She added.  
 
He smiled quietly. “You chose the night of The Ball.” 
 
“I have an idea.” She looked up at him, mischievously. “Perhaps if I meet some other neophyte vampyres 
whom I like, I could take them into the gardens to see The Moon Moths?” 
 
The Doctor smiled.  
 
“Other neophyte vampyres whom you like?” He queried. “Other than whom, my dear?” 
 
Lillian looked up. “I am a neophyte vampyre whom I like.” She replied. “Or I will be, by the time of the night 
of The Ball.” She added. “So?” She asked. “The Gardens?”  
 
He smiled.  
 
“It is your Coming Out Ball, my dear.” 
 
Lillian Glade was twenty-one on the night she became a vampyre. Four years ago. Her graduation night, the 
first woman scientist in her own family, but not the first radical woman in her family.  
 
Then, one day, she had hopped in a Balloon, waved goodbye to her family and friends, as she floated up into 
the sky, and they never saw her again.  
 
The balloon was found in the ocean and it was assumed that she had been eaten by sea creatures.  
 
Now that she was a vampyre she had no contact with her former life.  
 
She had attended her own funeral and watched her loved ones’ weep.  
 
She would soon formerly ‘graduate’ from the vampyric stage of childhood in which she was not permitted 
to meet any vampyres outside of The Doctor’s brood ~ without The Prince’s writ of permission. As a 
newborn vampyre, she existed under her sire’s will, and he was responsible for her wrongs. She was not 
even permitted to know the names of other vampyres in the city. Yet.  
 
But she was permitted to read many of the dusty old books in The Doctor’s library…  
 
And tonight she became an adult.  
 
“A free vampyre and obedient subject of The Prince.”  
 
These are the words of the ceremony.  
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Theoretically, The Prince may kill her at the presentation ceremony tonight ~ if he decides not to accept 
her as a subject of his city. But The Doctor has assured her that presentation ceremonies usually only 
happen after acceptance of the new vampyre has already been negotiated.  
 
Lillian smiled to herself. Confidently?  
 
Though she is quite young and pretty in a nerdy sort of way, she is wearing an amazing glorious glittering 
green evening dress, under her lab coat. Her hazel hair has been lifted into a flat circular crown of plaits 
intertwined with herbs and green fronds and light leafy gum nuts and Australian flowers to form an earthen 
wreath.  
 
An unconventional hair arrangement?  
 
Lillian loves plants.  
 

? 

 
A pair of wide, large scholar’s spectacles are tucked up in lovely Lillian’s hair wreath. Her emerald ball-gown 
glitters fragrantly beneath her comfortable old white lab coat. She wonders dreamily down the greenhouse 
row, examining the shelf-like leaves of the potted mandrakes.  
 
Behind her, The Clockmaker stood before The Green Door, watching his child as she worked.  
 
She paused. “Do you think The Prince knows about The Giant Moon Moths?”  
 
The Clockmaker smiled. “He hopes that they will not be seen by the muggles.” He watched her fondly.  
 
She smiled. She reached out and lovingly caressed and examined the rubbery leaf surface of the giant ropey 
tentacular plant, that formed a rib in the living (slightly writhing) architectural skeleton of the greenhouse.  
 
Seven ribs along each side of the crystal corridor. The Giant Tentacular Plants (Ficus persomnia). The 
Strangler Figs. The majority of the tentacles are outside of the greenhouse, though each young plant’s root 
form a single line along each rib, running through the interior of the greenhouse. The silver stemmed, green 
leaved tentacular plants twisting around and through the structure of old iron webbing and the crystal 
facets.  
 
The glass and the ironwork of this place appeared likewise formed of components that were each “practical” 
in their attitude toward their neighbours ~ everything magickally and continually shifts around its angles 
and positions slightly to accommodate everything else. Irregular order.  
 
At her touch, the vast powerful monstrously thick tentacle plant, shifted and convoluted some of its trunks, 
and seemed to purr happily.  
 
Her eyes twinkled with an elfin gleam.  
 
“My Coming Out Ball.”  
 
She grinned. 
 

? 

 
The fig “fruit” is actually a fertile flower.  
 
The flower is luscious and it attracts low wasps through the hole it keeps for that purpose.  
 
They enter the love chamber through its hole, and there (in a disco-like setting) occurs a wild banquet of 
Love.  
 
Then they die.  
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After the females have laid many eggs in the flowers.  
 
The babies are born in the post party love chamber, and they crawl out of the flower’s hole, covered in the 
flower’s pollen.  
 
They ascend to fly around among the faerie lights, and then they find a new love chamber.  
 
With the pollen.  
 
Scores of them in every love chamber.  
 
Each with different pollen.  
 

? 

 
In the wild, the seed of this plant germinates in the high branch notch in any canopy tree.  
 
The fig is a specialist at surviving on the decomposing leaf litter and captured rainwater gathered in the 
notch. And high in the canopy, sunlight is abundant. It throws down its roots, as tentacular sub-trunks 
snaking down the host tree to the ground.  
 
And then it begins to grow.  
 
Wrapping its smooth silvery botanical tentacles around the host tree and strangling it, night by night.  
 
Fifty years perhaps, or a hundred ~ the end is inevitable. The host tree dies without even having left a gap 
in the forest canopy.  
 
The host tree may have had a girth of five meters or more. It rots, surprisingly quickly, leaving empty space. 
Wrapped in the botanical tentacles of the triumphant strangler fig is left a hollow tube running from the 
forest floor up to the forest canopy.  
 
A human can climb up the larger of these hollow tunnels, through the centres of trunks of the deep forest 
strangler figs.  
 
These strange botanical “sky tunnels” occur in every tropical rainforest of Planet Earth.  
 
But Strangler Figs can be lovely companions.  
 
The peoples of the south-east Orient, cultivate these figs, weaving and pruning each threaded tendril, month 
by month, year by year, to create bridges over ravines or earth-quake-proof houses. Even the muggle 
species of giant tentacular plant holds temptingly interesting architectural possibilities. The Domestication 
of The Strangler Fig. 
 
The Doctor uses these time-honed Oriental techniques of weaving the figs to create and stabilize the 
interdimensional structures of his lovely quiet greenhouse, adjacent to The Botanical Gardens in a 
dimensional turn between two building in the centre of Brisbane City.  
 
Lillian and The Doctor opened the glass doors at the front of the greenhouse, and a wave of city sound 
washed through the quiet.  
 
The Doctor smiled and drank deep of the new reality.  
 
“I love our City.” He observed.  
 
And Lillian and The Doctor stepped through the tiny crystalline door in the folds of the emerald skyscraper, 
out into gardens of their garden city.  
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? 

 
What is gravity?  
 
The gardens here grow on the walls. And on the ground. Horizontal gardens? Vertical gardens?  
 
The gardens grow up the side of the skyscraper.  
 
It began as a pillar of grey, like most of the skyscrapers on Planet Earth.  
 
Grooved lines covered its sides in beautiful patterns. These were designed to collect and direct rain water 
~ and in the first year, they turned green with moss.  
 
They were designed this way, to facilitate the moss or exclude the moss. The green and silver of an artist’s 
palate. 
 
Patterns of living green concentric circles over the sides of the silver-grey concreate skyscraper. Water lines. 
 
Soon forest ferns established in designed niches in tessellated patterns, over the sides if the building. These 
softened the skyscraper’s ethereal silhouette with their green fronds.  
 
If you want to be a conventional architect, vertical gardens are expensive. But if you want to be an ecologist, 
vertical gardens are very cheap.  
 
Topographical features on the building’s surface mimicked the forested cliffs upon which these ferns 
naturally occur. Thus, the ferns came at the behest of no gardener’s hand.  
 
And then there were the vines.  
 
Ideal habitat for vines.  
 
Skyscrapers.  
 

? 

 
The Emerald Crystal.  
 
This is the name that The Doctor used to create a living skyscraper.  
 
The Doctor is an Ecologist. A Scientist. The Universities of The City are his responsibility. And there are 
three.  
 
The Emerald Crystal is an experiment in architecture, and hence it was a project of the university. A strange 
idea that had burst to life in the fireworks of The Doctor’s head.  
 
Even in glorious night, the green crystal, dripping in life, was swirling in a cloud of emerald and rainbow 
wings.  
 
Butterflies.  
 
Thousands of them.  
 
Ornithoptera richmondia.  
 
The Great Emerald Butterfly of Brisbane.  
 
Emerald and rainbow wings. A glory of colour and life.  
 
Even in the night.  
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They were attracted to the vine whose tapestry was as a robe over every facing of the skyscraper.  
 
A vine which was nearly extinct in the wild, in 2020AD. 
 
The butterfly needed to lay its eggs on this vine. Its caterpillar is a picky eater, and dies if the chef is poor. 
 
The butterfly needed this vine. The vine was going extinct. And so the butterfly was going extinct.  
 
In 2025AD, Lillian has her Coming-Out Ball.  
 
She has created a building covered in the sacred vine.  
 
And now there are thousands of butterflies. Here in the urban centre of the city, amidst the steel and 
concreate shards of the many grey skyscrapers.  
 
A single building has saved an entire population of butterflies.  
 
And the company that funded this university research project is astonished by the publicity.  
 

 
(Insert Advertisement for The Australian Company who pays me the most MONEY!  

And wants to be immortalized in ART!  
This is The Age of Capitalism, Wombles, and I must express the spirit of the age to express ART!  

HA!  
 

Signed, Glenorchy McBride III 
 

PS. My book will be full of advertising!  
Wizarding Advertising for Real Australian Companies! 

Bring Me MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! 
 

And an unusual PR Manager who can play this game!) 
 
 

 

? 

 
By the door of the green limousine that awaited Lillian and The Doctor, sat an Oriental chauffeur.  
 
A sparkling disco-green vintage Rolls Royce Silver Shadow.  
 
The chauffeur, opened the door, and the two vampyres slid comfortably into the luxurious (and strangely 
large?) green velvet interior of the glittering antique car.  
 
“Thanks, Horney.” Lillian said cheerfully, as the oriental chauffeur closed the door behind them.  
 

? 
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II. 

THE PRESENTATION OF LILLIAN GLADE 
 
“Proceed, Clockmaker.” The Prince commanded with an imperious waive of his hand.  
 
High in the pinnacle of The Prince’s castle, the great hall was silent. It shadows filled with masque guests.  
 
The Clockmaker smiled gently. “Come, my dear.” He said softly, as he placed his hand reassuringly on 
Lillian’s shoulder. “Now is your moment.”  
 
Before The Prince and the assembled kindred of Brisbane, the tall clockmaker and the pretty young girl, 
with the Spring wreath in her hair and a fantastic green evening gown, stepped into the centre of the 
chamber’s ballroom floor. Among the assembled guests, these two alone did not wear masques.  
 
Lillian took one additional step forward, to stand in front of her sire. As she had been taught, she dropped 
carefully to one knee, her head bowed submissively. And then, with his long white parchment hand still on 
her shoulder, The Clockmaker spoke.  
 
“Prince Thomas Brisbane. Before you and your kindred of your city, and in accord with the traditions of 
Night, I present my newly created child before The Prince of The City. I ask that she be granted full status 
as a free vampyre and obedient subject of your realm.”  
 
Silence. 
 
“I recite The Linage of My Child.”  
 
The Doctor continued. 
 

“Before you, kneels Dr Lillian Glade  
Child of The Clockmaker of Prague  
Child of Omar Khayyam the Sage  

Child of Salome the Witch 
Child of Luna, 

The Founder of The Lunatics’ Line 
Child of Enoch, 

The Wandering Knight 
Child of Caine, 

The First Vampyre.” 
 
“I ask that you grant her permission to live among us as a free vampyre of your domain and as your obedient 
subject?”  
 
The Clockmaker completed the formal request, stepped back, and stood in silence.  
 
Lillian continued to kneel before The Prince, her head bowed, waiting silently, as she had been taught.  
 
The Prince watched, and then stood from his throne, and stepped forward to inspect her. Like a wolf 
examining a strange curiosity, he stalked in a circle around the kneeling girl, examining her from each side. 
And then with one long rough finger…  
 
Not a human finger….  
 
A long course muscular leathery finger with a claw barely protruded from its tip.  
 
A wolfish claw that appeared to have burst from his flesh and never fully retracted. 
 
Like a beast within.  
 
A claw that Lillian watched in fascination.  
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Then that claw was pressing under her chin. Lillian grimaced, but pursed her lips, and forced her neck to 
relax. She let that terrible claw lift up her chin to look into the face of The Prince.  
 
The face of a wolf!  
 
Straight glossy beard that looked more like fur. And his neck... was genuinely furry!  
 
The Prince growled, and she could see his fangs.  
 
The light reflected on the bestial planes of his face.  
 
“Hmmm.” The Prince growled from deep in his throat as he examined her face.  
 
“Your sire tells me that you are a scientist.” He paused. “A botanist.”  
 
“Yes, my Prince.” She could barely whisper.  
 
He continued to examine her.  
 
“Tell me, girl…” He barked in what seemed a bitter aggressive irony, as he looked down upon her.  
 
His full will imposed upon her and she could not deny him truth.  
 
“Why has The Doctor created his strange new castle?”  
 
She wanted to run!  
 
He watched her.  
 
“The Doctor wants to attract The Pegasai to Brisbane.” She gulped. “And the crystal also has arcane 
engineering related to The Puzzle Box of The Satyr, my Prince.” 
 
The Prince snarled.  
 
“How does it relate to The Puzzle Box?” He demanded, intensely.  
 
“Unlocking its deeper mysteries, I think.” Lillian was frightened. “My Prince.” She remembered to add. 
 
The Prince, seemed to relax abit, satisfied that she was telling the truth.  
 
“Good girl.” He said.  
 
She felt her mind released from the total constraint of his will. 
 
“Doctor Lillian Glade is it, girl? Humph!” He growled, unimpressed. “They gave you a degree for playing in 
the garden, did they?” He demanded.  
 
Lillian calmed her mind. She might be young, but she was a very good scientist.  
 
“My doctoral thesis centred on the botanical and ecological curiosities of The Emerald Butterfly Vine.” She 
paused. “It is the vine that covers the exterior of The Doctor’s new castle and attracts the clouds of 
butterflies around the building.”  
 
“The Doctor.” He repeated her words.  
 
The Prince watched the young girl. And then added with slow significance...  
 
“The Clockmaker is here to complete a task, girl. Then, he will return to England.” The Prince snarled very 
slightly. “The Prince of London made that charter.” He paused.  
 
“You will remain here in my city.” He continued to watch her for another few seconds, before adding.  
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“To tend the gardens.” 
 
The Prince barked a cynical snarl that might have been laughter.  
 
“My realm is being overrun by Doctors!” He snorted dismissively. 
 
“This is what comes letting women learn how to read!”  
 
He watched her.  
 
She remained quiet. Frightened. 
 
But he continued to watch her. Unmoving. His claw continuing to hold her head in its thrall. The silence 
became uncomfortable. 
 
Lillian felt panic. Her chest beginning to tighten for another breath.  
 
Calm.  
 
She told herself. Focusing her mind, Lillian began to recite the botanical orders of The Plant Kingdom.  
 
The Doctor had taught Lillian that the mental disciplines of science are quite as powerful as those of any 
other spiritual tradition. One of the ways she studied for exams was by creating beautiful imagery around 
the ideas. It took her out of the ordinary world of the present. 
 
Then, quiet unexpectedly, she could hear him...  
 
The Prince!  
 
His growling voice! His thoughts. She could hear him thinking!  
 
O no! It must be the stress – making her mind dilate unbidden to hear other people’s thoughts!   
 
But The Prince’s coarse, rough voice rang in her head... 
 
“What are they up to? That Clockmaker, what does he want another child for? Why do they all think he is so 
important? What does he really want in my city? Come on girl, TELL ME!”  
 
The claw pierced the skin under her chin, and she gasped! And blinked her eyes back into focus.  
 
A droplet of her blood gathered on The Prince’s claw... And the masqued guests of the great hall, seemed to 
catch their breath, as of a single mind… gathered a little closer around the scene. 
 
 “Ahem.”  
 
The tension was broken by The Clockmaker clearing his throat. The Prince looked up at him.  
 
“Yes.” He said gruffly… but then unhurriedly. “Of course.” And he turned his head to look back at the girl.  
 
“Pegasus?” He said. “Winged horses?”  
 
She gulped.  
 
“Yes, my Prince.” She managed to whisper.  
 
“That’s what I thought you said.” His eyes dilated unbidden. The Prince was near exactly two hundred years 
old. Almost the same age as Australia. And as a British lord and military officer, he had bred and ridden 
horses when Queen Victoria sat upon the throne of England.  
 
“Humph.” The Prince grunted. And continued to examine her.  
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He let go of her chin. And with a snarl, he raised to his mouth the ruby jewel upon the tip of his claw.  
 
With curious analytical detachment, she watched the lifting claw, a droplet of her blood on its tip. It moved 
as if in slow motion, as if she were in a dream. It was not like the claw of any animal with which she was 
familiar. It also seemed like there might be more of that claw inside his finger.  
 
Fascinating.  
 
She watched The Prince lick his claw clean with a single swipe of his dusty cracked leather lips.  
 
He snorted an almost imperceptible laugh.  
 
He was watching her.  
 
She looked down. And waited. Hoping this would end.  
 
“You think I’m a beast, don’t you girl?” He watched her.  
 
Actually, she had been too busy examining all of the new things to begin correlating what they all meant.  
 
He snorted again.  
 
“A beast.” He repeated absently, almost more to himself. And barked a rough bitter laugh.  
 
“So, I am.”  
 
He sat back down upon his throne. Then with formality, he addressed the gathered guests.  
 
“Lillian Glade, Child of The Clockmaker of Prague, I grant you status as a free vampyre and obedient subject 
of my city and dominion. Obey my commands. Obey the traditions of Night. Obey your sire. And you will 
prosper in my city.”  
 
He watched her imperiously.  
 
“Arise!” He is now Master of Ceremonies.  
 
“The Night is your inheritance!” 
 

? 

 
Lillian blinked. It was over. What an ordeal!  
 
In the centre of the floor of The Great Hall, she stood up, straightened her long green velvet gown, adjusted 
her spectacles, rubbed her chin, and looked up at The Prince.  
 
But The Prince was smiling in a most unsettling way – as if at some dark, terrible, and ironic joke.  
 
He raised his eyes from her and gazed challengingly at the masked guests, gathered in the shadows around 
the pillared edges of the vaulted and archaic great hall – an old world chamber so oddly contradictory to 
the tall modern skyscraper, in whose peak it was nestled.  
 
“Kindred of My City,” His voice did not need to be loud to convey the great and penetrating power of The 
Prince. “I bid to you welcome and honour this newest member of our family in The Night.” He smiled as if 
at some ironic joke.  
 
“Now, let us retire to The Clockmaker’s new castle, and partake of The Revel in celebration of our new 
kindred’s Coming Out.” 
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He leaned back upon his throne and watched as the tension released and the masqued guests began to 
whisper among themselves, filling the shadows around the chamber’s edge with suppressed excitement at 
the coming ball.  
 
Lillian felt a hand on her shoulder. 
 
She turned to look up into The Doctor’s ancient eyes. He was smiling gently.  
 
“Well done, my dear.” He said with a sparkle of amusement in his eyes.  
 
Lillian grinned. 
 
And let out a sigh of relief.  
 

? 

 
WHY DOES THE PRINCE LOOK LIKE A WOLF? 

“Sire.” Lillian asked, her hands in the pockets of her lab coat as she peered up at the painting on the wall of 
The Doctor’s House.  
 
It was an enormous dusty old portrait of a highly decorated and handsome young fresh-faced British Officer. 
And his horse.  
 
“Yes, Lillian.” He stood beside her in the tall narrow hallway, his hands also in the pockets of his lab coat. 
They gazed up and admired the fine painting with amusement.  
 
The young officer in the finely painted portrait was close shaven, with mutton chops.  
 
The painting looked good against the mouldering purple paisley Victorian wallpaper of the tall narrow 
corridor of The Doctor’s House.  
 
By the front door.  
  
“Why does The Prince look like a wolf?” Lillian asked.  
 
And then, pondering, added.  
 
“Beast, was the word he used.” Curiously.  
 
The Doctor smiled in amusement.  
 
They gazed up at the large dusty portrait of a brave, impressive, and decorated officer of Her Majesty’s Army. 
The powerful young man was perfectly human, and very handsome.  
 
Behind him rippled the muscular torso of a fine stallion with pomp and full ceremonial attire.  
 

? 

 
“One of The Thirteen Bloodlines of vampyres carry the ability to transform in the shape of a wolf.” The 
Doctor offered and waited.  
 
“The Wolven Brood?” Lillian cited the name of the bloodline.  
 
He smiled. “This power is called The Shadow Wolf and it confers other magicks, too.”  
 
“Including the ability to magickally sink into any living deep soil, and sleep underground.”   
 
“The result is that this bloodline are the only vampyres with extensive freedom to safety travel, without 
danger from sunlight.”  
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“But the powers of The Shadow Wolf come at a cost.”  
 
“Each time the vampyre loses control to his own inner wolf, it becomes more difficult for him to fully 
transform back from wolf into human.”  
 
“Many members of The Wolven Brood end up becoming wolves, entirely forgetting their human past.”  
 
“A power and a price.”  
 
“Sire.”  
 
“Yes. Lillian.”  
 
“The Prince is not a member of The Wolven Brood.” She paused, looking sideways at her sire.  
 
“The Prince is a Blue Blood.” She added.  
 
The Doctor’s eyes continued twinkle with merriment as they gazed up at the portrait of the fair-faced British 
gentleman officer. And his horse.  
 
“A loyal servant made a great sacrifice to imbue The Prince with the powers of The Shadow Wolf.”  
 
“Why?”  
 
“When the colony of Australia was established, the elders of The Prince’s ancient British house felt these 
powers would be of use to him in taming this wild distant land.” He paused. “They felt that these unusual 
powers would be of use to The Prince in ‘The Great Game’.” He smiled with amusement. “And they were.” 
He added.  
 
Lillian’s brow furrowed with curiosity.  
 
“The Great Game?” 
 

? 

 
THE GREAT GAME OF TERRA AUSTRALIS  

The Doctor smiled in amusement.  
 
“In 1788, Captain James Cook charted and claimed The Terrae Australis for Her Majesty, The Queen, and The 
British Empire. Near two hundred and fifty years ago.”  
 
“The world was a different time, prior to the opening of The 1800’s. The Aristocracy of Europe were 
enjoying the peak of a Renaissance party that had been rioting for almost two centuries.  Britain’s Throne 
was stable and riding high.”  
 
“And so Prince Mithras of London suggested… a “Game”.”  
 

? 

 
When Australia was founded, the ancient and unconquered vampyre, Prince Mithras of London, Imperator 
Nocturnal and Unseen Protector of all the lands subject unto Avalon, deemed that the conquest of this ‘new 
continent of Terra Australis’ shall be a ‘Great Game’ ~ to be played by the seven ancient houses of his own 
children.” The Doctor smiled cheerfully.  
  
“He declared that the new continent of Australia would be cut into seven realms. The seven greatest 
vampyric houses of his brood would each choose and prepare a mortal whom they would each transform 
into a vampyre and present as Champion.”  
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“Seven realms of Australia. Seven of the finest British blue blood families. Seven Princes in a Great Game of 
Empire Building.”  
 
“Each of these seven Blue Blood houses would choose a champion from among the aristocratic mortal 
families of their descendants. They would embrace this champion as a vampyre, and the seven houses would 
be given ten years to train their seven champions. Then those seven new vampyre lords would assume their 
positions as the seven princes of the seven capital cities of the states and territories of Terra Australis.”  
 
“So began ‘The Great Game’ – to be played out over the vista of human history.” He paused with a slight 
smile. “For as you know, my dear, vampyres do not appear to die of old age.”  
 
“Let The Great Game be played out over the vista of human history.”  
 
“The Great Game?” Lillian replied dubiously. 
 

? 

 
““There must be rules to The Game.” Declared Prince Mithras of London.” 
 
“He ruled that no Blue Blood vampyre except these champions and their descendants may hold a position 
as Prince of any Australian city.”  
 
“So, whilst any Blue Blood elder of The British Empire is welcome to make her or his home in Australia, few 
have, as neither they nor their descendants can ever directly rule any Australian city.” 
 
“That might suggest that the seven vampyre princes of the seven original capital cities of Australia are all 
Blue Bloods ~ champions and representatives of the seven great houses of Britain?” Lillian asked. 
 
“Only four, my dear.” The Doctor corrected.  
 
“An extraordinarily high proportion of natives have the ability to shapechange into a unique type of 
Australian werewolf ~ and in that form, they are dangerously aggressive and endowed with claws and teeth 
that can kill vampyres. The Prince Champion of The Northern Territory was never able to assert his rule 
and was slain by natives, less than a century after his arrival. A child of his brood now holds the position as 
Prince of Darwin, though he governs only because the native tribes spared his predecessor’s life in exchange 
for a blood oath to honour their territory ~ an oath which binds every vampyre who holds a prince position 
in The NT. The predecessor who made that oath was summoned to Canberra, shortly after The Imperial 
Council was formed, he disappeared, never returning from the meeting. The current Prince was installed by 
Canberra, and Canberra has since refused to allow The Northern Territory to become a full state of Australia. 
Be that as it may, the greater majority of the land of The NT is an aboriginal protectorate where indigenous 
law has authority over white law. The region of Australia is called Arnhemland, and it is almost entirely 
unspoilt wilderness, some of the most beautiful on the planet.”  
 
“The Prince Champion of Perth died, during The 1930’s, in Brisbane. Perth is now governed by the former 
court sorcerer of Prince Brisbane, much to the displeasure of Canberra’s Blue Blood leaders.”  
 
“And The Prince Champion of Sydney was murdered by an infamous vampyre named The Artful Dodger, 
during a series of Anarch Revolts that occurred in The 1970’s. The revolts were settled by a truce agreement 
that prevented The Elders from putting The Dodger to death for his crime, a compromise candidate was 
installed as Prince of Sydney, but The Blue Bloods were never able to re-establish their grip and the state 
remains a stronghold of anti-establishment sentiment and the focus of ongoing drama.”  
 
“The Artful Dodger?” Lillian mused. “I read somewhere that Charles Dicksons modelled many of his 
characters on real personalities that he had encountered in life? He wouldn’t be, would he?” 
 
The Old Clockmaker smiled.  
 
“The very same, my dear.”  
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? 

 
“Sire.” 
 
“Yes, Lillian.”  
 
“Where did you get this portrait painting of Prince Brisbane?”  
 
The Clockmaker paused, a sparkle of amusement in his eye. They gazed up at the enormous painted portrait 
of the fresh-faced British Officer, and his horse.  
 
“It was a housewarming gift from The Prince, when I moved to Brisbane.” The Doctor replied and paused.  
 
“He was greatly cheered by my decision to hang it by the front door.”  
 
“One of the few occasions upon which I have seen him genuinely smile.” 
 

?  
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III. 

 THE CLOUD GARDENS IN THE MOONLIGHT 
 
The emerald crystal pierced the night sky, beside the full moon, among The Milky Way.   
 
A wide cloud island made a garland around the collar of the emerald skyscraper. Luminous silver faerie 
floss caught in a soft woolly wreath of dreams.  
 
Beautiful moss lines of green and silver trace the exterior of the building. Green of the moss and silver of 
the concreate in the moonlight. These artist’s lines were created by water channelling grooves designed to 
exploit the old axiom ~ where water flows, moss grows.  
 
The green living skyscraper overlooks the city’s botanical gardens, a fold of the river that is wrapped on the 
far side by rising cliffs. Here stands the emerald crystal, glittering in the moonlit of the night sky.   
 
And then, from within the cloud island around its collar, a silken thread arced out, dropped, and sailed down 
the length of the skyscraper. 
 
From within the clouds at the top of the skyscraper, a female human figure sailed down the thread in the 
night sky. The emerald butterflies rose and swirled around her as she descended through the misty sky 
gardens that grew on the side of the building.  
 
Lillian loves to climb.  
 

? 

 
As a child, Lillian loved to climb rocks.  
 
Now, Lillian loves to climb skyscraper buildings.  
 
Crystal Climbing.  
 
Scaling skyscraper buildings is an “extreme sport” and big business in 2025AD1.  
 
Most modern skyscraper architects design rock-climber paths into the exterior of each new skyscraper 
building. These crystal-climbing paths are called “skyways”.  
 
Employees love them, many climb to work, and change into their business suit when they arrive. 
Particularly, the professionals. Learning to master heights is considered a skill of rule. And the challenging 
daily exercise path helps tomorrow’s leaders remain in peak condition.  
 
Everybody who climbs is on a thread, so there is no real danger. But holding onto the side of a building high 
in the sky can be quite nerve wracking, even if you know you are on a thread, and, thus, completely safe.  
 
Nerve-wracking, unless you have systematically developed nerves of steel by climbing the building every 
morning.  
 
Useful qualities to buy with but a few texture paths on your building? 
 
Capitalists build the skyscrapers, and so t’is to them I must sell the idea. Let Don Quixote chase his windmills. 
The Doctor and I would rather build them.  
 
The Doctor’s emerald crystal is round, and a bit like a telescope pole with three sections. It has three 
skyways climbing paths, leading from the base to the roof-top sky garden at the peak. Each of the three 
skyway paths are of varying difficulty, and they explore the fantastic aspects, panorama views, and vertical 
cloud gardens of the skyscraper’s potential.  
 

                                                        
1 I am hopeful that this idea will “ascend” through public consciousness more quickly than most.  
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Lillian designed these climbing paths, herself.  
 
The Doctor says that any corporation can improve its reputation by building a fantastically beautiful 
emerald crystal skyscraper as its corporate headquarters. And owning and controlling a cloud of swirling 
butterflies or other strange and rare wonders by using your building as an ecological antenna.  
 
A Formula of Animal Summoning.  
 
The Doctor sees his emerald crystal as an architectural option. A new idea.  
 
As she descends through the clouds, Lillian slows her thread before a moonwell.  
 
At regular intervals up each side of the building, a concreate lip is fanned out in semi-circle dish to form the 
deep font of a frog pond, high among the clouds.  
 
The purpose of the pond is functional, a component in minimum maintenance a self-sustaining garden. And 
yet, the pond is also beautiful, with a statue rising from the waters filled with lily pads and a strange aquatic 
herb that devours mosquitos.   
 
The Doctor says that the mosquito is among the most dangerous animals of our homeworld planet.  
 
Lillian gazed into the moonwell pond.  
 
There are many tadpoles from the various tree frogs who have established in the cloud gardens.  But she 
cannot see any mosquito wrigglers in the pond’s lovely waters.  
 
She sees herself reflected in the lovely waters.  
 
Secrets dwell here, waiting to be discovered. 
 
There is a statue in the centre of the pond, ever-rising anew, from the pond’s sweet water.  
 
A faerie girl with butterfly wings. And in her delicate hands is cupped, the arcane cube. Moonsilver gleaming 
in the moonlight.  
 
But for the cube, the statue (like the rest of the building) is silver reinforced concrete, and every groove 
softened by mosses and other soft green wonders.  
 
The butterfly-winged elf-girl stands upon the water, in the centre of the deep egg-like alcove of the 
moonwell.  
 

? 

 
THE MYSTERIOUS PRESENCE OF THE GIANT MOON MOTH 

Above the faerie’s hollow in the mossy moonwell, the smooth silver sculptured concreate of the building’s 
side rose up cathedral-like to an arched peak, perhaps seven meters above. Long carven concreate stone 
arches within arches, complex church-like patterns, a death’s head.  
 
And yet, defying appearance, it was not the carven stone of gothic architecture.  
 
It was a chameleon-like ability of a seven-meter long silver moth, wings folded, as it nestled into the groove 
running up the side of the building.  
 
So, liken unto concrete were the shades of grey and silver, so liken unto a peaked church arch when huddled 
long up the building, so perfect the shimmering patterns of its natural disguise, that it could be looked at for 
hours and never noticed. The moth in the starry-vaulted room. Seen but unseen.  
 
The moth shivered and shifted a little at Lillian’s touch.  
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It’s silvery chameleon colourations follow its new position, shifting and fitting into new patterns of secrets. 
A bending of light. The invisible moths of Brisbane City.  
 
Look around.  
 
Lillian pushes herself off from the building and swings her thread on a gentle arc out into the moonlight. 
She gazes out over the other giant moths, nestled into the grooves of the building.  
 
The few moths that slept on the building were virtually invisible unless the viewer understood how to see 
them. Then they became obvious to that being.  
 
Lillian climbed up the cloud garden to the left of the moth and stopped mid-wing. She lovingly examined the 
giant creature, while she took a strange technological device from her belt.  
 
The girl in the clouds adjusted her glasses, she activated the device and scanned it over the lower body of 
giant moth. The scanner device produced a glowing hologram image of luminous globes filling the abdomen 
of the giant moth.  
 
Eggs.  
 
The great moth is a mother, ready to lay.  
 
Lillian smiled. Perhaps she will be the first to lay this year?  
 
Lillian counted the eggs.  
 
She had already visited each of the other moths on the building, but this particularly fine moth had only 
arrived the previous evening.  
 
Fourteen eggs.  
 
More than any of the other moth who had responded to The Summoning.  
 

? 

 
Emerald butterflies swirl around Lillian, as she collects her scientific data in the cloud garden.  
 
The building sides are carpeted in naturally occurring fronds, mosses, and green epiphytes, but the only 
human-tended plant in these sky gardens is The Emerald Butterfly Vine (Paristolochia praevenosa). And 
these vines have grown thick among the ferny maze.  
 
These vines attract The Emerald Butterfly of Brisbane.  
 
This butterfly is approximately the size of the human hand, and it features the whole spectrum of colours 
over its body, though most spectacular are its green wings. This butterfly is rare, and formerly dwelt only 
in the most secluded deep forest groves, for only in these wild and secret places grew the vine upon which 
it lays its eggs. The Emerald Butterfly Vine.  
 
So, The Doctor wove the vine thickly through every part of the emerald crystal’s external cloud gardens. It 
is the most visually dense plant on the building. And the green skyscraper became a mossy green ecological 
aerial, rising up from the landscape to attract and create a living swirling garland of life.  
 
From every forest fragment around the perimeter of Brisbane City, the emerald butterflies came.  
 
Trickling steams of fluttering rainbow, attracted by the concentrated scent of the vine they most need.  
 
The first year there were but a few butterflies, but they laid many eggs in the cloud gardens of the emerald 
crystal.  
 
The second year, there were noticeable numbers of butterflies, fliting around the green building.  
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The third year, the totem spirit of the butterfly burst into bloom as a living swirling cloud of rainbow wings 
~ a butterfly cloud that has danced around the building ever since.  
 
The building is awakened. Botanical life, woven through its patterns, spreads its sweetly scented aura of 
green laugher and wholesomeness out as the wings of the building itself.  
 
A single building has regenerated an entire population of the dying emerald butterflies ~ and for the first 
time, has made this butterfly a harmonious and permanent part of the urban ecosystem.  
 
Thousands of the rare butterflies, swirling as a mist around the building. Even at night. 
 
The media publicity was astonishing!  
 
No amount of advertising could buy that sort of publicity.  
 
We humans can shape and control our urban ecosystem.  
 
Now every high-pollution corporation wants to build an “emerald crystal” – a living building. The altruism, 
not the publicity, they assure us is their sole motive. And The Doctor is practical. He encourages them.  
 
As the world’s first “skyscraper ecologist”, Lillian’s career as an adventuring botanist is unfolding 
wonderfully, in new and unexpected directions. The Doctor calls her a Botanical Artist.  
 
He said that the most exciting times in human history, are times of Change.  
 
For they are the opportunity to create ART.  
 

? 

 
THE CLOCKMAKER’S NEW CASTLE 

The Prince sat in his long black limousine, the window down, smoking a self-rolled cigarette of fine British 
blood-cured tobacco as he gazed up at the tall indecipherable emerald skyscraper. A fantastic oddity among 
the grey towers. Yet it all made sense.  
 
The Prince had carefully read over the reports both by his spies and by The Doctor. Every facet and feature 
of the building somehow made sense. Even more sense than the regular ways of building a castle.  
 
Thirteen years ago, The Clockmaker had arrived in Australia, spent three nights in Canberra, and then 
presented himself before The Prince of Brisbane. He carried a letter from one of the most powerful and 
ancient vampyres in the world.  
 
Prince Mithras of London and Britain, Imperator Nocturnal, Protector and Patron of The British Empire ~ 
and the founding sire of every Blue Blood vampyre of Britain and Her Colonies. Including the line of The 
Prince of Brisbane.  
 
The letter instructed Prince Thomas Brisbane to “extend every courtesy and assistance to The Clockmaker 
in his work”. But gave no indication as to what that work might be.  
 
The Doctor arrived, snuggled up with the local wizards (which was the first bad sign, in The Prince’s opinion 
~ the vampyre community and the wizarding community don’t usually mix, “it is not done”!), and then he 
established a strange interdimensional house in The University of Queensland. A door in a wall. And try as 
they might, The Prince and the locals couldn’t understand it. Or open it.  
 
The Doctor brought his car with him to Australia. The Doctor is an inventor and scientist and engineer, 
according to The Prince’s reports. And he has something of a reputation for creating cars with arcane 
modifications.  
 
Cars interest The Prince less than horses. But among the younger vampyres, cars and car racing are a part 
of the night, here in Australia.  
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Fire is one of the few things that can permanently kill a vampyre ~ thus, racing an internal combustion 
engine at up near 300kmph on urban streets represents genuine risk, even with the improved reflexes 
possessed by vampyres. The Prince receives box tickets and generous royalties for every event.  
 
The Doctor’s car is a glittering green Rolls Royce Silver Shadow with large, wide back wheels, strange arcane 
engine accessories, and four big silver exhaust pipes spreading out like retracted wings from under the side 
doors. Yet for some odd reason, the muggles don’t even seem to notice the fantastic car.  
 
The car runs on water, apparently. Its exhaust fumes are ordinary steam ~ like that which comes out of a 
tea pot. When asked its secret, The Clockmaker always replies “Engineering precision and perfection.” 
 
It drives The Prince mad. He likes the rules of reality to be understandable!  
 
But The Doctor proved adept at managing the universities. They had long been a problem for The Prince, 
but no more, since The Clockmaker arrived.  
 
From a police department to a centre of civic bureaucracy, every muggle institution is “a puppet” to the 
vampyres ~ and each must be managed. Vampyres use their hypnotic abilities and other strange powers to 
secretly “manage” each organization of muggles.  
 
Whilst all the time maintaining “The Masque” ~ the muggle belief that vampyres don’t exist.  
 
To reveal the existence of vampyres to a muggle is punishable by final and permanent death, in those cities 
Under The Rose.  
 
The Rose is a global organization of vampyres dedicated to maintaining The Masque and The Authority of 
The Princes ~ approximately 75% of whom are vampyres of The Blue Blood lines.  
 
The Prince smiled silently to himself.  
 
Each muggle organization had to be “managed” ~ and thus, each muggle organization is a piece of territory, 
“owned” by an individual vampyre of the city.  
 
And vampyres have property rules much like humans, we merely value different constructs.  
 
The important property in administrating a city is traditionally retained by The Prince “as tools held in 
trust”: the government bureaucracy, the justice systems, etc.  
 
Everything else, from the castles of the corporations to the main street of the red light district is the territory 
of some resident vampyre ~ some are politically allied with, but many are “less agreeable” to The Prince.  
 
Vampyres are very territorial creatures. 
 
And the centre of Blue Blood control is the corporate world. Money.  
 
The Prince and Old Senex have been adding to their treasure hoard ever since that shrivelled old vulture 
arrived in Brisbane, near two centuries ago. The vulture understands money.  
 
But not Science.  
 
In all the years of Brisbane’s history, the city has been in need a reliable manager for the universities.  
 
The universities are particularly distrusted by The Prince, due to the anarchism problems that arose 
therefrom during the 1970’s.  
 
But The Doctor has managed them beautifully. He has also created several children, since arriving, the most 
recent of which being a girl child, who will remain in Brisbane to manage the universities after he leaves. 
She ought be very much more easily controlled than The Clockmaker, The Prince expects.  
 
And now The Clockmaker has created a castle.  
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The Prince reluctantly gave his permission for The Clockmaker to build a castle in his city. The Decree of 
Prince Mithras must be upheld. 
 
The Clockmaker has his enigmatic door in the wall ~ and new doors like it have appeared in each of the 
universities he manages. What does he need a castle for?  
 
The Prince is unhappy.  
 
A castle. The strangest castle The Prince has ever beheld. A lunatic’s castle.  
 
These developments speak all too unsettlingly of this powerful six-hundred year old vampyre’s intentions 
to stay in Brisbane.  
 
Like the country of Australia, The Prince is only two hundred years old.  
 
The Prince pressed a button and the window rose and closed.  
 
The idling black limousine growled quietly and rolled out of the allyway shadows into the nearly empty 
stream of traffic.  
 
Disappearing into Brisbane City.  
 

? 
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IV. 

LILLIAN GOES TO THE BALL 
 
Lights glittered. Cameras sparkled. The assembled guests offered up their applause.  
 
It was like a parade, thought Lillian Glade, adjusted her spectacles and walked down the aisle.  
 
Through the garden atrium of her skyscraper’s entrance hall.  
 
The vampyre community of Brisbane (and some luminaries from further afield) were gathered in The 
Garden Atrium. At its centre, a ballroom floor encircled a round indoor fountain with a statue.  
 
Luckily, Lillian had managed to get her high-heeled shoes on before the glass elevator had spilled her out 
into the hands of Alfred the Worrying Butler!  
 
And thus, by heroism and agility, had she managed to make her entrance before The Camerata began to 
play.  
 
Her pencil is still tucked in her hair.  
 

? 

 
THE ELDERS 

 
Lillian gazed over the group of elders that awaited her by the dais at the far end of The Atrium.  
 
The Prince was taller and more physically powerful than the others. His wolfish facial appearance would 
also frighten humans if they could see him.  
 
In fact, Lillian mused to herself. All of the really old and powerful vampyres that I have met look very inhuman. 
Could it be that the appearance of the vampyre changes with age, becoming more and more monstrous and 
inhuman?  
 
I wander how I shall appear when I become ancient?  
 
She considered with a mixture of disquiet and amusement.  
 
Lillian gazed over The VIPs2 who were awaiting her by the dais lounge…  
 
The eldest vampyres of Brisbane.  
 
The Doctor, The Prince, and a handful of other elder vampyres. Mostly male. An Anglican priest among their 
ranks. And a tall, dark, and handsome muscular man in a pink 1980’s jacket that somehow looked great.  
 
The oldest of these vampyres looked distinctly inhuman.  
 
The Doctor has always looked strange – but he can also telepathically control people’s perception of him, 
making them fail to notice his astonishingly odd appearance. And he casts no reflection in mirrors and 
cameras.  
 
The Prince looked scary. He is a furry dry, desert wind-lashed, leather-skinned creature of harshness and 
command. A wolf, accustomed to leading the hunt, tracking down escaped convicts or natives.   
 
Through his looks and defiant moves, she could see in him the reflections of hunts that were not fun – hunts 
that have taken him out to hang precariously above oblivion’s gulf. The Prince survived each time in The 
Past – but he has seen enough people swallowed by that void to that know that one day he won’t. Yet he 
does his duty. An old soldier.  

                                                        
2 VIP = Very Important Person.  
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All of the seven founding blue blood princes of Australia were young British noblemen, embraced as 
vampyres at midnight on New Year Eve of the year 1790 – two years after the wizard botanist Sir Joseph 
Banks had sent magickal communication declaring the continent of Australia to have been claimed by 
Britain. He and Captain James Cook spent the following years charting Britain’s new acquisition.  
 
In preparation for colonization.   
 
The Seven Blue Blood Princes embarked for The New Continent of Australia, from London’s pier on The 
Thames at midnight on the night of New Year’s Eve of the year 1800. Five of the original seven boats arrived 
in Australia.  
 
The two ‘replacement champions’ were sent out to take over their management in the colony of Australia, 
exactly ten years later.  
 
It had been decadent times, when Prince Mithras declared The Game ~ the heyday of the European 
aristocracies, the blind party… before The French Revolution.  
 
The Prince looks powerful. He looks a little like what she imagined to be a werewolf.  
 
Inhuman.  
 
And then, there is the Blue Blood elder, Lord Elder Prime Senex. He looked like nothing so much as a vulture!  
 
The mean old beak-like face of the liver-spotted bald old head on the long scrawny unwashed neck arising 
from the voluminous horrifyingly rich French byzantine robes of purple and gold, entirely swathing his 
body in a single long bell, only the scratching on the floor gave evidence of feet beneath the shapeless garb.  
 
She could tell by his thin old arms that he was not a corpulent man, but an extremely thin old man. Perhaps 
Senex wore the thick robes to hide something?  
 
Lillian contemplated.  
 
They ruffled around him like feathers. His long scrawny neck protruding from the top with its mean little 
eyes.  
 
And his face no longer appeared human.  
 
The skin, the long sharp nose, but the wrinkled inhuman mouth was the worst.  
 
And the meaning of these things…! 
 
Lillian looked away.  
 
She felt he was… not a nice person.  
 
She blinked and looked back.  
 
The three oldest vampyres at The Ball.  
 

? 

 
GWENDOLYN  

 
Lady Gwendolyn is the daughter of the Prince of Brisbane. She holds status equal to an elder and has a lovely 
British accent. She is very pretty.  
 
The elder took the arm of the younger and said. “We are all very impressed by the wonders of this strange 
new castle that you and The Doctor have erected.” She gazed up through the circular shaft of the atrium 
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above them – a shaft that lead all the way up the centre of the skyscraper to the roof-top garden fourteen 
floors above.  
 
Through it, laced three dancing threads of rainbow light, reflected and guided by mirrors and crystal prisms 
down the length of the atrium shaft to converge in a triangular prism crystal, and pour three beams of green 
light into the statue and fountain at the centre of the dance floor.  
 
Among these three threads of light, butterfly vines and butterflies twirled and flited up the entire length of 
the emerald crystal’s interior shaft.  
 
The shaft with its light weave and plant weave and life weave is as a winding rainbow weave from the sky 
to the ground.  
 
A link between worlds.  
 
“What is the name of this strange sculpture of light and plants and butterflies?” Gwendolyn asked gazing up 
the full length of the shaft to the sky above.   
 
“The round shaft that runs up the centre of the building is called The Oculus.” Lillian replied. “The ‘sculpture’ 
running through its centre is a piece of architectural art and a side-effect materialization we call The 
Rainbow Weaving.”  
 
The elders gaze up the shaft, as if they stood at the base of a giant telescope, filled with fluttering emerald 
butterflies.  
 
Gwendolyn shook her head in admiration.  
 
“It has been a nearly hundred years since I have seen a real butterfly.” She said. And smiled. “They usually 
sleep at night.”  
 
Lillian watched the willowy, almost ethereal “young” lady gazing up into The Oculus. Gwendolyn reminded 
her of a maiden from one of the riverside picnics of the early 1900’s. The men wore blazer jackets and straw 
boater hats, and the servants laid lace cloths and the best silver over dining tables set upon the grass.  
 
The Doctor was watching. He smiled.  
  
“Allow me to introduce Lady Gwendolyn, my dear.” He offered.  
 
Lillian and Gwendolyn smiled and curtsied together.  
 
Lillian immediately knew they would be fine friends.  
 

? 

 
THE FIVE PRINCES UNDER BRISBANE 

 
Prince Brisbane governs one of the seven states of Australia. He is one of The Seven Greater Princes and 
thus holds the title of Princeptus Major. He is awarded the honorific “Your Imperial Lord.” ~ a reminder of 
their role as representatives of Imperator Mithras and The British Empire.  
 
The State of Queensland, under Prince Brisbane, is divided into five dominions under The Capital. These 
dominions are each ruled by their own Lesser Prince, or Princeptus Minor, from a sub-capital town or city 
of choice. All of these individuals are awarded the title of Prince, and the honorific of ‘Your Superior Lord’.  
 
Smaller cities are run by a Princeling, who is awarded the honorific of ‘Your High Lord’.  
 
“We are honoured to have two of those five dignitaries here in the city tonight.” Gwendolyn smiled 
graciously at two of the elders who had not yet been introduced. “My dear Lillian. May I introduce to you 
two of our five Princes under Brisbane.”  
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“I have the honour to introduce Prince Darcy of The Darling Downs.” She said. “He was an aeroplane fighter 
pilot during The War, but Our Prince has given him the task of managing Queensland’s farmers and their 
productivity. And he has proved to be an organized, intelligent, and efficient leader.”  
 
“A Gentleman Farmer of The Colony, which really means that his fief has the most fertile soils, the best fruits, 
and the happiest farms.” She winked.  
 
“And I also have the honour to introduce The Prince of Broken Hill. I like to call him Midas, because he has 
left so many gold mine holes all over the state. But he represents the mining interests. And…”  
 
She poked him hard.  He squealed and looked slightly annoyed for a moment. Then smiled, as he must. 
 
“He is a disgusting pig upon whom you ought never turn your back, Lillian.” Gwendolyn added with a laugh. 
They all laughed along merrily.  
 
Then she continued. “Sadly, however, The Lady Prince of The Sunshine Coast and The Defiant Prince of The 
Gold Coast were not able to be present for your wonderful Coming Out Ball!” She smiled. “Their loss!” She 
added.  
 
Lillian noted the missing element. 
 
“That makes four Princes under Brisbane.”  
 
“What of the fifth?”  
 

? 

 
THE JUNK YARD DOG 

 
“Ah, yes.” Gwendolyn nodded, with an unconcealed wink. “The Prince of North Queensland.” She paused.  
 
“The Tourism Prince.” She added.  
 
“He’s over there.”  
 
She nodded toward an opening in the crowd.  
 
Lillian blinked.  
 
A random pattern of human crowd dispersal.  
 
The red sea opened.  
 
And there upon a bar stool, with his back casually to The Elders, sat a thin young man with stylish dyed 
black hair and an expensive black 1950’s suit that looked cheap, due the way he wore it.  
 
The Allyway Dog turned around. A Sharkbite Martini in hand.  
 
It was Nick Cave! The Australian 1990’s gothic icon, singer, and weird film star.  
 
No? He merely looked like Nick Cave!  
 
He turned. Stood, and began to approach the elders.  
 
Then the crowd (oddly?) swelled. Dispersal patterns changed. Clouded. Reunited. Solidified.  
 
Blocking off ‘Nick Cave’ just as he had stood up to make his entrance, approaching The Elders.  
 
The passage through The Red Sea had closed.  
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Gwendolyn turned back to Lillian and the elders.  
 
“And I am glad to have had the honour to introduce Prince Nick Cavern of North Queensland.” She smiled 
gracefully. A twitch of amusement escaped the edge of Prince Brisbane’s stern lips.  
 
A scream erupted from behind!  
 
One of the revellers lay upon the ground, foaming at the mouth. Convulsing.  
 
The crowd dispersal pattern opened up again… a gateway revealing ‘Nick Cave’.  
 
Nick Cavern.  
 
And on the floor between him and the elders, lay a convulsing reveller in silver and purple diamond 
patterned harlequin costume!   
 
A foaming jester’s wedge, preventing the wall of crowd from closing.  
 
The frothing reveller became still.  
 
Silence. The guests looked on.  
 
And, as if on invisible strings, the possessed girl’s body, from flat on the floor, lifted to full height, suspended 
in the air with a single toe barely touching the ground. Her arms hanging at her side.  
 
Her eyes rolled back in her head.  
 
Her lips twitched as if her whole soul were reaching for something.  
 
And slowly…  
 
Her lips parted but the softest peeping crack, and, beginning almost imperceptible and slowly growing, 
wove out of her body a soul-chilling peel of a scream …  
 
And, as the horrified revellers looked on, and the scream gripped their collective soul, the possessed girl 
began to spin slowly on the spot.  
 
And projectile vomit.  
 

? 

 
SATAN WAXES WROTH, WITH A FROTHY FROTH FROTH! 

 
Pandemonium.  
 
Just as the onlooking guests began to join her scream, losing their reason to hysteria, the very pretty and 
very possessed young lady… slowed down her spin.  
 
She stopped.  
 
And Smiled.  
 
And bowed.  
 
Taking out a handful of business cards, she began passing them out to guests… many of who had been the 
helpful recipients of her projectile vomit (which turned out to be non-liquid rubber prank vomit).  
 
And nobody had actually become dirty.  
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The pretty young reveller revealed herself as Rani, a professional street performer and itinerant actor, 
acrobat, artist. Available for hire. Party pranks are her expertise3.  
 
She grinned with a hint of fang?  
 
Everybody laughed and congratulated her! Rani revealed that she had named that particular performance 
“Satan waxed wroth, with a frothy, froth, froth”, and she was available for repeat performances. 
 
And everybody agreed that it takes a real actor to pull of that scene! 
 
Watching from the centre garden of the atrium, Gwendolyn thought she had better offer the query, before 
a more predatory guest took the opportunity.  
 
“Doctor.” She asked. “Isn’t that vampyre one of your children?”  
 
Rani was a lunatic vampyre, but otherwise unrelated to The Doctor.  
 
Rani was a quite astonishingly precocious sixteen-year old girl who had unplugged her navel by becoming 
a street performer and forgetting to go home from school one evening. She phoned from Amsterdam, a week 
or two later. But she adapted beautifully to the life of a performer, and “through circumstances unknown” 
(and probably illegitimate), she was transformed into a vampyre.  
 
Whilst travelling with a circus somewhere in Eastern (Soviet-block) Europe.  
 
The circus owner was to blame. She claims she was formally and validly presented in the mountains of 
Lithuania, at a small city in that has undergone revolution several times since.  
 
And she’s been a rolly-polly bunch of good-natured trouble to almost every Australian Prince, since she was 
sent back here by an angry Prince of Amsterdam.  
 
In every capital city of Australia, she kept getting into trouble and couldn’t find a place.  
 
Then came The Doctor to Australia.  
 
He lifted the crazed stray pussy cat out of trouble, and, at some point, became the first elder who did not 
seem to be a continual unwitting recipient of her oft-genuinely good-natured, but problematic habit of 
“causing things to go wrong”.   
 
She took a position in The Doctor’s household (to everybody’s shock), and, a year later, began announcing 
to everybody in Brisbane that she was The Doctor’s adopted daughter.  
 
And so she was.  
 
“Yes, my dear.” The Doctor replied. “I am most embarrassed. I can’t think why she might be allowing herself 
to be involved in politics.”  
 
The Prince leaned over, looked at The Doctor significantly.  
  
“Find out.” He said.  
 
Rani managed the crowd charmingly.  
 
Then, she turned her attention to Nick Cavern.  
 
And the whole room’s attention turned to The Rising Prince of North Queensland.  
 

                                                        
3 The Casting Experts are going to have fun deciding upon the actress who can best pull-off this maneuverer. And to the entire acting profession, I tip my 
hat. Film made from my books will demand and produce better than the mere candy-store actors you have oft been thrown by though who fail to 
understand the beauty and dimensions of your Art. Acting is as much an art and craft as engineering and sculpture. I will provide actors with real 
opportunities for you to display your professional capacities far beyond mere day-today human habits. And as the audience sees how astonishing are the 
potentials of your craft, they will begin to understand you for the first time, and love you in new ways.  
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Nick Cavern. Lean and handsome. A dirty dog. Glistening black suit, he adjusts his tie.  
 
Rani holds out her arm, shameless and coy, an invitation to The King of The Allyway Dogs.  
 
He arrogantly shifts the front of his black suit into place, and lewdly but silently sniffs the air in satisfaction. 
The reflected colour of his blood red silk shirt is thumping in his eyes. Rolling the toothpick around the side 
of his mouth.  
 
The King of Junk Yard Dogs held out a triumphant arm on each side.  
 
And strides casually forward.  
 
Two bodyguards in tow.  
 
A random ‘babe’ pushes her way out of the crowd, rushes over, and glues herself to the right side of him.  
 
And as he passes his waiting whoe, he takes Rani on his left side.  
 
And not a slip of the masque.  
 
Thus, did Nick Cavern cross The Red Sea. Riding upon two mermaids.  
 
And he proceeded forward, to join The Elders.  
 

? 

 
THE CHALLENGE TO THE BETA WOLF 

 
His Superior Lord, Princeptus minor Nicolas (I’m sorry) “Nick” Cavern of The Dominion of North Queensland 
Under Brisbane was a newcomer to this old level of power.  
 
From a plastic spoon and oft empty fridge in a poor swelteringly hot suburb of Cains, he was now an 
immortal and the lord of the whole Cape York Peninsula.  
 
But he wanted more!  
 
The Allyway Dog had entered the ancient wolf pack, fought and claimed a place for itself. Now he would 
climb the ranks. He had sized up the elders and decided upon his next target.  
 
And he now stood before The Elders who built Queensland… And their new neophyte was there, too. A girl. 
 
He was strong enough to have claimed his dominion, and to hold it. But to the founding elders, he was a 
cheap operator, common, new money. The flashy, glitzy, plastic tourism industry that dominates the tropical 
Northern stretches of Australia’s East Coast.  
 
And whilst they now acknowledged him officially, they would not accept him.   
 
But he was coming anyway.  
 

? 

 
The meaning of the bloodstained stockman’s scarf thrown on the ground by Prince Cavern was 
unmistakable.  
 
The missing person in the news at present.  
 
The farmer who had disappeared from The Darling Downs.  
 
He is one of the humans who belongs to Prince Darcy.  
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? 

 
“Halt!” The Prince boomed.  
 
Nick Cavern neck muscles, scrunched slightly. He slowly turned around to face The Prince.  
 
“I’m listening?”  
 
Was all he said.  
 
Insolently?  
 
Prince Brisbane turned to Darcy.  
 
“Prince Darcy. Your honour has been insulted.” He said. “It is your right to demand satisfaction. Do you wish 
it?”  
 
Darcy watched his opponent.  
 
“I will.” He replied.  
 
Prince Brisbane smiled grimly. He turned back to Nick Cavern.  
 
“Your seconds will be in touch.” He paused. “Unless you refuse the challenge?” The Prince asked.  
 
“I accept.” Was all Prince Cavern said.  
 
“Then you may leave now.” The Prince of Brisbane said. And he added.  
 
“It is traditional for all vampyres to present themselves to me upon entering my city. You will remember 
this tradition on your future visits.” 
 

? 

 
Darcy really would fight a duel with Nick Cavern. They would fight the duel under the full moon, in a place 
sacred to the dead. A graveyard.  
 
Lillian knew.  
 
Though (Lillian suspected) that this ‘traditional’ use of graveyards probably has much to do with the need 
for a deserted place where swords can ring and clash silently through The Witching Hour of Night ~ In the 
middle of a modern technological city.  
 
In the four years since her embrace, she had been as secluded as a nun. The elders had come to visit The 
Doctor several times ~ to look Lillian over. But the only other vampyres she had met were members of The 
Doctor’s household, and a single other vampyre who had dealing with The Doctor in regard to her work at 
The University. An Artist Architect named Ombata, who was involved in The Emerald Crystal project.  
 
But during those four long years as a fledgling, The Doctor had burdened her with the reading of many dusty 
old (very old!) books on vampyre etiquette and custom. He says that good manners are three quarters of 
the way to success in most situations.  
 
And Lillian understood the meaning of what had occurred between Prince Darcy and Prince Cavern.  
 
A Duel of Slightment…  
 
A Non-Fatal Duel, fought to first blood, with an unusual type of straight-bladed English duelling sword, or a 
powder pistol. It is not really a big deal, danger-wise. Occasionally, somebody is killed unintentionally, and 
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both duellists accept the risk. The primary meaning of The Duel of Slightement is ‘processional’. In any 
official vampyre ceremonial processions thereafter, the winner always walks before the loser. Likewise, if 
the two come to a door, the winner always enters first.  
 
If a defeated vampyre behaves badly in the processional, the vampyre may be thrashed using indirect or 
blunt methods, as they need not be treated as a gentleman. But if the defeated vampyre abides by etiquette, 
he may overturn the situation by another duel.  
 
Lillian watched Lord Prince Darcy and The Prince speaking to the friend he had beckoned from the crowd 
of revellers. Another handsome young up and coming blue blood gentleman.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled.  
 
“Curious, my dear?” She asked.  
 
Lillian smiled to hide her embarrassment.  
 
She pushed her glasses up her nose and smiled. “The challenge Darcy has issued is a non-fatal duel ~ to first 
blood, is it not?”  
 
“It is.” Gwendolyn answered. “A Duel of Slightement. It will be fought either with swords or pistols. As Prince 
Cavern issued the challenge, Darcy chooses the weapon.”  
 
Gwendolyn gazed speculatively at the men huddled over by the drinks table, settling the arrangements of 
the duel.  
 
“I think Darcy will choose The Sword.” Gwendolyn added.  
 
Lillian thought this was marvellous news!  
 
“And the contestants…” She asked. “Do they both have skill with a duellist’s blade?”  
 
Gwendolyn smiled. “Darcy certainly does. He is a Cambridge man.” She leaned over close to Lillian. 
“Integrity. Duty. Honour… Everything a Blue Blood ought be. Though…” She added. 
 
“He is very young.”  
 
Lillian looked closely at him. His clothes were of the highest quality, though simple and unpretentious with 
plain silver links. He wore his tails with natural dignity, though not stiffly.  
 
Gwendolyn watched her and smiled. “He has not yet turned a hundred.” She revealed.  
 
Lillian’s eyebrows raised.  
 
The phrase “turned a hundred” meant “been a vampire for a hundred years” ~ as D’arcy was embraced at 
the end of WWII, he could not be a hundred. 
 
She sipped on her drink, glanced sideways at Gwendolyn. And said. “He must have quite an interesting story, 
to have annoyed Prince Cavern so extraordinarily?”  
 
Gwendolyn chuckled with lovely mirth.  
 
“Our Lord Prince likes to embrace an ‘ideal mortal’, a representation of The Age, after every great victory or 
achievement of The British Empire. Thus, they are mostly male soldiers. He likes to indulge his patriotic 
feelings by looking upon these children of his.” Gwendolyn added.  
 
“Lord Prince Darcy was the ‘ideal mortal’ embraced by The Prince after Victory in WWII. An Australian Air 
Force fighter pilot, a brilliant mind and perfect physique, stationed in Dover during The Battle of Britain… 
He flew a Spitfire.” She leaned forward. She paused. And whispered to Lillian.  
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“He’s still got it.” Gwendolyn said. Lillian looked at her. “The Spitfire.” Gwendolyn nodded. “Hidden in his 
hay shed. In The Darling Downs.”  
 
Lillian laughed lightly.  
 
“I expect The Doctor will be excited to learn that.” She replied. “He loves any kind of mechanical device that 
has character.”  
 
And she gazed at the cluster of males plotting a duel.  
 
Behind them, danced the guests 
 
And she contemplated…  
 
Who of the two, among princes, would be Prince?  
 

? 

 
THE WITCH OF THE GRAND HERMETIC ORDER 

At that moment the double doors at the front of the garden atrium opened and the ‘recently naughty’ 
Harlequin entered gracefully a few metres ahead of a party of dignitaries. Wizards, by the look of them.  
 
Harlequin held her jester-staff as if it were a royal sceptre, and bedecked in diamond checkers, she strode 
through The Ball, her nose in the air and her eyes closed in the pompous certainty of officialdom.  
 
The guests parted in awe before her.  
 
Harlequin reached her austere objective and halted. With great and silent ceremony.  
 
Her audience became quiet with anticipation, and so odd was the sight that all eyes were upon her.  
 
With one graceful toe forward, one eyebrow lifted to infallible pomposity, and one flourish of silent new-
born laughter…  
 
Harlequin bowed.  
 
“My Prince. My Sire. Lords and Ladies of The Night.” She addressed The Elders with wonderfully honed 
etiquette. “To Our Revel under The Rose, I have the honour of introducing Our Greatly Honoured Soror 
Mary-Ann Attwood, Grand Magistra of The Arcane Bloodline in Australia and Lady Elder Prime of Canberra.”  
 
The Doctor gazing at the young lunatic significantly, pointed to the side. And Harlequin quietly mocked 
surprise at her elder’s look, but stepped quickly aside and waited. A pretty English girl stepped forward.  
 
The prim and very pretty young girl would not have looked out of place in a schoolroom of Victorian 
England. Indeed, Lillian noticed ink stains on the thumb and forefinger tips of the girl’s slender left hand. 
Her skin was a pallid from long hours of study, and her black hair stood out on it in luminously stark 
contrast. Quiet. Demure. Shy. A bookworm. Very pretty.  
 
She wore a rather severe lace bonnet and plain black regency-era dress with white lace trimmings. A 
country vicar’s daughter. Fifteen years old. Lillian guessed.  
 
She curtsied demurely.  
 
And then as she looked up, her eyes caught Lillian’s.  
 
And the almost imperceptible twinkle of a smile flashed over Soror Attwood’s naughty young face and very 
intelligent eyes.  
 
Emily Bronte!  
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Lillian liked her immediately.  
 
But the old priest was noticeably disquieted by the arrival of the mischievously demure and proper little 
witch. He shuffled his weight back to his left foot. The Conciliatory Tactic.  
 
Lillian noticed him decide.  
 
She had not been introduced to The Priest.  
 
Gwendolyn was smiling in naughty mirth. “My dear Lillian, you now know the princes of our dominion, but 
I hope you will not be surprised to discover that they have an equal among the womenfolk gathered tonight.”  
 
“May I have the honour of introducing to you Soror Mary-Ann Attwood, High Pontifix of The Arcane Bloodline 
in Australia and Lady Elder Prime of Canberra. We are honoured by her presence here in Brisbane.”  
 
Lillian curtsied. Her curtsy was returned.  
 

? 

 
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE? 

The front full wall window of the skyscraper’s ground floor atrium looks out upon the botanical gardens, 
the river, and the cliff face of Kangaroo Point rising up from the far bank to enclose the scene from right to 
left.  
 
A full panel of atrium’s front wall window shattered!  
 
A gleaming chrome and steel motorbike howled and roared as it burst into the sacred silence of The Ball. 
The elders jumped out of the way of the back-wheel skidding, as the rider swung the bike around to a stop.  
 
The young man on the bike wore a black leather jacket over a white shirt. His blue jeans were expensive, 
and neatly rolled up at the ankles over heavy black motorcycle boots. He did not wear a helmet, and his hair 
was a stylish blow wave. He lifted his face and turned to look at them.  
 
Or smoulder at them!  
 
Handsome would be an understatement. He was the image of James Dean.   
 
And silent.  
 
He took them each in, one by one, then turned his attention to the beautiful, but haughty, Blue Blood elder.  
 
Juliette.  
 
Daughter of The Prince and corporate champion. 
 
The rest of us, don’t matter.  
 
The silence was broken by clearing of a throat. 
 
“Good evening, Young Jamie. What can we do for you tonight?” The Doctor asked, politely.  
 
His reply was quiet. Only one word.   
 
“Juliette.”  
 
He looked at her. 
 
She held his gaze, but didn’t move. A flicker passed through her clear crystalline eyes ~ uncertainty... The 
rarest of shadows to be known by those clear eyes.  
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But she was enjoying this game. This dangerous, dangerous game.  
 
The tall muscular Mongolian bodyguard, Syal Khan, looked from the rider to his mistress.  
 
His eyes narrowed, and he growled! He clenched his favourite martial arts fist (right hand, tonight) and 
stepped forward to squash the troublemaker!  
 
The motorbike rider, his face shielded by the high collar of his leather jacket, turned his head to look at the 
on-coming Mongolian bodyguard vampyre. The bike roared, leaned on its side, turned on the spot...  
 
And as the back wheel came around to face the oncoming bodyguard, the rider kicked the metal heel of his 
riding boot against the cycle’s spinning engine chain!  
 
Metal screeched, and a shower of sparks flew up from the rider’s heel ~ into the giant muscled warrior’s 
face...  
 
With a screech of rage, Syal Kahn leapt back ~ an instinctive blur of vampyric speed followed by a cat-like 
landing, his hand shielding his face from the dangerous pyrotechnics.  
 
Vampyres fear fire above any other thing.  
 
At the site of the dense fountain of sparks, the whole gathered assembly of Brisbane’s kindred had also 
stepped back with a collective suppressed gasp of fear.  
 
Syal Khan glared up at the rider and growled. The Beast was in his eyes.  
 
But The Red Fear was there too.  
 
Juliette alone, had not moved when the sparks showered. Refusal to bow.  
 
The room became silent.  
 
A flicker of a smile passed over Juliette’s lips.  
 
The rebellious motorcycle rider turned to look at Juliette, then extended his hand to her.  
 
“My lady.” He spoke quietly, and to her alone.  
 
A second flicker of a smile passed over Juliette’s lips.  
 
Syal Kahn, crouched at her side, growled, and looked from her to him. Then snarled, his fangs full extended!  
 
But Juliette silenced him with a gesture.  
 
“Stay with the whelps.” She commanded the fierce warrior. “Make sure they don’t get in any trouble.”  
 
And she climbed onto the back of the strange rider’s bike.  
 
(Enters The Prince) 
 
“I heard breaking glass. What’s going on in my city?” He demanded.  
 
And then he saw James Dean. And Juliette sitting on the back of his bike.  
 
“You!” The Prince was obviously furious; his voice was low.  
 
“You are anathema in my city! And now you have breached peace of a sanctum. You will pay for this with 
your life.” The Prince seemed to have become larger.  
 
“Juliette, get off that bike.” 
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Roar! The motorcycle interrupted his speech. 
 
The gallery was silent. The guests looked on in fascination.  
 
Juliette smiled. Somehow, she seemed younger.  
 
“Juliette. I forbid you to leave with him.” The Prince commanded, in a dangerously low voice.  
 
She slid her arms around the strange rider’s waist and whispered something in his ear. He smiled a hidden 
smile, kicked the throttle of his bike, and let the engine sing to the night that awaited them through the 
gaping gateway in the shattered glass wall!  
 
And with a scream of tires, they were gone.  
 
The Prince stared through the jagged glass archway where a single tire track disappeared through the 
mirror...  
 
Into The Night.  
 

? 

 
THE SHADOW OF LUNACY 

Lillian and the elders watched as The Doctor waved his wand, and the shattered glass magickally reformed 
into a full wall window. The reflections of the vampyres peering back at them in the polished glass wall that 
gazed out upon The Botanical Gardens.  
 
The reflections of most of vampyres. 
 
“Lillian!” The Archbishop stated in surprise. “You don’t have a reflection!”  
 
Lillian laughed.  
 
“I have got a reflection.” She grinned. “But you can only see my reflection in a mirror of pure silver.” She 
replied, obviously amused. “Like my shadow.”  
 
They looked down and noticed for the first time that Lillian appeared to cast no shadow!  
 
“I have a shadow too.” She laughed. “But you can only see it reflected in moonlight.”  
 
“It is a rare vampyric trait called The Shadow of Lunacy.” She explained. “The Doctor has it too. Vampyres 
with the shadow of lunacy won’t show up on cameras either.”  
 
“Unless,” The Prince added. “They are the old black and white cameras that use silver-nitrate to receive the 
image.” He smiled slightly at his superior knowledge.  
 
“That’s amazing.” Gwendolyn shook her head, noticing the oddities of shadow and reflection for the first 
time. “I thought those old stories about vampyres casting no reflection were merely mortal superstitions. 
Like crosses and running water and garlic.”  
 
“Actually, The Shadow of Lunacy is a feature of many vampyres of The Lunatics Bloodline.” Lillian offered 
happily, as she turned this way and that, admiring her apparent absence of reflection in the polished glass 
wall. “The other bloodlines of the thirteen rarely develop it.” 
 
“Some Lunatics can even step through mirrors.” She added.  
 
“Oh!” Gwendolyn laughed. “I think I am going to start calling you ‘Alice through The Looking Glass’!”  
 
Lillian smiled and continued admiring her lack of reflection in the mirror wall. “Did you know that that The 
Doctor lived in Britain through The Regency period?” She reached out and took a crystal flute of Platypus 
blood from a passing waiter’s tray.  
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“He said it was one of his favourite periods of his life.” She grinned. “Maybe Lewis Carroll was one of his 
children? I know there are many of them in England.”  
 
“What about it, Doctor?” Soror Attwood asked impishly.  
 
But The Doctor merely smiled.  
 

? 
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V. 

 
THE RIDDLE OF THE BEAST WITHIN 

 
Divine Nature? Human Nature? Animal Nature?  
 
What is nature of The Beast Within us?  
 
Are you a vegetarian? Imagine if you need to eat meat ~ your body gives you no choice. And that means ~ 
you must kill.  
 
Let us imagine that a young thin-blooded vampyre’s body holds ten litres worth of blood. Each night you 
use a litre ~ burning it off into the ethers merely to sustain your unlife. And this means you must feed at 
least once every ten days ~ you have no choice. You can also use additional blood from your reserves to 
power your vampiric ‘magics’.  
 
Let us imagine that a human of average vitality holds ten litres of blood. You must eat the equivalent of one 
whole human every ten days. This is the horror of the vampyre.  
 
But the fact remains that you to eat the equal of a single human, every week or two. 
 
This is a moral inquiry.  
 
You must feed ~ how will you understand yourself?  
 
You can hide in the sewer and eat only rats and other animals that ‘deserve it’ ~ not a pleasant existence. 
Or perhaps you will prefer to make a trip to the pet shop for supper each evening. Alternatively, you could 
take ‘only a sip’ from your victims ~ but a human who loses even one tenth of her blood will have a mighty 
hangover the following morning. And you can’t take from the same human every day without devitalizing 
and then killing the human (probably in less than a week). And that is assuming you can control your 
hunger...  
 
Of course, morality under these conditions is hopeless ~ you must feed! So why fight it ~ it’s only Nature? 
The humans cannot stop you ~ or even detect you. And why limit yourself to but a little of the vitae ~ always 
feeling hungry and unfulfilled. Every vampyre says that the ultimate rush is obtained from killing the victim. 
Perhaps, try it once ~ no one would ever know? You can dominate the mind of humans ~ command one to 
write a suicide note and open her wrist. No one would ever know... Once… And then again….  
 
A slippery slope.  
 
But what does it matter? You are no longer a human; they are merely cattle. Why hide your true nature?  
 
Revel in it.  
 
There is a piquant delight in cruelty and sadism.  
 
This is the whispered chant of The Beast Within… Never silent.  
 
“You will never be alone again, Lillian.” He was saying.   
 
“You are no longer one being, my dear.” The Archbishop continued. “You are two beings – The Human and 
The Beast. The one crucified upon the other.”  
 
“And this new composite organism can only survive by maintaining a symbiotic balance.”  
 
“It is The Riddle of The Beast.” He threw in breezily.  
 
“Vampyres have debated it for thousands of years.” 
 
“Excuse me?” Lillian queried. She had been daydreaming again. At night.  
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“If The Beast gains ascendancy, the vampyre is no longer able to control its need to engage in overt 
imposition upon the humans ~ and so the vampyre must be put down as a rabid dog.”  
 
“If The Humanity completely crushes The Beast Within, the vampyre becomes an impotent milksop, 
genuinely and psychologically unable to do its will.”  
 
“This is The Riddle of The Beast.”  
 

? 

 
“Of course, there is another dimension to this question.”  
 
Soror Attwood offered.  
 
“It is a question being faced by the whole of human civilization at the current point in history.”  

 
“This is a question of Morality. And human morality, long guided by Christianity, is undergoing 
destabilization as Science debunks its religious stories, and thus disintegrates the moral authority of its 
teachings.” 
 
“Therefore, it become significant to ask…” 
 
“What are the implications of Darwin’s discoveries upon human morality, and thereby human culture, and 
thereby human civilization?”  
 
“Interesting. What do you think, Lillian?”  
 

? 

 
THE DARWINIAN DILEMMA OF MORALITY 

 
“I suppose if our society accepts the Darwinian worldview of Science, then we see morality as a set of 
behaviour rules to adapt the community of humans to their internal and external environment.”  
 
She paused.  
 
“And if the environment changes… Then behaviour rules must also change: a process of adaptation to the 
new environmental conditions.”  
 
“Consider the sex morality of our own society, prior to the widespread manufacture and availability of 
contraception technology.”  
 
“Without contraception, it was dangerous to make love without a pledged partner to help raise the offspring. 
Thus, society created a set of moral rules against unmarried sex.”  
 
“With the invention of contraception, we are now entering an era of Free Love, a term used by The Hippies.” 
She elucidated. “Our sexual morality has undergone a shift in its point of view, and what was immoral 
yesterday, is no longer dangerous… humans can have sex without fear of unplanned pregnancy or disease. 
We now have technologies that make this easy.” 
 
“Thus, our society’s rules of sex morality have also begun to shift. What was dangerous yesterday, can now 
be safely controlled, today. We have thereby acquired a new freedom.”  
 
“And each new freedom requires the development of new ideas of self-awareness and responsibility to 
replace old ideas of obedience and rule.”  
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“This is an example of the correlation between our moral patterns and our environmental patterns. An 
observed change in the environment has initiated an observable change in human behavioural rules 
regarding Sex…” Lillian elucidated.  
 
“I suppose that is something that will need to discussed and explored.” Lillian agreed with herself. “If 
morality evolves to adapt itself to environmental change, then morality is ultimately created by human 
attempts to find solutions to problems, and from opportunity arising within changes to the environment. 
Therefore, no solution to any problem will ever ‘evolve’ unless we begin creating and testing solutions. 
Nature is an experimental system that always finds the winning move.” 
 
There was a moment’s silence. Then…  
 
“I don’t agree, dear lady.”  
 
It was the priest standing at the end of the cluster of elders.  
 

?  

 
THE ARCHBISHOP SPEAKS! 

 
“I think morality is an immutable spiritual truth.” The priest declared, mildly.  
 
He clasped his hands behind his back, smiled, and looked around as if he were standing on the deck of an 
ocean liner, enjoying the view.  
 
“I think,” He continued. “That the materialistic worldview of Science cannot offer answers to questions 
about The Meaning of Life.” The priest paused. “Religion does offer answers.”  
 
He smiled with blissful certainty. Continuing forward.  
 
“May I quote to you the words of Sir Richard Dawkins, dominant spokesperson of militant atheism at this 
stage in history.” He continued, without waiting for a reply.  
 

(quote) 
 
“So, you see, even the champion of Science is confessing his plan to knock down Christianity, without first 
producing something with which to replace it.” 
 
“That seems to suggest that if Christianity is nonsense, the materialist must still acknowledge that the 
nonsense fulfils a purpose ~ and he doesn’t a have component that will better fit that position in the 
machine of human society.”  
 

?  

 
THE MYSTERIOUS MOTHER NATURE 

 
Lillian considered his comment.  
 
“From a religious point of view, Science has articulated Nature as the original initiator of The Everything.” 
Lillian suggested.  
 
“Scientists and many other humans have instinctively anthropomorphized this idea as ‘Mother Nature’.” She 
continued.  
 
“Perhaps this is a Freudian expression of the religious component that we have unconsciously fitted into 
the ‘empty position’ in our collective psyche?” She suggested.  
 
Then she added with a blush. “At least, within the collective psyche of The Scientist.”  
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“Might Science benefit from exploring our understanding of ‘Mother Nature’ as a possible candidate through 
which atheists could articulate The Scientific Worldview emotionally in a religious context?” Lillian asked. 
“Thus, to use the artistic inspiration generated through a religious context that enhances and facilitates our 
understanding and appreciation of Science and Nature and Ourselves?”  
 
“A natural spiritual expression of Atheism?” 
 
The Priest quietly snorted in amusement.  
 
“It would seem Archbishop Tell has something to add?” Gwendolyn prompted. After knowing him for more 
than a century, she obviously had little respect for him.  
 
“If you like.” The priest demurely surrendered.  
 

? 

 
THE PUZZLE OF ATHEISM AND THEISM 

 
“I find myself a little confused when The Scientist describe herself as ‘The Atheist’ ~ yet The Atheist claims 
that god does not exist.”  
 
“The rational person cannot prove that god doesn’t exist. Therefore, how can the rational person assert a 
point of view that cannot be proven?”  
 
The Lord Archbishop paused.   
 
“Is it unscientific to believe something unproven? And if so, does that imply that no scientist can be an 
atheist without compromising her scientific integrity?” The Archbishop ‘asked’. 
 
With a self-depreciating smile.  
 

? 

 
Lillian smiled in return, enjoying the debate.  
 
“On the contrary, Lord Archbishop.” Lillian learned she liked the etiquette game! It was a type of dance, she 
decided. A synchronized pattern of movements and interactions performed to achieve a harmony of balance 
between rule and grace.  
 
She grinned. Philosophical conversations are The Doctor’s favourite sort of conversation. And he has taught 
her that a philosophical conversation must always begin with a pompous statement. 
 
“The Believer and The Unbeliever discuss The Question.”  
 
“The Believer asks The Unbeliever: Can The Unbeliever really claim to be The Unbeliever?”  
 
“Let us explore the puzzle: Can The Scientist claim to be an Atheist?” She replied, accepting The Archbishop’s 
challenge.  
 
“The word Atheism is derived from the ancient Greek: atheos (a- not + theos God).”  
 
She took from her pocket her slender curve-edged white intelligent rounded-rectangle telephone.  
 
“But now Atheism is a word of The English Language, and the definition may differ from the original Greek.”  
 
With a tap she accessed the world wide web and brought up The Oxford Dictionary definition of the word 
Atheism.   
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 “The Oxford Dictionary defines Atheism as ‘Disbelief in the existence of a god. Godlessness.’” (REF) She 
revealed.  
 
“The secret to that question is in the word Disbelief.”   
 
“I suggest that the word Atheism addresses questions of Belief, not questions of Knowledge.”   
 
“Our language asserts that Knowledge and Belief are not the same thing.”  
 
“Belief4 is the essential condition of Theism5. And Disbelief6 is the essential condition of Atheism7 …”  
 
She paused.  
 
“The paradigm is unambiguous and self-consistent.” 
 
“Therefore, if The Scientist disbelieves in God, then The Scientist is an Atheist.”  
 
“Thus, I invoke The English Language to assert disbelief in God.” 
 
“The act of giving credence to any untested hypothesis is antithetical to the process of Science. Until the 
hypothesis is tested, not a single measure of credence can be given to the claim. Though…”  
 
“We may freely speculate on anything.”  
 
“Our ability to do this relies upon self-awareness ~ to be aware of which thoughts are speculation and which 
thoughts are confirmed knowledge.”  
 
“Therefore, The Scientist cannot claim to believe an untested hypothesis.”  
 
“However, a human can believe anything she chooses!” Lillian grinned. “And many scientists are very 
human.”   
 
“The Archbishop has argued that I cannot disprove his God Hypothesis, and therefore I cannot disbelieve in 
God.” 
 
“We have observational evidence to confirm that Belief and Truth do not always correlate. People believe 
contradictory ideas, and therefore, it must be possible for people to believe things that are not true.”  
 
“The atheist is not defined by a knowledge of what is real. The atheist is required only to disbelieve in God.”  
 
And the pretty little science faerie grinned at The Archbishop.  
 

? 

 
THE PAW PRINTS OF THE PURPLE PUSSYCAT 

 
“I can play your game too, Lord Archbishop.” Said The Doctor with a grin. 
 
The tall clockmaker held out his long bone white parchment hand with its chipped ink black fingernails. He 
turned his hand palm up.   
 
“Nothing.” He said. He closed his hand to demonstrate. He opened his hand again.  
 
“I assert that there is an dimensionally extraordinar purple and red-striped pussycat sitting on the palm of 
my hand ~ and most human and demi-humans are unable to see or sense this particular wonder.”  

                                                        
4 Atheism (p72) n. Disbelief in the existence of a god. Godlessness.  
5 Theism (p1343) n Belief in a god supernaturally revealed to man (cf. Deism) & sustaining a personal relation to his creatures.  
6 Disbelieve (p347) v. t. & I. Refuse credence to (person or statement, etc.); be a sceptic; have no faith in. So disbelief n.  
7 Belief (p108) n. Trust or confidence (in); acceptance of any received theology; acceptance as true or existing (of any fact, statement, 
etc.). 
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He smiled at them all.  
 
“Can you disprove The Premise of The Purple Pussy Cat, Lord Archbishop?” 
 
The priest considered the premise.  
 
“Not through any rational path.” He replied. “But I am tempted to state some irrational opinions.” 
 
The Doctor smiled merrily. “Of course, you are. A matter of professional pride, no doubt. I can’t test the 
existence of God, either.” 
 
“And thus,” He continued. “From a logical point of view, God and The Purple Pussy Cat are equally valid, if 
they are both equally disprovable, because both are equally untestable.  
 
“The Purple Pussycat is an unsolvable hypothesis whose creation is justified by the need to explore (rather 
than definitively answer) philosophical questions that are beyond the current scope of hypothesis-testing 
and resolution ~ A hypothesis to articulate the act of asking the unanswerable question?”  
 
“The Purple Pussycat Hypothesis is the hypothetical Question Mark of Science.”  
 
The Doctor leaned forward and grinned with a twinkle of amusement in his eye. 
 
“Therefore, every use of ‘the untested hypothesis clause’ to assert the reality of God ~ also automatically 
asserts the equal or greater reality of The Purple Pussy Cat.”  
 
“In every conscious mind touched by this stripy purple tale.”  
 
The Doctor smiled.  
 
The vampyres looked at the invisible purple pussy cat in his long parchment palm.  
 

? 

 
“But whilst that precariously stable steeple perch offers a fine view of our subject…” The Doctor continued. 
“I suspect The Purple Pussy Cat might amuse herself by climbing to the top of The Church.” He paused. 
 
“I believe Christian tradition dictates that the highest point of any church building must always be a cross?” 
Rhetorically. “And with that observation....”  
 
The Clockmaker of Prague continued.  
 
“I assert that Life, The Universe, The Everything is created by and is an expression of…” He grinned.   
 
“The Purple Pussycat.”  
 

? 

 
“Or, in theological terms: The Purple Pussycat created the universe and everything else.” The Doctor grinned, 
adding.  
 
“Including God.” 
 
The Archbishop leered sceptically.  
 
“How could The Purple Pussycat create the whole universe?”  
 
The Doctor smiled merrily.  
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“We don’t know.” He said, charmingly. “It’s a mystery?” He added, conspiratorially.    
 
The Priest blinked.  
 
“Can you disprove The Purple Pussycat Hypothesis, my dear priest?”  
 
“I cannot disprove your hypothesis.” The priest answered.  
 
But then a thought occurred to him.  
 
“How did you discover that The Purple Pussycat created The Everything?” The Lord Archbishop asked. 
 
The Clockmaker raised an eyebrow. “Why! The same way you discover your religious beliefs, though maybe 
a little closer to the source. God told me.”  
 
The Archbishop snapped his face back an instant.  
 
“Surely, you mean The Purple Pussycat told you.”  
 
The Clockmaker smiled.  
 
“Perhaps.”  
 
He said.  
 

? 

 
“Thus, our inquiry into The Purple Pussycat has been an inquiry into the nature of The Question of The 
Deity.”  
  
“You cannot disprove my Purple Pussycat, any more than you can disprove your own God in Heaven.” He 
continued. “Thus, logically, you cannot believe in The Christian God without allowing equal belief in The 
Purple Pussycat.”  
 
“You are intelligent enough to see, Lord Archbishop, the inescapable logical implication inherent in the 
pretty little enigma you gaze upon in my hand…”  
 
The vampyres all stared at The Purple Pussycat in The Clockmaker’s long parchment palm.  
 
“My Purple Pussycat is at least as real and powerful as The Christian God who also claims to have created The 
Universe. And there are fewer paradox flaws in The Purple Pussy Cat’s creation story.” 
 
The Archbishop looked angry or frustrated or confused or wrathful! He appeared to be unknotting his mind 
to see the uncomplicated pattern of the understanding.  
 
The Doctor smiled in amusement.  
  
“I think you must agree, Lord Archbishop, that whenever a human, anywhere in reality, states that God is 
real ~ by logical implication, that human philosophically affirms the equal or greater reality of My Purple 
Pussy Cat?”  He paused. “T’would be illogical to disagree, would it not?” 
 
The Purple Pussy Cat purred.  
 
They were all almost certain they had heard it!  
 
They could all imagine her grinning, as she casually licked her purple and red striped paw.  
 
Sitting large but weightlessly interdimensional on The Clockmaker’s long parchment hand.  
 
The Archbishop huffed.  
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“How could your invisible Purple Pussycat have more philosophical authority than God?” 
 
“God’s philosophical authority is based on the premise that The God Hypothesis cannot be disproved. This 
premise is the ‘stable’ rock upon which The Church is built.”  
 
“All available data conforms to The Purple Pussycat Hypothesis… reality looks exactly as it should if my 
interdimensional Purple Pussycat who sitting upon my hand has created the whole universe and everything 
else. No data exists to disprove the existence of The Purple Pussycat.”  
 
“My Purple Pussycat is entirely consistent with every facet of its reality. Thus, an intellectually purrrrfect 
idea.” He concluded with amusement. 
 
“On the other hand,” The Doctor produced a battered old charity-store bible in his other hand… “The 
Christian God is not consistent with every facet of his reality.” 
 
He smiled in cheerful enjoyment of the conversation. 
 
“In The Bible, we have a data log of inconsistencies and mathematical errors ~ all of which stand in 
paradoxical contrast to God’s description of his own superhuman ability to ‘never make mistakes’. Scholars 
have been carefully compiling and publishing lists of these inconsistencies since the inception of The 
Church. I draw your attention to one particularly piquant example, the list compiled by the brilliant young 
French priest, Abelard (REF)8.”  
 
He handed The Bible to The Archbishop.  
 
“Should we admire men who cannot admit their mistakes, Lord Archbishop?” He asked with amusement.  
 
“No observational data exists to disprove the existence of My Purple Pussycat. And yet incomplete 
observational data exists to directly disprove The God Hypothesis. Under these circumstances, every 
assertion of God’s authority is logically and unavoidably an assertion of The Purple Pussy Cat’s greater 
authority.”  
 
“This is a logical implication of the enigma I hold in my hand.” The Doctor smiled.  
 
The vampyres gazed in horror or astonishment at the invisible purple pussycat in The Clockmaker’s long 
parchment palm.  
 

? 

 
“You still can’t disprove Christianity!” The Archbishop cried out.  
 
“Lord Archbishop.” The Doctor said with amusement. “I believe there may be purple paw prints on your 
crucifix?”  
 
“Lillian, my dear.” He asked. “I wonder if you would mind putting your gifts to task, and tell me if you can 
see the purple paw prints on The Lord Archbishop’s favourite pendant?” 
 
Lillian considered the puzzle, and gazed at the giant golden, gem encrusted crucifix around the priest’s neck. 
She knew what the paw prints were, but she gazed at the pendant, and couldn’t see paw prints.  
 
Then an idea occurred to her!  
 
“If purple pussycat pawprints cannot be seen with my senses….” She grinned. “I suppose I will need to use 
my imagination!”  
 
She turned to gaze again upon The Uncomfortable Archbishop’s pendant.  
 

                                                        
8 Insert reference, and bibliographical reference to the story of Heloise and Abelard.  
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“Doctor!” Lillian exclaimed. “I believe I can see them!”  
 
She turned to the priest and said with great solemnity.  
 
“Lord Archbishop, I believe there are purple pussycat pawprints on your holy symbol.”  
 
The Angry Archbishop snorted in disgust. And stamped his foot.  
 
Mildly. Under his priest robes. Unseen. He hopes.  
 
“Nonsense!” He said.  
 
Lillian grinned and pushed her glasses up her nose.  
 
“Disprove it.”  
 
Challenged the naughty little elf.  
 

? 

 
And so it has come to pass that imaginary pawprints of The Purple Pussycat are appearing upon The Holy 
Symbol of Christianity, wherever her tale passes through a mind behind her.  
 
“There are even invisible purple pussycat pawprints above the head of Jesus… where The Purple Pussycat 
sat comfortably as “Deific Creator of The Everything”, whilst God hung, less comfortable in his office, below.”   
 
The Archbishop stared at The Doctor’s long open palm.  
 
He couldn’t see The Purple Pussycat. It must be there? I wander if The Doctor knows of any tests that could 
find it? 
 
He looked up to The Doctor and searched his face. The Doctor lifted an eyebrow in amusement. The 
Archbishop narrowed his eyes, frustrated at The Doctor’s odd response…  
 
The Old Doctor smiled.  
 
The Purple Pussycat leapt lithely up onto The Doctor’s left shoulder, turned into a comfortable seat, and 
gazed at The Lord Archbishop with lamp-like eyes. 
 
“Curiouser and curiouser?”  
 

? 

 
THE QUESTION OF AGNOSTICISM 

 
The Archbishop was looking pressed. Then an idea came to him. He became calm, and smiled at them all, a 
look of paternal superiority.  
 
“Ah, dear ladies.” He began. “A tricky subjects, belief.” He nodded consolingly. “I sympathize with the trouble 
you are having. I have spent my entire existence in the business of it and must know what I’m talking about 
by now.”  
 
The frown, in mock severity, and waved his reproving finger at her. “A scientist can claim that she does not 
know if God exists, and thus can claim to be an Agnostic.” He informed them, paternally. “But can she be 
certain that God doesn’t exist? And whist there is doubt, she cannot claim to disbelieve!”  
 
“It’s a time-honoured line of thought.” He informed them knowingly. Then continued. 
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“Thus, every scientist can claim to be ignorant on the subject of God, and thus an Agnostic. But no scientist 
can be certain that God doesn’t exist, and thus be an Atheist.”  
 
He delivered.  
 
Lillian considered this.  
 
And then replied.  
 
“You assert that the scientist can claim to be Agnostic. I suggest that, as a matter of scientific integrity, the 
scientist must (she quoted the definition from the hand-held computer) “refuse credence” to unjustified 
religious claims; “be a sceptic” of superstition; “have no faith” in worldview systems which cannot be 
supported by observation.” She cited The Oxford Dictionary’s conditions for Disbelief from her web phone.  
 
“Thus, the scientist fulfils the conditions for both Agnosticism and Atheism.” 
 
“You said ~ how can the rational person assert a point of view that cannot be proven?”  
 
Lillian’s eyes sparkled. She grinned with elfish mischief!  
 
And continued, mercilessly…   
 
“Science is an ordered and unambiguous ideology.” She grinned elfishly.  
 
The Archbishop mopped his forehead with his handkerchief.   
 
“But if we turn the mirror around….” She paused.  
 
“We may certainly acknowledge that many christians ‘believe’ in God, but might there be some who believe, 
but who also acknowledge that they can’t know anything of the worlds beyond the material?”  
 
“If so, Archbishop, then the outbreak of Atheism in the scientific community may be of small concern to you, 
beside the unseen epidemic of Agnosticism in the ranks of Christ!”  
 

? 

 
THE UNDIMENSIONAL GATEWAY OF THE QUESTION 

 
“Touché, Lillian.” Soror Attwood was smiling. “However, The Archbishop has touched upon a most 
important point.” She grinned naughtily at The Archbishop. And then continued. 
 
“One of the implications of Atheism is Nihilism… which I believe you scientist wizards refer to as The 
Undimensional Gateway in the broom closet of every university.”  
 
“Is this not the reference behind The Archbishop’s suggestion that Science offers no answer to the 
apparently inherent human need for a ‘meaning of life’?” She elucidated.  
 
“The Archbishop has claimed that his religion, be its stories truth or lies, at least offers ‘something’ to plug 
that particular ‘psychological need’ socket.”  
 
“And yet Science has only been able to plug this socket with the circular paradigm of Nihilism. And 
ultimately, that articulation of logic is empty and unfulfilling. Where concerns spiritual meaning, Nihilism 
contains Nothing.”  
 
“Thus, The Undimensional Gate is a temporarily stabilized mouth of The Nihil opening into physical reality.” 
Lillian paused. “However, in its current configuration, at the current point in history, The Undimensional 
Gate is little more than a philosophical ‘externality’ of Science.”  
 
“What exactly is Nihilism?”  
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“Nihilism9 is the belief that the universe is merely a blind machine, without meaning or intention. Humanity 
is a coincidence, without relevance or purpose – a blind chance that will live and die, the universe will 
undergo its eternal cycles of self-devouring change, and in the end, no trace of humanity’s passing will 
remain. It will not have mattered if humanity had existed or had not existed. Our lives are all ultimately 
irrelevant. Nothing we do matters. And thus, even if morality could be justified by some form of authority – 
being moral or being immoral would make absolutely no difference to the final outcome. Thus, all authority 
for all human behaviour and hierarchy is without meaning. Any rule can be broken, the worst that could 
happen is death, quick or slow, and even that wouldn’t actually matter, anyway. As nothing has any meaning 
and no action is any more correct or incorrect than any other action… Therefore, do anything!”  
 
“Without guilt. Without fear. Without care for the results.”  
 
“Nihilism is the act of replacing the meaning of life with emptiness. The Nothing. The Nihil.” 
 
“No limits.” 
 
“And by these movements through the labyrinth of thought and perception, the insatiably empty maw of 
The Nihil has opened before the human mind.” 
 
 “Thus, the paradox of Atheism: The Nihil can only be plugged through an understanding of ‘The Meaning of 
Life’. Yet The Nihil is an implication or manifestation of the conscious awareness that The Everything has no 
meaning.”  
 
“Or, as The Archbishop phrased the quandary: “By disintegrating religious stories that give meaning to life, 
Science is attempting to replace something with nothing.””  
 
“This paradox materializes in the society’s perception of morality. When a person becomes an atheist, the 
moral implication of nihilism is opened in that person’s world. A small tear in reality behind which silently 
howl the possibilities of Nothing.”  
 
“Quite terrifying, really.” She grinned nervously. “To actually allow one’s mind to look into that possibility.” 
 
“The implications for society are dangerous, partially because The Nihil is not understood.” 
 
“The universities use their moral authority to safely gather these invisibly small tears in reality into a 
mirrored ring of control, a bottomless pool of Nothing, which sits at the base of a masonic antenna concealed 
in the stone bone geometry of each university on Planet Earth.”  
 
“This pool of nothing is called The Undimensional Gate. An oubliette. It is a physical gateway to The Nihil.”  
 
“Usually under The Philosophy Department.”  
 
“Are you saying that there is a gateway to another dimension underneath each university?” The Archbishop 
asked in shock.  
 
“The Nihil has no dimensions.” Lillian replied. “No up. No down. No end. No edges. The Nihil has no 
dimensions. It is The ‘Undimension’.”  
 
“And there is Nothing in it – perhaps more Nothing than anybody can imagine.” She smiled. “In fact, that 
may be a definition of The Nihil.” 
 
The Archbishop was obviously fascinated. “Then The Nihil is like a bottomless pit?” He suggested.  
 
“Nobody knows what it is.” Lillian replied. “For centuries, wizards have debated it in arcane language, but 
it remains a mystery.” 
 
“How can Science plug it?”  
 

                                                        
9 Nihilism n. (Insert Oxford Dictionary Definition.) 
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“Our anthropomorphization of Nature as ‘Mother Nature’ cannot be argued to be more than a mere 
perceptual device. To plug The Nihil, a genuine understanding must be discovered.” 
 
“The Paradox of The Undimensional Gate must be resolved.” 
 
“We are faced with the question of a portal that is both sealed and unclosable. How to resolve The Nihil 
without resorting to the philosophical lie of relinquishing our atheism and our agnosticism and our 
dedication to Truth?”  
 
“An Impasse Paradox.”  
 
“The Nihil represents a moral pattern disintegration phenomenon on a profoundly fundamental level of our 
entire scientific worldview. When faced with a pattern disintegration phenomenon of the magnitude that 
The Nihil represents, would not any Society fall into disorder, regardless of the quality of its technology and 
other systems?”  
 
“Thus, I suggest that Science cannot ascend until it has resolved the moral paradox of The Nihil…”  
 
“The Mystery of The Undimensional Gate.”  
 
“The Darwinian Dilemma of Morality.”  
 

? 

 
THE WAITER 

 
The Doctor was watching a particular waiter. A boy with melancholy eyes.  
 
The boy’s face was beautiful. He was in his late teens or early twenties – a new initiate to the drinking age. 
And he was indigenous.  
 
A black boy.  
 
The fact of his indigenous heritage was visible in his countenance and hair. Distinctive. A handsome young 
man. Tall and straight, but not aggressive.  
 
The Doctor smiled with a strange gentle look in his eye, as he watched the waiter complete his round to 
come over and offer them a glass from his fresh tray.  
 
Blood of The Boobook Owl. Koala Juice. Wombat Soup. Crocodile’s Tears, and Serpent’s Blood (chilled).  
 
The red red fruits of this land called Australia.  
 
The land of his ancestors, since before The First Human City.  
 
The black boy watched them each take a glass from his tray.  
 
And the guests laughed as they revelled as they sipped on the red red wine.  
 

? 
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VI. 

THE DANCE OF THE SPRING MOON  
 

“May I solicit your hand for The High Spring Dance, Miss Lillian?”  
 
Cambridge accent and the ease of youth, and it is not Darcy. But whomever he is, is charming. Lillian had 
turned full around to the young man bowing behind her ~ he was not part of The Elder’s circle.  
 
She sensed both impudence and properness, in his easy bow. And he is thrillingly handsome. British?  
 
Mischief sparkling grey eyes under a shock of Devil-May-Care straight ink-black hair.  
 

? 

 
Gwendolyn was smiling.  
 
Actually, Gwendolyn was genuinely trying to hide her smile.  
 
She knew her child was going to be in trouble with The Prince, again.  
 
“I should very much like to be introduced first.” Lillian smiled at the handsome young vampyre.  
 
The two boys had arrived only a moment earlier, been announced by Harlequin, and The Prince was at 
present reading the parchment scroll they had delivered, its broken red wax seal hanging on a red ribbon.  
 
The Prince looked up from his reading. Looked from one to the other of the young vampyres. Began to frown.  
 
And then Gwendolyn spoke.  
 

? 

 
“Allow me to offer you that introduction.”  
 
“Dr Lillian Glade, allow me to introduce you to my son, Master Thomas deChrysalid ~ recently returned 
from vampyric “Finishing School” in Cambridge.”  
 
Lillian raised her eyebrows in curiosity?  
 
She curtsied. He bowed.  
 
“I am very glad to have made your acquaintance, Master Thomas.” She completed. 
 

? 

 
“Not so recently recalled.” Added his tall whip-like black-robed friend.  
 
Gwendolyn again smiled.  
 
“And allow me to introduce to you Master Mathias Conjuant of The Arcane Bloodline.”  
 
“The inseparable pair.” She lifted a mock critical eyebrow. “Returned from England, nine years ago.” She 
paused, in amusement. “Where they completed their respective vampiric apprenticeships at the best 
institutions in The Empire.”  
 
Another raised eyebrow.  
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“Together, it would seem.”  
 
Thomas replied by raising his own eyebrow as he looked from Lady Gwendolyn to The Amused Prince to 
shy Lillian.  
 
He grinned widely, a twinkle in his eyes.  
 
He put his arm around Mathias, hugged him over to him, and said.  
 
“Master Mathias, here, has magick fingers.”  
 
Mathias pushed him away.  
 
“You are crumpling my velvet robes.”  
 
He admonished his friend.  
 
Master Thomas laughed.  
 
He turned to Lillian.  
 
“Mathias is a homo.”  
 
He revealed to her, conspiratorially.  
 
“And so they all think I’m a homo ~ but I keep them guessing.” He winked.  
 
And she knew completely that he was not homosexual.  
 
So that is why history refers to The Blue Bloods as British Devils! 
 

? 

 
THE HIGH SPRING DANCE OF THE COMING OUT BALL 

 
In The Night comes out to play…  

All that is hidden during The Day. 
 
Lillian curtsied. Thomas bowed.  
 
And so the dance began.  

Lillian. Lillian. 
What is a Zillion, 

High in Infinity’s sky? 
Or Low? 

 
Thomas. Thomas. 

I’ve clouds ‘neath my horse, 
Yet my cockle shells grow 

In a Row? 
 
And so the dance progressed, with an exchange of versed conversation measured through the sequential 
dance.  
 

Lillian. Lillian. 
There numbers in The Trillion 

The number of numbers  
I can Try? 

 
Thomas. Thomas. 
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Spring is upon us. 
I like to aim 
A little high.  

 
Lillian. Lillian.  

A dodecahedron 
To The Beholder of both our 

Third Eye.  
 

Thomas. Thomas. 
The Spring Moon is on us! 

And dreams afill  
The Night Sky. 

 
She flew into a twirl, her eyes closed.  
 
And lifted up off the floor in her spin.  
 
And as the moon came full overhead, it flooded down the length of The Oculus covering Lillian…  
 
As her tip of her toe lifted up of the floor.  
 
Levitation? 
 

? 

 
“Wings?”  
 
Gwendolyn breathed, barely audibly.  
 
And the moonlight certainly seemed to catch or refract to look a little like wings.  
 

? 

 
And the faery’s twirl completed to graceful continuance of the dance.  
 
The maiden took the knight’s hand without concern as she stepped back into the rhythm of the musical 
turns.  
 

Lillian. Lillian.  
Your soul’s illumination 
Is a Faery Lamp hiding 

In The Wood.  
 

Thomas. Thomas. 
A maiden may bless 

Her knight, if he’s  
Not too Good. 

 
And with two secret smiles, in a twirl in interlocked arms ~ the dancers parted, and faced each other in 
reflection.  
 
Every act of Love is a small exchange of identity.  
 
Thomas bowed. Lillian curtsied.  
 
And the guests clapped.  
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? 

 
THE RED RED LETTER 

 
There are many red wax seals used in vampyre etiquette.  
 
The Blue Bloods and The Arcane Bloodline are particularly fond of them, and both have their own vampiric 
magicks woven through their traditions. But there are some seals created Under The Rose. And their secrets 
belong to the holders of office. 
 
The Red Red Seal can only be formed or broken by a Prince Under The Rose.  
 
The Red Red Letter is any letter which bears that seal ~ thus, a letter written by a prince to a prince.  
 
And tonight, that letter carried The Seven Serpents Seal of The Prince of Sydney.  
 
The ‘Compromise Candidate’ for The Chair, in the aftermath of The Trouble. 
 
The Sand Snake from Egypt. 
 

? 

 
Prince Thomas Brisbane was talking angrily and gesturing emphatically at the centre of the group of elders, 
including an exceptionally ‘porcelain statue-like’ Soror Attwood ~ Yet no sound was emitted, and observers 
couldn’t manage to get a clear view of lips. By co-incidence. The rest of the room seemed not to have noticed.  
 
Except Tommy, who was unashamedly watching them curiously, obviously unable to penetrate the magic 
bubble. Or was she?  
 
Lillian wondered.  
 
The Doctor has created his Quiet Zone, she understood ~ a spell that encircles a small group in a soundproof 
and communication-shielded magick zone. Thus, to talk without being heard. Lillian is a gifted clairvoyant, 
and she can’t penetrate it.  
 
The Doctor immediately looked up from the group, sensing her attention.  
 
The Doctor’s voice in her mind. Lillian, my dear. Would you mind taking the boys for a little tour around The 
Atrium Gardens? Thank you, my child.”  
 

? 

 
LILLIAN’S MARVELLOUS MAGNIFYING GLASS  

 
There are dances to perform, and there are dances to converse.  
 
And so Lillian found herself talking to Mathias in the following dance.  
 
 “Your sire is a greatly respected wizard.” The young wizard’s apprentice ventured as the two moved toward 
each other in the walking pace of the dance.  
 
“Among the finest magickal craftsmen in the world.” As he passed her.  
 
And then he was behind her slipping past. He is exceptionally graceful. She thought to herself.  
 
“I think the girl he chooses as his child will be an unusually talented human?” 
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“From our point of view, you are a star.” 
 

? 

 
“Did your sire give you a magick weapon?” Mathias asked.  
 
As the four of them sipped cold crystal flutes of wallaby bubbly blood by the garden fountain in the centre 
of the ballroom atrium.  
 
Lillian contemplated the young wizard’s question. “He has given me a magick item, but it’s not a weapon.”  
 
She took her Arcane Magnifying Glass out from her pocket.  
 
The magnifying glass was beautiful, constructed as an innovation in the antique style popular in England 
among butterfly enthusiasts of 1800’s. The lens was 14cm in diameter, ringed around the edge in a pure 
silver fitting that was inscribed with magickal glyphs and enigmatic symbols.  
 
The handle was carven of the beautiful polished silver wood from the infamous strangler fig trees of 
Brisbane. This was carven in intensely complex psychedelic designs that appeared to swim over the silver 
wood grip of the handle.  
 
The pure silver of the hilt was as a horizontal concave disc, a mirror pool. Its edges encircled with minute 
arcane glyphs.  
 
And the pattern of The Peace Symbol, beloved of Hippies since The 1960’s, is hidden somewhere in the 
device.  
 
She held it out proudly for Mathias to admire.  
 
He picked up the glass from her outstretched hand, and looked through it. “What does it do?” he asked.  
 
“It can see through any enchantment.” She said proudly. “It shows me the world as it truly is.” She paused, 
and grinned. “And for viewing small objects, it works even better than the best laboratory microscope, even 
better than an electron microscope…” She grinned elfishly. “If I speak a secret magick word.”  
 
Mathias looked up at her, notably unimpressed.  
 
“Don’t you have some great talent with vampyric sight?” He asked.  
 
“I have.” She nodded slowly. “When I awakened after The Doctor had changed me into a vampyre, I was 
clairvoyant and fully telepathic too.” She speculated, a little.  “Actually, it really did make me go nuts.” She 
paused, and looked at him significantly. “Very totally nuts.”  
 
Mathias watched her a little longer, and then said. “Telepathy is not a common gift.”   
 
“Vampyres usually develop it after they have developed all of the lesser powers of The Sight ~ and most 
vampyres take years to develop even the most basic powers of that gift.”  
 
He paused, and then asked with pretended casualness.  
 
“Did you awaken from your embrace with all of the other lesser powers of The Sight?”  
 
Lillian watched him.  
 
“I had to learn how to control and decipher all of the information ~ and that was quite terrifying.”  
 
She replied thoughtfully.  
 
“But, the answer is yes. The aura fields of everything around me transformed the world into a psychedelic 
wonderland. I was automatically reading the history and emotional events stored in everything I touched. I 
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could not block out the thoughts of others. And I could see, hear, feel, and smell every detail of everything I 
concentrated upon. And…” She added, a furrowed look of disorientating memories on her brow. “I had never 
tried LSD, and I was completely unprepared for the experience.”  
 
“It really hurt.”     
 
The other three listened with great interest.  
 
“Hum. Not bad, as far as a talent goes.” Mathias conceded with pretend disinterested.  
 
But the truth was that the elder wizards of his lodge were impressed enough to have given Mathias the 
mission of watching The Doctor’s new child... And getting close to her. He grinned.  
 

? 

 
THE TROUBLE IN SYDNEY 

 
“Thomas.”  
 
The words were quiet, but intense ~ and cut through everything else, but noticed by nobody else.  
 
Lady Gwendolyn called them as they reached the glass main portal door of the ballroom atrium.  
 
She was walking toward them.  
 

? 

 
Lady Gwendolyn was amused.  
 
“There has been a little excitement.” She smiled.  
 
And turned to look at Thomas and the boys. ““Your elders have asked that you remain with guests.”  
 
She ruffled Tom’s disobedient hair.  
 
“And have fun!”  
 
Lady Gwendolyn commanded them, mock serious.  
 
“Lillian.” She continued.  
 
“The Doctor has suggested that you re-join The Elders to complete The Tour.” 
 

? 
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VI. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CASTLE 

 
She laughed. “The Ball is wonderful fun.” Then she grinned in naughty humour. “But I think, Doctor, that 
most of the vampyres of Brisbane are far more interested in our botanical castle than they are in me.”   
 
The Doctor’s smile became soft. “Most of them have never seen a real Princess before, my dear. I expect they 
are a little shy.”  
 
Lillian laughed and her cheeks turned red.  
 
“Thank you, Sire.” Lillian squeezed his hand. “I have often wondered why vampyres all refer to ‘skyscraper 
buildings’ as ‘castles’?”  
 
Lillian voiced the thought that had been on her mind as she watched all the vampyres at The Ball.  
 
“When I think of castles, I think of medieval fortifications.”  
 
The Doctor watched her, and nodded. “And so do I, my dear.” He explained.  
 
“Why are vampyres obsessed with owning and controlling castles?” 
 

? 

 
“I suggest three primary components to the pattern.” The Doctor speculated.  
 
“First component.” 
 
“Ecological Territory and Safety.” 
 
“Every vampyre must have somewhere completely safe to sleep during the day. For they are vulnerable as 
they sleep. This limits most individual vampyres to the territory they control, with a safe lair established 
therein ~ or to arranging accommodation in another in advance.”  
 
“This means most vampyres rarely travel further than a two or three-hundred-kilometre radius of their 
lair.”  
 
“Thus, the territorial unit of the vampyre is ‘the human city’.”  
 
“Each human city is ruled by a ‘prince’ of vampyres, who is tempered and restrained by a council of prime 
elders usually representing no more than seven or nine of The Thirteen Bloodlines.”  
 
“Second component.” 
  
“Political Structure and Safety.” 
 
“The needs of the vampyres differ significantly from those of the mortals – and thus, so do their points of 
view. The vampyre and the mortal each look upon the same building, yet each see a very different thing.” 
 
“The Dark Ages was many centuries ago.,” He paused in amusement. “In the time since, the needs of the 
mortals have changed as their social organization has changed.” 
 
“They have created a peaceful society.  
 
“Policemen.”  
 
“But vampyres have no egalitarian policemen to regulate and assert basic liberties and property rights. 
Vampyres use the feudal system of territorial lords with a local monopoly on violence.”  
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“The territorial unit of the vampyre is ‘the human city’.”  
 
“Third component.”  
 
“Generational Regeneration and Safety.” 
 
“Consider that among mortals, when the old king dies, the throne is passed on to his heir.”  
 
“But vampyres often live for centuries. The prince isn’t going to pass on The Chair to an heir without a little 
help.”  
 
“Thus, power and positions of power are not passed on through the same cycle of change and renewal.”  
 
“The old prince remains the old prince, perhaps for centuries, if he is a clever prince. And his children remain 
no more than his children, continuing to live under his yoke, with no chance of promotion,  
 
“Until he dies.”  
 
“But he can’t die of natural causes.”  
 
“He is a vampyre lord.” 
 
“Thus, everything that vampyre’s can divide up among themselves, is somebody’s ‘territory’ and carefully 
guarded. The Prince spends an awful lot of his time sorting out disagreements over territorial matters 
among his subjects.”  
 
“Thus, whilst modern mortals can work together and naturally produce a continuous renewal of 
opportunity for every capable new individual to advance, vampyres must work together in order to conceal 
our existence from the mortals and ensure our collective survival – but our society does not create that 
natural renewal of advancement opportunity for each new generation.”  
 
“This means that every new child is a valued pawn upon the chess board of a city – and the most competent 
and ambitious individuals often make the most useful pawns. Those same qualities of ambition that make 
useful pawns can only achieve their own fulfilment through the destruction of their elders.”  
 
“Secrets, violence, intrigue, and deception are a way of life in vampyre society – and thus, paranoia is also a 
way of life among the elders of The Night.”  
 

? 

 
“To the vampire, the castle represents a fortified haven that cannot be penetrated by force or skill. The 
vampire can rest safely here during the day, and can receive guests, knowing that she has the strategic 
advantage of pre-established systems for both defence and attack – should the guest be impolite or prove 
more valuable as a victim.”  
 
“The Castle means security. And most vampires prize the ability to close their gates and ‘hole up’ when 
political situations go through their inevitable cycles of instability, chaos, and violence. The castle 
represents safety – a base of operations that both those weaker and those stronger cannot easily penetrate.”  
 
“Thus a castle is no less valuable to a vampyre now than it was in The Dark Ages.” The Doctor paused. 
“Indeed, to the vampyre, the castle is one of the most important and sought after habitat feature in the home 
city.”  
 
 “And so, my dear, to the vampyres castles are among the most important piece on the chessboard of any 
city.” He observed. “And the result is that being control of a castle grants major status.” 
 
“And the title of Lord.”  
 

? 
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THE GRAND TOUR OF THE EMERALD CRYSTAL  

 
“Harlequin, my dear.” The Doctor said. “Would you mind taking this invitation to Princeptus minor Nick 
Cavern?”  
 
He then turned to the other elders, who were looking at him with mild surprise or disbelieving curiosity. 
“When Prince Cavern arrives, we shall be able to begin our tour of The Castle.” He smiled and clasped his 
hands behind his back.   
 
The elders were gazing at him with growing shock. Though Soror Attwood looked less shocked then 
amused, Lillian noted.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled gracefully. “Surely, you are not going to invite Lord Cavern to join us on our tour, are you 
Doctor?”  
 
The Doctor looked surprised. “My dear Lady Gwendolyn, to not do so would be the height of bad manners.”   
 
But Harlequin returned to announce that Prince Cavern had declined the invitation.  
 
A wave of silent tension was relieved. And no more need be said. By anybody. Including Soror Attwood, the 
prim and chaste little churchman’s daughter from England. A witch.  
 
Who was currently unhappily resigning herself to a less eventful tour.  
 

? 

 
THE LEVITATING GLASS ELEVATOR  

 
“The Glass Elevator is entirely glass, and invisible to the muggles as it moves up the entire length of the 
atrium shaft, from floor to the sky garden on the roof.” Lillian explained.  
 
As the elders filed into the four-meter diameter circular glass chamber.  
 
When they were all in, she programmed the elevator, and it began its gentle ascent. Floating straight up.  
 
“First to the heights, then to the depths!” She grinned.  
 
They gazed out into the atrium of the great shaft that runs up the length of the building.  
 
“Tell me, Lillian.” Soror Attwood asked. “I hear that you and The Doctor are trying to summon a sort of giant 
moth?”  
 
“Sphinx aphrodesia. The Giant Moon Moth.” Lillian elucidated. “And we believe we have succeeded.”  
 
“What is this Moon Moth?”  
 
“The Giant Moon Moth is born on Planet Earth, when it becomes strong enough, it flies to The Moon ~ a long 
a terrible journey which only a few complete.”  
 
“There on The Moon, they drink and bathe in the moon milk of The Crater Lakes by The Sea of Dreams. And 
they know every luxury and wonder.” 
 
“The moon milk of The Crater Lakes causes the delicate feathery structures of their antennae to crystalize 
in bright beauty.”  
 
“When the moth has drunk of the moon milk, and its horns have turned to jewels, it will be called back to 
The Earth by the maddeningly celestial scent of The Great Lunar Orchid.” Lillian paused.  
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“Only the moths who have completed the journey to The Moon and drunk of the moon milk can sense The 
Lunar Orchids.”  
 
“And it will make the arduous return journey, madly seeking The Great Lunar Orchids, there to mate and 
lay its eggs.”  
 
The elders listened to the story in astonishment.  
 
The Archbishop ventured a question.  
 
“Are the moths… dangerous?” 
 
Lillian considered the question.  
 
“Potentially.” She answered. “The Moth can climb up upon a high cliff or rock, and from there it issues a 
plaintiff and terrible cry that will strike dead any human and humanoid who hears the sound, unless she 
has ear muffs on her head or some type of magickal protection.” 
 
Lillian grinned at them. 
 
“Is that a common occurrence?” The priest asked, and should he be concerned, young lady?  
 
Lillian smiled broadly and pushed her glasses up her nose.  
 
“Our Moon Moths are well behaved.”  
 
She grinned.  
 

? 
 

THE EMERALD OCULUS OF THE CHANGING EARTH 
 
Within The Emerald Crystal, a giant shaft ran from its base up and out of its top.  
 
On the ground floor, open to the moonlight above, was the giant garden atrium and circular ballroom around 
the fountain in the centre of the shaft.  
 
Gardens grew from every interior wall of this shaft.  
 
The glass elevator moved up the interior wall of The Oculus shaft.  
 
“The Oculus is a tool in the building’s novel natural ventilation and cooling system.” The Doctor explained, 
as the elevator ascended up the garden shaft.  
 
 “The daytime in the baking deserts of Africa. Have you ever wondered how towering termite mounds stay 
cool and comfy? They need precise microclimate for their nests ~ cool and moist.”  
 
The Doctor pondered the question. 
 
“Air conditioners. The cost, maintenance, and endless mechanical effort of the vast expensive complex 
system of air conditioners that chug away in every skyscraper building… what an interesting problem!”  
 
“I looked around at the universe, and I wondered where I might find jigsaw puzzle pieces of that shape.”  
 
“And I got thinking about termite mounds.”  
 
“All day, in the dry, baking desert. Hour after hour.”  
 
“Yet nice and cool and moist and well-ventilated inside.”  
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They achieve this through an oculus-like system of laced shafts. But there is a secret pattern to their game.  
 
The cool and moist and well-ventilated interior of a termite mound.  
 
“In Brisbane, the summers are hot.”  
 
“Very hot.” 
 
“Expensively hot.”  
 
“Actually, Ecologists have conducted a fantastic amount of research into the secrets of the various types of 
termite-mound.”  
 
“Integrating termite technology into every future building built is a simple, financially opportunistic step 
that represents a significant decrease in the thermoregulation costs of the entire business community of 
every city on this planet.”  
 
“After all, there isn’t any reason the business community ought be exploited by inefficient engineering? This 
system equates to The Future.”  
 
“From The Ecologist’s point of view, the hive analogy is more than an analogy, where humans are 
concerned.”  
 
“This is a natural truth.”  
 
“It could also be a beautiful natural truth.”  
 
“We have the power of creation.”  
 

? 

  
THE PURPLE LUNAR WINE 

 
Harlequin, Lady of The Ceremonies (tonight) was also grinning, though more quietly, as she stood to the 
side of the elevator, watching events. And then she noticed The Doctor watching her.  
 
“My dear Miss Rani, that was a quite astonishingly adept performance.” He said. “Satan waxes wroth with a 
frothy froth froth, I believed you named it?” He smiled at her cordially. Everybody in The Elevator was now 
looking at Rani ~ The Harlequin. 
 
“Perhaps you would like to share with us the secret of your motivations.” The Doctor invited.  
 
Rani grinned. She looked from her sire to The Prince. And each of the other elders who were staring at her.  
 
She poked a finger in her collar and gulped theatrically.  
 
With a grin.  
 
“I am an itinerate performer… and he paid me.”  
 
The Doctor continued to watch her in silence.  
 
She grinned.  
 
“You should have waited till we got home.” She wagged a finger at him.  
 
The Prince shuffled and grumbled. “What did he pay you, girl?” 
 
She grinned, wide and bright. Utterly unconcerned by the fact that she was not likely to see the night out.  
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With a flourish of her diamond-checked jumpsuit, she produced (as if from nowhere!), an eloquent spun-
crystal wine bottle of swirling fizzy purple liquid. Its age-blotched silver and pale mauve label was in French.  
 
Lillian could read and speak Latin and Ancient Greek, as befits a botanist ~ but she was unfamiliar with 
French. She did, however, notice the word Lune.  
 
The Prince looked at the bottle with some interest, as did Soror Attwood, and all of the others except Senex 
and the dark handsome man in a stylish pink suit at the edge of the group.  
 
The handsome vampyre in a pink suit was pretending to be disinterested, but was genuinely surprised, and 
very interested.  
 
Lord Stefanos was his name. The Babylonian. Tall, dark, and mysterious. An outsider who had come to 
Australia in the 1980’s. A representative of The Ancients, it was said. Though he was presented as a newly 
created vampyre, he remained a mystery and had within ten years, silently and with a casual amusement 
risen to the role of Elder Prime for vampyres of The Defiant Bloodline in Brisbane.  
 
Lillian turned her attention to the other vampyre whose entire being was aroused by the bottle.  
 
Lord Senex was staring at the bottle as if he was seeing something impossible.  
 
The others seemed unaffected.  
 
“What a co-incidence.” The Doctor said with a smile. “The Forgotten Purple Lunar Wine.”  
 
He took the bottle and examined it with great interest. “It is believed that the last bottle ever made was 
corked on the night of The French Revolution.” 
 
He smiled with amusement as he read the bottle.  
 
“It would appear that our young North Queensland Prince knows his real estate values much better than 
his wine values.” The Doctor commented. “That certainly does seem like it was worth a little song and 
dance.”  
 
He turned to Rani with a cheerful smile. “Good work, my dear. How many did you get?”  
 
“A case of nine.”  
 
“Marvellous. You may have one of the bottles delivered to each of The Elders, tomorrow evening. You may 
leave mine on the sideboard in the drawing room.”  
 
“And that means…” He smiled. “I think you’ve earned this bottle, my dear.” 
 
He handed back to Rani her bottle of Purple Lunar Wine.  
 
Rani grinned happily.  
 

? 

 
THE CLOUD ISLAND OF THE EMERALD CRYSTAL 

“It is like pearly-silver faery floss, so thick I could walk on it.”  
 
The waif-like girl in her lace dress and broad hat leaned and swayed over the lip of sky garden’s edge. 
Sparkles glittered over the surface of the cloud field beyond and butterflies twirled and flitted and wafted 
through the sky garden’s breeze.  
 
Here on the roof of The Emerald Crystal we are above the clouds.  
 
Or at least, above a thick silver moon cream island of fluffy faerie clouds. A collar around the neck of the 
building. A permanent cloud island.  
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“From up on The Red Hill, I have watched these clouds, gathered around the collar of your castle, Doctor.”  
 
“The permanent cloud island.”  
 
The permanent cloud island gathered around the skyscraper’s collar like a fluffy silver-white scarf around 
the neck of the living green spire. Trailing out in the direction of the wind’s flows.  
 
The cloud island was created by geometry of the architecture and the long wire aerials the spread like collar 
around the neck of the building. 
 
The Prince grumbled.  
 
They all looked at him.  
 
“What’s the use of it if you can’t walk on it?”  
 
He complained.  
 

? 

 
Gwendolyn laughed like a bubbling brook that had been tapped.  
 
“O, my Sire.” She was very relaxed. “The night is beautiful, the stars are laughing, and these clouds are 
something completely new in your city.”  
 
“And beautiful.” She added and sipped on her crystal flute of ‘mushroom-dusted bunny-blood from a faerie 
ring’.  
 
Lillian steadied her giddily elder, intoxicated on the glorious night air.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled and thanked her.   
 
“The silver hooves of a Pegasus can walk on clouds.” Lillian told them. “But human feet seem to prefer the 
ground.”  
 
Lillian smiled.  
 
“When given the choice.”  
 
She added.  
 
Gwendolyn laughed, high in the night sky.  
 
Among The Milky Way. 
 
Above the delicate lilac-silver flowers that were sparkling through the folds and turns of the field of clouds.  
 

? 

 
“Yes.” The Prince emptied his tumbler. “Tell us the story of these flying horses you want to attract to my 
city?”  
 
The Doctor smiled as he gazed out at the full moon in the starry night sky, above the island of clouds.  
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“I had the lovely luck to encounter the pegasai, at a little cluster of islands in The Aegean Sea.”  
 
“The islands themselves formed a series of roughly concentric circles of sea and land. A lovely sort of 
harbour condition in difficult weather.”   
 
“In the centre of the circular arrangement was the mountain of the main island ~ an old volcano, whose tip 
caught and holds a fantastic cloud island.”  
 
“And that is what I went there to understand.”  
 

? 

 
THE ANCIENT MYSTERIES OF THE PEGASAI 

“Like many fantastic creatures of the oceans and the skies, the pegasus herds are migratory.”  
 
“They spend The Spring and Summer in the northern hemisphere (March-August), and make their 
migration to spend The Spring and Summer in the southern hemisphere (September-February).” The 
Doctor explained. 
 
“They follow the tasty gazing ~ and the plants are green and flowering in the dance of a seasonal cycle.”  
 
“O yes.” The Prince guffawed. “Follow the choice fields, do they?” He commented. “Or perhaps they have a 
taste for vegetable gardens? Darn useful to have a pair of those wings.”  
 
The Doctor watched him with gentle amusement. He gestured out over the sparkling grooves and folds of 
the fluffy cloud island.  
 
“The Asphodel Flower.”  
 
The Doctor revealed.  
 
“A rare orchid that grows abundantly only on cloud islands.”  
 
“You will note the pale mauve-purple flowers clustering in the cracks and crevasses of the cloud island’s 
upper surface.”  
 
The Prince and the other elders were peering out over the expanse of the moonlit cloud island, noticing the 
small delicate sparkling pale mauve flowers creating the pale purple highlighting of the cloud’s soft 
topography.  
 
“The pegasai love to munch on these. It makes them frisky. They are a species who mates for both 
reproduction and fun.” The Doctor cheerfully revealed.   
 
The elders looked at him.  
 
“The Asphodel Flower blooms in Spring and reaches the annual height of its flowering at the time of The 
Midsummer’s Eve Festival.”  
 
“Which is when Pagans would celebrate the new birthings among the pegasus herds ~ on the rare occasions 
they occur.”  
 
“The Pegasus is a quite long-lived animal.”  
 
“Many live up to a century. A few live to two centuries.” 
 
The Doctor informed them.  
 

? 
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“So, you think that a cloud island with its favourite flowers will attract the pegasai?” The Prince asked, not 
entirely sceptical.  
 
“The City of Brisbane is on a major migration route to an important cloud island in New South Wales. The 
indigenous peoples name the site, Wooloombin ~ The Cloud Catcher.”  
 
“The pegasai herds have been riding these annual wind currents to this rich cloud island since before The 
First Human City.” The Doctor replied.  
 
“And we might lure them to stop by for a nibble.” The Prince rubbed his hands together. “I like our plan, 
Doctor.” He tried to drain his empty tumbler. Then noticed it was empty.  
 

? 

 
Soror Attwood stood beside Lillian at the fringe, among the fronds, in the starlight.  
 
“Shall we tell him that pegasai can only be ridden by maidens?”  
 
She grinned naughtily.  
 
Lillian pushed her spectacles up her nose.   
 
“The Doctor and I felt that it might be….” Lillian crinkled her nose and considered her choice of words. “More 
appropriate if Gwendolyn told him.”  
 
“The Doctor lent her a book, and the two of them have discussed the subject.” She added.  
 
“But, The Doctor says there are ways whereby a pegasus will allow itself to be ridden by a man.”  
 
“For example, there are several prominent references to heroes in human history.”  
 
Soror Attwood raised an eyebrow sceptically. “Let us hope your prince discovers himself to be a ‘hero’.” She 
added, dryly.  
 
“There also exist a range of potions and spells and magickal charms.” 
 
“And which will our prince use?” She asked.  
 
“The Doctor has forbidden me to speak of his new inventions, before they have been presented.”  
 
Lillian grinned.  
 

? 

 
The roof of the building was itself a sky-garden overflowing the circular opening of The Oculus.  
 
The group made their way through the gardens.  
 
“The sky garden is the destination of three “skyway” climbing paths up the outside of the building.” Lillian 
explained.  
 
“There are also three skyway paths up the interior wall gardens of The Oculus Shaft.” 
 
“And there are three crystal cave climbing routes through the living ventilation tunnels. Light is brought 
there by mirrors and crystals. Water by geometry. And the result is a pale green luminosity of botanical life 
through these deep tunnels, in tufts or beds, as the folds or turns choose.  
 
They are very beautiful.  
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These are climbing paths. That which can get trampled, does get trampled, where it gets trampled. Botanical 
patterns of functional balance are encouraged naturally.  
 
Green life grows where it can in the crystal caves!  
 
And there are three secluded cave pools where employees can bathe, within the skyscraper.  
 
Roman bath houses are going to become popular again.  
 
Nine skyways up the three concentric circles of a telescope.  
 

? 

 
THE GREAT GREEN TENDRIL OF THE WORLD TREE 

 
Soror Attwood smiled. “Thus, the building itself becomes a living being ~ a concrete structure designed to 
receive a great green tendril of life from deep within The Earth.” 
 
The pretty little Victorian schoolgirl, prim and proper, smiled innocently as she made her obsservation.  
 
“Wrapt around and around and around the exterior of the castle ~ in the spirit world.” 
 
The elders were silent, looking at Soror Attwood.  
 
“What interesting friends you have, my dear Doctor.”  
 
The pretty Victorian school girl smiled.  
 
And clasped her hand politely before her.  
 
All eyes turned to The Doctor. 
 
The Doctor smiled.  
 
“Our Soror is, as ever, admirably perceptive.”  
 
“When we used the arcana from The Satyr’s Puzzle Box, a great green tendril of ecological awareness erupted 
from the seams around The Botanical Garden on the point of The River.” 
 
“A plant that has not been seen since Mesopotamia. And it has been responsible for the great fertility of 
harvests that Queensland has enjoyed these past three years.   
 
“This etheric tendril of botanical life wraps around the castle, from soil to ceiling.”  
 
“This is a tendril of our planet.”  
 

? 

 
THE ECOLOGICAL MYSTERIES OF THE PUZZLE BOX 

 
Lillian and The Elders of Brisbane gazed out over the fantastic maze beneath the cloud island in which their 
grove was situated. 
 
“All of this came from The Satyr’s Puzzle Box?” Soror Attwood said in amazement as they returned to the 
ground floor.  
 
“The Satyr’s Puzzle Box is cypher, full of arcane formulae. Interpreting the arcane formulae into reality… 
now that is the real magick.” Lillian smiled.  
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She looked back over the fertile green eruption of botanical and ecological life, pushing its way up out of the 
interface between the botanical gardens and the university of technology in the epicentre of Brisbane city.  
 
“What is in that puzzle box?” She asked quietly.  
 
Lillian was looking at her strangely, and almost imperceptible smile of wonder growing within her.  
 
“The Doctor thinks that every box has the same thing in it.” Lillian answered, slowly. Hopefully.  
 
Soror Attwood continued to gaze down at the concentric circles of the maze. Circles and circles and circles.  
 
Madness.  
 
She smiled in amazement. Mary-Ann Attwood would discover what is in The Box.  
 
“Whatever it is.” She said, quietly. “It is powerful.”  
 

? 

 
THE DARK SECRET OF SCIENCE 

 
“And with that thought…” The Doctor smiled at them all cheerfully. “I believe we are ready to descend to 
The Chamber of The Oubliette at the centre of The Oculus shaft.”  
 
He ushered them toward the glass elevator.  
 
They gathered in the elevator. The waiting room music began. A thin green light scanned The Doctor’s 
thumb, pressed against a sensor on the elevator’s bright silver wood control panel.  
 
He smiled cheerfully at them all and said. “These lovely wooden hand-railings are for your convenience 
during this stage of the voyage.” The wood was the intense silver of an uncured sun-bleach ~ and yet this 
hard state had been intentionally induced with great beauty, prior to curing and sealing. So deep and 
intensely silver was the weather-bleached and finely carven wood that its weave was almost invisible 
among the glass of the crystal chamber. The Doctor called weathered-silver wood, “moon-bleached wood”. 
Much of the emerald crystal uses wood seasoned to this deep silver colour.  
 
“The silvered wood is Ficus watkinsia, a naturally moon-bleached wood.” The Doctor revealed. “A local 
botanical terror from the diverse hoard of species that form The Strangler Figs.” He added, smiling 
cheerfully.  
 
Gwendolyn raised an eyebrow to Lillian.  
 
“Hold-on.” Lillian said, with a grin on her face. She was holding on to the polished silver wood railing very 
firmly. Gwendolyn, watched her, and decided it might be sensible to follow her lead.  
 
The Archbishop was beginning to say something when Soror Attwood, grinning like a naughty schoolgirl 
(and holding on very tightly to the rail with one hand)…  
 
Pinched the priest’s bottom!  
 
With a squeal, the priest jumped. And turned fully around to chastise her. Innocently, little Mary-Anne 
Attwood points up at the roof.  
 
He looks up.  
 
And the glass elevator drops like a bullet. Straight down.  
 
With The Archbishop pasted across the inside of its glass ceiling.  
 

-o0o- 
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“Watch out for falling Archbishops.”  
 
This phrase became an ongoing joke after that night.  
 
The poor old Lord Archbishop was, of course, quite bound into impotence. As a blue blood vampyre of The 
Parsons Order, he had no real influence in vampyre society, could never hold a prince’s throne in Australia, 
thus, he held the status of Elder Vampire by default rather than ability. He had been sent to Australia as one 
of the retainers to The Prince, and The Prince had quickly learned to ignore him. He was responsible for The 
Church in Queensland and he was treated as less than any other Elder, except on ceremonial occasions.  
 
Like tonight.  
 
The arcane bloodline was one of the most ordered and centralized of all the vampyre lines. Every arcane 
vampyre was a member of a lodge, and under the direct authority of the lodge master. There is ever but a 
single lodge in each city unit. Every lodge in Australia is under the direct authority of Soror Attwood, 
Supreme Pontifix for Australia and The Pan-Pacific.  
 
Witchcraft is one of the few societies in which women have never been second-class citizens ~ and Mary-
Anne Attwood objected to being referred to as a human with only half a soul.   
 
Little Mary-Anne Attwood is one of the most important and influential vampyres in Australia.  
 

? 

 
THE CHAMBER OF THE UNDIMENSIONAL GATE 

 
The elevator doors opened into the crisp, straight lines of a machine chamber, deep underground.  
 
Steel lines, geometrically ordered in the purple-red haze of the pyroclastic stone into which the buildings 
foundations sunk.  
 
And in the centre of the chamber’s floor in a ring of high tech alloy steel etched in wizarding glyphs, opened 
a great perfect bowl of polished obsidian stone, four and a half metres in diameter.  
 
But it wasn’t obsidian stone.  
 
It was Nothing.  
 

? 

 
 “This phenomenon is called The Undimensional Gate of The Nihil.” Lillian explained.  
 
The elders gazed at the black, empty hole in the world.  
 
“Where does it lead?” The Prince asked. 
 
“Nowhere.” Lillian answered with a smile. “Which might possibly mean ‘outside of the universe’. But we 
don’t yet know.”  
 
“Is it safe?” The Prince asked.  
 
“It is stable, but it represents a ‘thus-far unresolvable’ paradox in the order of our world’s reality tapestry. 
At present, it is safe, though it is growing, and its meaning is not yet understood.”  
 
“Humans have known of The Nihil for centuries. Wizards call it The Abyss. It is a psychic phenomenon ~ a 
phenomenon of The Human Psyche.” 
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“When the human mind shifts its patterns through a particular archetypal pathway of thought, the entre 
psyche reconfigures, a tear is opened in psychic tapestry of the human’s reality, and the human’s personality 
undergoes a dramatic shift.” 
 
“These tears in reality are named Nihilisms.” 
 
“The consciousness shift that creates a Nihilism is very easy for to perform, even for a muggle ~ and, from 
Socrates to Nietzsche, there have long been humans who have experimented with consciously and 
intentionally opening reality tears to The Nihil.”  
 
“At the level of the individual, the creation of a Nihilism is merely a personal philosophical choice.” Lillian 
continued. “But on a collectively level, Nilhilisms represent destabilised tears in the moral and behavioural 
patterns of society’s reality. When the number and size of Nilihisms becomes excessive, the reality fabric of 
the society begins to disintegrate.”  
 
“This crafted circle of electrum set into the floor here is the stabilization and containment system that pools 
and holds a portion of Brisbane’s Nihilisms in the form of a single large Nihilism ~ a stabilized portal opening 
to The Nihil.” Lillian explained. “The electrum ring is the central component of The Undimensional Gate and 
it is called The Darwinian Loop.”  
 
“The Darwinian Loop is the sequence of logic by which God and religion are disconnected from the scientific 
worldview. The Darwinian Loop is a circular logic sequence that first leads to atheism, and from thence, can 
lead to only one place… or rather, no place.”  
 
“The implication of Science is The Nihil.” 
 
“This circular logic sequence is the foundation stone of the entire scientific worldview.”  
 
“But in its current arrangement, Nothing is a dubious foundation for a worldview.” 
 

? 
 
“Can you fall into it?” The Archbishop asked gazing at the opening to The Nihil. “This Maw of The Abyss.” He 
added with a shiver of religious awe.  
 
He crossed himself.  
 
“The Nihil is not physical, and thus physical things can’t fall into it ~ this is part of its paradox. The 
Undimensional Gate is both locked and unclosable. We can’t get through it and we can’t get rid of it.” She 
grinned.  
 
“Science would like to explore and understand it.”  
 
“Nevertheless, it has happened that individuals have fallen into The Nihil.” Lillian laughed. “But it has only 
happened a few times in history, and it has only ever happened to individuals who naturally possessed 
wizarding ability.” She reassured them.  
 
“Actually, we don’t know how it happened. But most of them had been meditating upon The Nihil long and 
deeply ~ a focus of meditation that almost every traditional book on magick warns against.”  
 

? 
 
“These humans who have fallen into The Nihil….”  
 
The archbishop asked tentatively.  
 
“Has it happen here?”  
 
He continued to stare at the circular opening to The Nihil with a worried and disapproving look.  
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Lillian smiled. “It has only ever happened once in Brisbane.” She reassured them. “And the incident occurred 
almost a half a century ago in an old portal room at The Queensland University. The device itself was an old 
model that has since been rendered obsolete. That particular facility has since been extensively upgraded 
and evaluated as now being safe.” 
 
“However,” Lillian continued. “This new gateway device that you are gazing upon here, under The Emerald 
Crystal, was designed by The Doctor, and is a safer and more advanced system than any other currently in 
operation. In view of the growing number of Nihilisms being produced by the mortals, the wizards of The 
Royal Society in London are exploring ways to create improved containment systems.”  
 

? 

 
“If it is not physical, how did people ‘fall’ through The Undimensional Gate?” Harlequin was curious. She had 
only been into this chamber a few times.  
 
It gave her the willies.  
 
And she didn’t have pass code access.  
 
“Nobody knows.” Lillian replied. She had picked up a clipboard and was checking off digits on dials around 
the room. Each set of dials was on a steel girder set into the walls and running from the centre of the roof 
immediately above the centre of The Nihil. There were eight of these steel girders. They each fan out along 
the roof, ran as a pillar in the wall to the floor, and then set in the floor back to the steel ring of The 
Undimensional Gate. “But it affects people who meditate upon it for extended periods.”  
 
“The philosopher, Fredrick Nietzsche wrote…”  
 

“Who fights monsters ought beware, 
Lest thereby he become a monster. 

And if you gaze for long into The Abyss 
The Abyss gazes also into you.” 

 
“The Doctor says that The Nihil is a riddle, and we can find clues to its nature in the flashes of insight 
produced on the subject by humanity’s great minds through history.”  
 
“They won’t always be correct ~ but examining them provides a ‘synergy of greatness’.”  
 
“Philosophers chose the word Nihil to mean the place behind this gate.”  
 
“The place behind this gate is the absence of meaning.”  
 
“This gate is a stabilized tear in the fabric of reality.” 
 
“A Nihilism.”  
 

? 

 
“How did it come into being?” Gwendolyn asked.  
 
“Whenever a human mind accepts the idea that life has no meaning, a tear is opened in that human’s 
tapestry of understanding.” She replied. “The Undimensional Gate is a device to ‘gather’ those many tiny 
tears in reality into a single pool, safely contained by the device.”  
 
In the secret chamber, deep beneath The City, the elder vampyres of Brisbane gazed into the hole in the 
world. 
 
The Undimensional Gate of The Nihil. 
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? 

 
THE LITTLE BOY IN THE LABYRINTH 

 
I am in a Labyrinth.  
 
I don’t know how long I have been in this labyrinth.  
 
I appear to be underground. The walls are dressed stone – like castle walls. Medieval torches burn in 
brackets, both in front and behind me. They burst into fiery illumination, as I approach, and then grow dark 
again, when I have passed.  
 
I began my journey when I first awoke.  
 
The place where I awoke was quiet and peaceful. It was a curious place, an academic place, a gentle place. 
And there were flowers in my hair.  
 
I was alone then.  
 
Solitude....  
 
I think that solitude is one of the few places where one becomes entirely free from all but one’s immediate 
interface with the external world. I think that many of the most beautiful of flowers only bloom in these 
most hidden of glades ~ where treads no foot but that of a dreaming child.  
 
I was playing among the flowers when I noticed that there was something inside me. When I became aware 
that it was a Question, I asked it…  
 
What does all of this mean? 
 
Then I noticed there was a great mulberry-wood door in the chamber wall. I was sure it had not been there 
before.  
 
So, I opened the door.  
 
And when one thing led to another, I recognized I was making progress ~ moving.  
 
But where? From where? To where?  
 
Where am I going?  
 
The answer was immediately obvious to me: The Answer.  
 
There must be one – or there wouldn’t be a Question.  
 
Now I know where I am going – I am going to find The Answer!  
 
But The Answer is apparently not here. I suppose I shall have to search for a path that leads to it.  
 
That was at the beginning of The Quest...  
 

 ?  
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PART II. 

THE MYSTERY IN THE HOUSE OF FROGS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(A TEMPTING TASTE OF THAT WHICH IS TO COME)  
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INTERLUDE 
(SCENES FROM LILLIAN’S COMING OUT BALL….) 

 
ABE LINCOLN THE GIRL 

It was a girl who stood slightly apart from the men, among the group of elders at The Ball. Or a boy?  
 
Perhaps it was the strange incense?  
 
The walls were breathing and she was having a great deal of trouble preventing her clairvoyance sight from 
fully and uncontrollably dilating.  
 
She was dressed like Abraham Lincoln, complete with the hat, flute, bright blue coat and shiny silver 
buttons!  
 
And, of course, the white stockings and buckled black high-heeled shoes that were fashionable for men to 
wear in those days.  
 
Though this young lady’s legs were far prettier than those of most men.  
 
A prankster, reminds me of Rani. America, Mid-1700’s: a real Elder! And The Prince doesn’t like her – I can see 
those two won’t get on. I suspect this one has a streak of the anti-authoritarian in her. Miss Abraham Lincoln 
playing her pipe tune!  
 
“Miss Tomalsine.” The vulture sliced his intervening beak into the conversation. “Is lately moved to 
Brisbane.” He paused nastily. “After finding life in Sydney, and then Perth, to be not quite the utopia for 
which she had hoped.”  
 
He watched her, and sniffed nastily.  
 
Did he say ‘Miss’ Tomalsine?  
 
That means this micheviously elfish vampyre elder is older than any Blue Blood prince in Australia, yet 
holds no status beyond that of the lowest free resident in the city?  
 
And The Prince doesn’t like her.  
 
Poor girl.  
 
The Vulture obviously had a different emotional appraisal of the situation.  
 
Lillian noticed a flea skip over the surface of the massively puffy expensive rich purple and gold 
embroidered velvet robes of The Vulture. And she took a step to the side, as it leaned past her, staring at 
slender curvaceous young Abe Lincoln with a flute, wetting his salivating mouth, a disgusting look in his 
cruel little eyes.  
 
“Sit, doggy.” The words, barely audible, slipped out of his mouth.  
 
But everybody stopped. And was staring at him.  
 
These were vampyres. Heightened senses.  
 
He meanly and quickly, blinked away his discomposure. Snarled.  
 
And turned away with an aggressive ruffle of his rich robes.  
 
“O Senex,” Tomalsine said with a grin. “I think I need to take off my coat. It’s getting so hot.” She unbuttoned 
her coat as she said this. “And being liberated woman…” She took off her coat. “But I am afraid I have burned 
my bra.” Her transparently thin 18th century cotton shirt confirmed her suspicion.  
 
Gasps occurred.  
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Senex halted. Glanced back over his shoulder. And decided he ought add some more parting remarks before 
departing.  
 
He turned to rejoin them, a sneer leading his way. “So you have decided to prostitute yourself. I knew you 
were poor, but…”  
 
The Naughty Miss Tomalsine was merely smiling knowingly, and watching Soror Attwood, who was 
unwrapping a small red silk package.  
 
Everybody was silent. Watching her. Fascinated. As she unwrapped the package.  
 
“Did you know, my Lord Senex.” Soror Attwood began. “That bodily appendages of the male vampyre do not 
grow back, if cut off by an appropriately enchanted blade.”  
 
She passed the unwrapped package to young Miss Tomalsine the Elder! 
 
As she received and examined it, Miss Tomalsine ‘inadvertantly’ held the contents up to the light where all 
present could see what was wrapped in the red silk veil?  
 
The vulnerable young Miss Tomalsine was holding a clay statue of a small, uncircumcised penis, wrapped 
in the red red silk of a witch’s promise. 
 
The pretty little witch smiled naughtily at the horrid old vulture.  
 
The Vulture hissed. Turned away with an aggressive ruffle of its rich robes. And stalked off. 
 

? 

 
“I feel a new harmony to the ethers in our vicinity.” Soror Attwood commented with amusement as she 
turned to Lillian. “Perhaps I may now offer you a real introduction, Miss Lillian.”  
 
“May I introduce Lady Tomalsine the Abolishionist. Notorious anarchist, decorated spy, and professional 
penniless itinerant.”  
 
The mischevious and sexy Abraham Lincoln grinned a very pretty smile. “With practice comes perfection.” 
She stuck out her hand to Lillian, ignoring all formal protocol.  
 
“You can call me Tommy.”  
 
Said the naughtily female Mr Lincoln.  
 
The elders were all looking at the unsanctioned hand, forbidden by etiquette. The Prince, particularly, 
looked rather severe in his disapproval.   
 
And he was looking at Lillian.  
 
Lillian noticed. 
 
But as The Doctor said, always be polite, even if impoliteness is expected of you.  
 
Lillian watched the hand… hanging before her in silence.  
 
Everybody was watching.  
 
Lillian smiled, took the offered hand.  
 
And curtsied.  
 
“I am honoured to have met you…” Lillian replied, little shyly. “Tommy.” She added.  
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Tommy laughed.  
 
The Prince turned away with a snort of disgust.  
 
“I’m going to have a drink with Senex.” He declared, as he stalked off.  
 
Soror Attwood and Tommy came to join the conversation of The Elders.  
 

? 
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VIII. 
THE PURPLE POLKA-DOTS OF THE PINK PALACE 

 
 

Liberate Yourself from The Identity Crisis called Normality 
 
 
The words were scrawled in dripping purple paint graffiti on the pink concrete wall.  
 
“The Doctor says that The Sleeping Sickness of The Muggles is insidious.” Lillian elucidated.  
 
Gwendolyn, on her right; on her left, Tommy, the ragishly pretty and relatively itinerate hippy ‘elder 
vampyre who acts like a youngen’.  
 
The three girls stand in the narrow walkway between the looming buildings high on the hill.  
 
Gazing up at the graffiti in the moonlight. 
 
A fantastic abundance of purple flowers writhe, violet bright as ethereal fire on tongues of thick vine 
tentacles. Creeping up on the wall ~ around the writing. Native Australian Wisteria (Hardenbergia violens).  
 
The three vampyres gazed up at the purple graffiti on the pink wall of The Pink Palace.  “He says that people 
get so habituated to The Ordinary that they are psychologically unable to respond when they encounter The 
Extraordinary.” Lillian continued. 
 
High above the three girls, a giant purple polka-dot (perhaps a meter in diameter) blossomed on the pink 
wall. 
 
“By assuming that nothing Extraordinary could ever happen to them, they interpret The Extraordinary as 
The Ordinary….” She paused.  
 
“And thus, they can’t see The Extraordinary ~ even when it is undisguised in front of them.”  
 
“Like the shell of a Great Pink Sea Snail.” 
 
Higher and left, a larger purple polka-dot, (perhaps two meters in diameter) blossomed, opening its 
strangeness to the night sky above, as it slid over the 90° fold where the wall of the small high-rise building 

met the roof far above the three girls.  
 
“Many people have put to sleep every part of their soul that can move or exist or perceive outside of The 
Ordinary.” Lillian continued to muse. 
 
Far above them to their left, an enormous purple polka dot (perhaps three meters in diameter) bloomed in 
open revelation turning through the three internal dimensions of the stairwell’s great vaulted arch, the 
three dimensions of the material world.  
 
“The Doctor says that Blindness is a choice.”  
 
“He calls it….”  
 
“The Sleeping Sickness of The Muggles.” 
 
The three girls gazed up at the tall purple-scrawled, oddly-lettered, looming in laughter graffiti googling 
down at them from the pink wall that rose up to form the narrow walkway between the tall buildings.  
 
The purple vine fire of violet wisteria blossoms, reaching the roof in some places, twisted and writhed up 
from the ground at the base of every wall facing of the fantastically strange old pink high-rise building.  
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Every Spring, on Spring Hill, at the centre of The Spring Festival, The Pink Palace burns in a conflagration of 
this Perfumed Purple Fire Flower of glorious blossoming tongues.  
 
Since The Pink Palace kindled the wild violet fire, any building in Spring Hill can plant these purple tongues 
of vine flame in preparation for the birth of The Spring.  
 
Petalled Faerie Wings of New Life. 
 

Liberate yourself from The Identity Crisis called Normality 
 

? 
 

A SHELL OF THE GREAT PINK SEA SNAIL? 
 
Lady Gwendolyn reached out her hand, lovingly pressed her palm against the pink concrete wall, and smiled 
in her memories of place.   
 
“This entire building has been designed around the giant and greatly-eroded three story-tall seashell of a 
Great Pink Sea Snail.”  
 
“The Prince says it is the biggest shell of its kind in Australia, and among the largest ever found.” Gwendolyn 
explained.  
 
“Where does it come from?” Lillian asked, genuinely amazed, as she gazed around the wide pink concrete 
stairwell.  
 
“Prince Brisbane won it from The Prince of Tasmania back in the early nights of the colony, when that 
Southern lord was still running whaling ships. It was a treasure, discovered, slaughtered, and brought back 
from the great and uncharted southern oceans of the planet, in the earliest day of the colony. The whaling 
ship apparently towed it into harbour.”  
 
“How did you get it?” Tommy asked, also astonished.  
 
“The Prince got tired of it after less than a century ~ its size makes storing it something of a difficulty. He 
kept it up on the roof of The Great Bank Building in The Queen Street Mall for several decades. But the bank 
manager complained that it attracts faerie creatures and the bank’s attics were infested with sprites. He 
complained of it for years.”  
  
“I loved it. I wanted it from the first moment I learned of its existence. So, Eliot and Marcus and I came up 
with the idea of using it as the foundation of a building which would be designed around it to both hide it’s 
magickal nature and display its beauty to those who could see The Extraordinary.” 
 
“I asked my sire if I could have it, and he gave it to me.” Gwendolyn explained breezily. “Back in those early 
nights, he could never deny me anything.” 
 
“And The Giant Seashell of The Great Pink Sea Snail is now ‘The Bones’ of this building.” She revealed.  
 
The Pink Palace.  
 
Perched happily high on Spring Hill.  
 
Gazing down upon the cluster of skyscrapers, who are the distance of but a five-minute walk.   
 

? 

 
“THE TERRIBLE TRIO” 

 
“Who’s Eliot?”  
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Tommy shamelessly asked.   
 
Gwendolyn’s cheeks tinged red and she looked away.  
 
“Eliot and Marcus and I were sired together, here in Brisbane at the birth of the 20th Century.”  
 
“We were inseperable friends.” 
 
“Lord Eliot Wilde is one of Prince Brisbane’s more talented children. His career has been very impressive, 
and we have all applauded from the sidelines.” She told them.  
 
“He is now The Scribe to The Imperial Conclave in Canberra.”  
 
Tommy cocked an eyebrow at that comment.  
 
And then curiously asked.  
 
“The Imperial Conclave. Prince Brisbane has to kiss their bottoms, doesn’t he?” Tommy grinned.  
 
Gwendolyn looked at her sternly for a moment then replied.  
 
“Every prince in Australia answers to them. They are the council of thirteen elder vampyres who ‘co-
ordinate’ Australia Sub Rosa, and answer directly to Our Imperator Nocturnal in London, Emperor Mithras.” 
 
Tommy grinned even more widely. “Yeah. The bunch who run Canberra.”  Then she wrinkled her nose.  
 
“So, Prince Brisbane’s most respectable son is named Wilde?” She laughed at the irony.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled, too.  
 
“In answer to your next question, Tommy.” Gwendolyn said. “Eliot is a descendent of Oscar Wilde, though 
his life records were hidden from the mortals when he became a vampyre.” She paused. “But he was not 
always one of the ‘most respectable’ vampyres of Prince Brisbane’s sons.” She added. 
 
She gazed up at the pink walls blooming with giant popping purple polka-dots.  
 
“The three of us grew up together ~ Eliot and Marcus and I. We were all created at the turn of the century, 
all born of the generation who created the culture shift that moved The Regency Period of The British 
Empire into The Modern World of The United Nations.”  
 
“It was The 1920’s, when we built this place.” She reflected. “It was before Marcus stopped producing real 
Art. He used to be a fantastically talent draftsman, and a passable painter too, back in those early nights.”  
 
“Avant guard, revolutionary and at cutting edge of defining the trends.” 
 
She smiled brightly at her friends.  
 
“We were making history.”  
 
“And the things that went on at our all-night parties, were positively scandalous.”  
 
Gwendolyn stoked the hand railing.  
 
“I was a very naughty girl in my youth.” She revealed.  
 
With a grin.   
 
“When we lived here together, the three of us. Young and wild and breaking all the rules.”  
 
She smiled sadly.  
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“And inseparable.”  
 
She added quietly.  

? 
 

THE TOP CASTLE IN BRISBANE 
 
“The Pink Palace is fortified to withstand WWI bombs.”  
 
“The walls are more than a meter thick, brick and solid concrete. An impenetrable layer separates each level, 
and a fortified concrete layer on top creates a bombproof roof.”  
 
“And then there are the wizarding fortifications. They were placed by Prince Brisbane’s former court 
sorcerer ~ and he is over 300 years old. Not a very nice person, but a powerful wizard. He is now The Prince 
of Perth.”  
 
“The building has only three-stories of apartments, though it stands 18 meters tall.” Gwendolyn continued. 
“Now you might not think that is an impressive height compared to the modern skyscrapers of the city’s 
lords. However….”  
 
“The position of The Pink Palace on the top of Spring Hill places it higher than any other “inner-city” 
skyscraper castle of Brisbane’s vampyre lords.” 
 
Gwendolyn’s cheeks reddened.  
 
“So, Eliot and Marcus named it ‘The Top Castle in Brisbane’, and that’s what they call it. And so does 
everybody, who is anybody. Or, so they used to say.” 
 
Gwendolyn looked at her toes, innocently.  
 
“It is but a five-minute walk from The Prince’s own skyscraper castle, down below.” 
 
“The view of it is very pretty, from up here.”  
 
“Above them.” 
 
She added.  
 

? 

 
“Each of the thirteen apartments of The Pink Palace are self-contained and strategically impenetrable ~ 
luxurious and bombproof safe havens for the high-status vampyres, local or from out of town.” 
 
Gwendolyn grinned, a little guilty.  
 
“I enjoyed my role as hostess, when it was asked of me. Before then, everybody had to stay in the burrows 
of The Pineapple Pub. It was much rougher, back then.” She grimaced. “So, The Pink Palace provided The 
1920’s version of Luxury.” 
 
She grinned.  
 
“My ‘Seashell Hotel’, as The Prince still calls this place.”  
 
“The Three of us ‘went wilde’, as we used to say!”  
 
“Our ‘wilde’ guests always outnumbered The Prince’s dignitaries ~ and those who couldn’t loosen up ended 
up the victims of pranks.”  
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“Most preferred The Pineapple Pub on future trips to Brisbane.”  
 
She laughed.  
 
“Prince Brisbane would get very angry.” 
 
“During its heyday before The War (i.e. WWII), this place would host more than a score of wild revelling 
vampyres from the best families around Australia, and often even further afield.” She reminisced. “Playing 
music and revelling all night, and safely curled up in The Pink Palace, during the days.”  
 
“On account of the ‘bomb-proof’ nature of the building, I charmed The Prince into having it ‘officially’ 
designated as a ‘castle’, despite the fact that it hasn’t the fortifications to really qualify as a ‘castle’. And in 
that sense, it is unique in Brisbane ~ The Prince rarely bends rules.”  
 
“Happily, owning a castle confers the nocturnal title of Lady or Lord, with associated status & honorifics ~ 
so, girls, you looking at my first castle and my first title as a Lady of Brisbane.  
 
“But at the grand opening revel, Eliot and Marcus and the others declared that the owner should hold the 
unique title “The Queen of The Pink Palace” ~ even if he is a man!”  
 

? 
 
Gwendolyn began to laugh and seemed to even be having difficulty controlling herself. “We played a trick 
on Prince Brisbane to make it official!” 

 
“We had the clerk give us the paper, immediately before The Prince placed his ritual seal on the imperial 
deed of title ~ and we scrawled an addition onto it….”  
 
“The Pink Palace is officially a castle ~ it confers the title of Lady and also (most inappropriately and possibly 
invalidly) confers the either official or unofficial title Queen of The Pink Palace.” 
 
The girls laughed. Tommy particularly loved the joke. And seemed to warm to Gwendolyn a little more, 
thereafter. 
 
When they had finished their first bout of mirth, Gwendolyn leaned forward and added.  
 
“He didn’t notice until in a year later in The Elder Council, when they passed the vote to make The Pink 
Palace into a sanctum, and they were passing the title deed around to receive their seals.”  
 
She grinned.  
 
The Parson was filling in for The Vulture, who hadn’t cared enough to come, but had given him instructions 
and voting proxy. And Archbishop Tell politely pointed it out.” She shook her head. “I suspect it would be 
unnoticed today, if he hadn’t.”  
 
“What did The Prince do?” Tommy asked, enjoying the story.  
 
“He ranted long and loud, then the council decided that another meeting would be needed to fix it. And at 
the other meeting they concluded that the seals are magickal and legalities were complex and the scrawl 
probably harmless. So, they decided to forget about it.”  
 
“And The Prince warned ‘The Terrible Trio’ never to push its claim to the title.” 
 
The three girls laughed. 
 

? 
 

THE SANCTUMS OF THE VAMPYRES 
Now Tommy was surprised.  
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The Children of Princes! Gwendolyn gets a seashell castle with sanctum privileges when she was a child 
vampyre of less than a decade! I bet The Doctor will give Lillian his cloud-garden castle with sanctum 
privileges before she turns a decade old, too! Tommy laughed to herself.  
 
When a property is labelled as a sanctum, no vampyre may engage violence there, under pain of death ~ no 
exceptions.  
 
Even The Prince. 
 
“The Doctor’s Emerald Crystal is a sanctum, isn’t it?” Tommy asked Lillian.  
 
“Yes.” Lillian confirmed.  
 
A Prince can only make a property into sanctum by a unanimous vote of The Elder Prime Council. And its 
seven members only agree after much negotiating and favours exchanged. Thus, sanctum lairs are rare and 
greatly valued by vampyres.  
 
A fortified lair where violence is not permitted regardless of the vampyre’s crimes. 
 
Sanctuary. 
 
Even The Prince must respect it.  
 
Both The Prince and The Elder Prime Council are loath to give sanctum designation to a vampyre’s lair. The 
designation remains with the property, irrelevant of change in owners. The sanctum designation can only 
be removed by another unanimous vote of The Elder Prime Council. The result is that there are very few 
privately-owned properties with sanctum designation in each city, and these properties are generally 
owned by The Prince and the powerful old vampyres of The Elder Prime Council.  
 
Actually, the designation of sanctum is far more commonly placed upon public properties ~ to create spaces 
where vampyres can meet without any danger of violence.  
 
The Queensland Art Gallery is one of these sanctums in Brisbane.  
 
It is situated on the green river bank, opposite and directly gazing into the skyscrapers of the inner city ~ 
separated only by several hundred meters of water.  
 
And completely unknown to the mortals, it’s vast labyrinth of halls and galleries are an opened and fully 
operating night parlor, every evening. Apart from the vampyres, their hypnotized mortal puppets and 
servants, and a few odd magickal beings, only Brisbane’s fringe conspiracy theorists have any idea of the 
revels that take place there some nights.  
 
And The Brisbane Art Gallery, the jewel of Brisbane’s Via Rosa (i.e. the artists’ suburb) is the sanctum of 
Marcus, Lord Elder Prime of The Artiste Bloodline. 
 
The quiet and mostly forgotten suburb of Spring Hill is East of the city’s skyscraper cluster. The Art Gallery 
and The Via Rosa are West. Exact opposites.  
 
The wide and flat Art Gallery’s many halls and atriums on the river bank are closed to the mortals, at the 
end of each day.  
 
And at 9pm each night The Art Gallery open as a sanctum to the vampyres of Brisbane.  
 
They enter by a secret entrance.   
 
To look at the Art.  
 
Enjoy the peace.  
 
Or verbally fence with a hated enemy.  
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Until dawn.  
 
Whence it ceases to be sanctum.  
 
And the mortals return to its halls.  
 
A ritualized territory forming a pocket, concealed in time and space. 
 
“Marcus is now Lord Elder Prime of Brisbane’s Artistes, and he spends all of his time at The Art Gallery and 
Via Rosa.”  
 
Gwendolyn was saying as she gazed fondly up at the oddly-angled pink walls of The Spring Hill monument.  
 
“Eliot was sent off to Canberra. And Marcus really hasn’t been the same since that The Old Vulture talked 
The Prince into making him Lord Marcus, Elder Prime of Brisbane’s Artistes.” 
 
Gwendolyn sighed.  
 
“So now it is just me and The Prince.”  
 
The pretty willowy lady finished.  
 
“But back in the 1920’s and 1930’s, this was the perfect vampyre castle for a high-society girl who likes to 
entertain.” 
  
“Now, in 2025, The Pink Palace is an artists’ colony.” 
 
“Mortals live in most of the fortified, potentially light-proof apartments.”  
 

? 
 
“The spiral sea shell has a strange effect on the building.” Gwendolyn commented.  
 
“Even though it is hidden beneath the pink concrete of the building, its unseen shape seems to lengthen and 
somehow distort the facade of the building. Real-estate photographers always complain that it is a strangely 
difficult building to photograph. They claim that it ‘won’t obey the laws of perspective’.” 
 
She smiled and pressed her cheek against the pink concrete.  
 
“But I love this old building.” She said softly.  
 
“Even though it is no longer mine.”  
 
Tommy raised an eyebrow in surprise.  
 
“Who owns it?” She impudently asked.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled.  
 
“Who is now The Queen of Pink Palace?” Gwendolyn echoed, perhaps to herself.  
 
She smiled sadly.  
 
“A naughty child of mine.”  
 
She opened her eyes, and grinned.  
 
“The Bird of Paradise.”  
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“Tiffany.”  
 

? 

 
THE COCKLE-SHELL CATS OF THE PINK PALACE 

 
“Meow.”  
 
The lovely fluffy ink black feral pussycat yearned as it entwined Lillian’s equally lovely leg.  
 
It was a healthy and beautiful and wonderfully disgusting cat, spider webs and dust in its thick fur, the fruits 
of adventuring though unspeakable muck ~ and loving it.  
 
A Tomcat.  
 
Gwendolyn grinned, though the cat ignored her and continued to snuggle up to Lillian.  
 
She smiled, leaned down, and tickled its ears lovingly.  
 
Tommy laughed.  
 
“Be careful.” She teased. “The pussycats that grow among these cockle shells are quite different to those 
from the more ordinary gardens.” She laughed.  
 
Lillian looked around and noticed that an inordinate number of pussycats were gathered and watching the 
three girls from various discrete positions around the stairwell architecture of The Pink Palace.  
 

? 
 
“Thou art standing in The Spring.”  
 
For some reason, they had not noticed him earlier ~ as they stood at the base of the stairwell gazing up.  
 
A blue boy was sitting upon the steps reading an oddly-dimensioned book.  
 
His clothing was loose and entirely shades of blue, though his graceful brown feet were bare.  
 
Shoeless.  
 
His hair was dark and thick and soft and long and tangled. His eyes were quiet and dark, unreadable and 
unblinking.  
 
A vagabond of The Pink Palace, probably a resident ~ perhaps fifteen years old, and very human. Lillian 
could smell his tingling blood. It was unlike anything she had previously encountered.  
 
“Thou art standing in The Spring.”  
 
He repeated.  
 
Lillian blinked.  
 
And looked beneath her feet.  
 
Cracked concrete walkway. A fantastic Native Wisteria Vine (REF) growing up the walls from between the 
crack where horizontal met vertical. Bursting with purple flowers.  
 

? 
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THE CRYSTAL CAVES OF SPRING HILL 

“The aboriginal folk believed the spring waters from on this hill are magickal.”  
 
The blue boy said.  
 
The three girls gazed at the cracked concrete walkway.  
 
Flat, cracked old concrete. The old worn black tarmac of an earlier layer peeking through from beneath in a 
few places. The worn remnants of colourful chalk drawings and paintings and mandalas created by the artist 
residents over the grounds of their home. No visible sign of a natural water spring.  
 
She let her eyes shift into the ethereal level of clairvoyant perception that allowed her to see auras and 
spiritual resonances.  
 
And the place was powerfully alive!  
 
The floor, the walls, and the whole building ~ laden with memories and cheer and creativity and tragedy.     
 
And somewhere in its bones, she could feel Gwendolyn.  
 
But exactly at the foot of the stairs, bowered by the arch, was a centre of power, deeply and tightly bound, 
beneath the surface of the ground. A subterranean stream system bubbled up to form a nexus beneath the 
entire building and spread out through the heart of this hill, overlooking the city.  
 
The Living Earth.  
 
Lillian smiled.  
 
And noticed the blue boy’s feet.  
 
In the ethereal world, his legs and feet were softly furry and delicately hooved! And the wisteria vine burned 
gloriously through his soul’s aura. 
 
She let her vision shift back into the material world.  
 
A slight smile twisted the corner of his lips as he watched her.  
 
“Sometimes, it is difficult to see what is there, because it is there.”  
 
He said, watching her.  
 
“The council covered The Spring and channelled the spring water out through old brick-work lacing of 
underground pipes.”  
 
“According to legend, that system allowed the crystal caves under this hill continue to exist, while buildings 
are created above.” 
 
The blue boy said.  
 
“A part of The Hill.”  
 
He closed the book he was reading (entitled approximately something involving “The Hermetic 
Mysteries”?), and placed it underneath a small rectangular package of blue paisley silk, beside an old 
battered violin case.  
 
“Meow.”  
 
The three girls looked up and around the wide-open stairwell space.  
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The great stairwell was tonight a theatre for the building’s cats, who were gathered around its secret places 
in great number.  
 
At the base of the stage, the three girls gazed up at the blue-clad street urchin who sat discretely on a side 
pathway in the theatre of cats.  
 
“Are there any outlets of the underground stream on the surface?” Lillian asked the blue boy.   
 
He merely shrugged as he continued to watch them.  
 
“Perhaps.” 
 
The blue boy replied.  
 
As he watched them, he began to shuffle a deck of tarot cards.  
 
As he sat on the steps.  
 
Barefoot.  
 
And he turned over a card.  
 

? 
 

THE MESSENGER 
 
The colourful tarot card lay on the horizontal plane of the step.  
 
The blue boy watched the three girls.  
 
Lillian and the girls ventured forward to look.  
 
The card was the fourteenth major arcana and named “ART”.  
 
As they looked into it, the colourful image merged and the fantastic psychedelic green butterfly in the card, 
began to flap its wings.  
 
The moving image of the butterfly took off out of the card! It flew spirally ‘round and ‘round and puff! Into 
Lillian’s face.  
 
Through her head, and up into the night sky.  
 
The girls blinked.  
 
“Did that really happen?”  
 
The blue boy was watching them, that same quiet smile.  
 
“People’s imagination can run wild, here.”  
 
He said. 
 

? 
 
“Are you a satyr?”  
 
Lillian asked the blue boy.  
 
“I am.”  
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He replied.  
 
“Have you met other satyrs in Brisbane?”  
 
“What makes you think my answer would be honest?”  
 
He replied, interested.  
 
Gwendolyn, the voice of propriety, excused them. “We didn’t mean to pry.”  
 
The blue boy smiled. “I like to pry.” He said.  
 
“Have you met many other vampyres in Brisbane?”  
 
He asked.  
 
Lillian raised an eyebrow at the impudently perceptive little blue boy.  
 
The blue boy seemed to be enjoying the conversation.  
 
“And by what bond is her silence now invoked?” The little blue satyr either asked her or mocked her.  
 
He watched her.  
 
“I have met other satyrs in Brisbane.” 
 
He replied. 
 
Gwendolyn was watching them both with curious interest.  
 
“Come’ on Lil.’ She said, finally. “We got to go upstairs.”  
 
Tommy grinned.  
 
“Lady Tiffany has company.”  
 
The blue boy said.  
 
Gwendolyn smiled quietly. “O yes?” She said. 
 
“Tim is there.” The blue boy said.  
 
“They are working on their perfumery.”  
 
The three girls looked at him.  
 
“She has asked that you be patient.” 
 

? 
 

POOR OLD REGINALD 
The three girls stood on the landing at the top of The Pink Palace stairwell.  
 
The magnificent view gazed down from Spring Hill onto the skyscrapers of the inner city.  
 
The palace building itself was really two buildings knitted together by a wide strangely woven concrete 
stairwell up the centre of the building and onto which open each of the flats, four per floor, three floors.  
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“And these flats were built for vampyres ~ thick concrete walls that could stand a minor WWI bomb blast. 
Each flat is self-contained and designed to provide personal security for any vampyres whom the three 
invited as guests. And they are gas-proof. Genuine blue blood hospitality means genuine security.”  
 
“The most stylish and lordly young vampyres from all over Australia came to stay at The Pink Palace, back 
then. It was a ‘lively’ place among the swinging youth in The 1920’s, as we broke the old conventions of 
Victorian England, and wore radical clothing, and listened to shocking music and partied till all hours of the 
morning.”  
 
“You’ll love my magick sparkles.” Gwendolyn promised them with a laugh.  
 
And then a laugh seemed to catch hold of her and get out of control. 
 
“Poor old Reginald!”  
 
Gwendolyn said, sitting on the steps, recovering from her laughing fit.   
 
“We all stood around his ashes, opened his bottle of The Best Villonese Bubbly on The Planet ~ worth more 
than The Pink Palace. But Eliot and Marcus and the others felt it was only right, in view of the circumstances. 
And I think old Reginald would have approved.” 
 
They were all looking at her in shock.  
 
“One of the richest vampyres in Australia, the poor old dotty. An important elder, too. He had lovely flying 
yacht, very fast. Senex has it now, but he never takes it out.”  
 
“But back in the old days, Reginald dropped anchor in the roof gardens, and the yacht merely floated over 
The Pink Palace, thereafter.”  
 
“The muggles thought it was a hot air balloon advertising Regie’s mortal companies. Floated up above The 
Pink Palace for weeks. We’d call up to whomever was up to the yacht “Ahoy Butchers! Let down the ladder 
or we’ll make you walk the plank!” Gwendolyn dissolved back into laughter.  
 
“Poor Old Reginald!” She heaved and giggled.  
 
“What happened to him?” Tommy asked.  
 
“He got drunk and fell asleep in the park.” She pointed at the deep and vast ampitheatre of Albert Park, 
across the street from The Pink Palace. It is one of the larger parks in Brisbane’s inner city, and filled with 
giant, beautiful fig trees. “All that was left of him the next morning was a pile of ashes containing his gold 
bracelet and that fantastically expensive bottle of champagne he bought to celebrate having won The 
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race. He loves sailing.”  
 
“General Reginald was a naval man in life, and he ‘never lost the habit’~ as The General used to love to say.” 
Gwendolyn saluted happily and with great mock seriousness in fond memories. (Queen’s Navy ~ 1846)  
 
“We found him that evening ~ his ashes, I mean. And being a little tipsy already, we thought it would be an 
awful shame to leave the bottle.”  
 
Actually, it was thoughtfully generous of him ~ I think he must have huddled over the precious bottle with 
his body, to shelter it from the sun. Entirely buried in his ashes, it was protected from The Sun, through the 
day.” Gwendolyn considered. “That is what the Archon decided.” She giggled. “And Reginald always was 
protective of his valuable possessions.”  
 
“He died in exactly the same place that The Prince of Perth had died, when he came to Brisbane, in 1933.”  
 
The other two vampyres looked up a Gwendolyn.  
 
She smiled mischeviously. 
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“Reggie died exactly 50 years, to the night,  after The Prince of Perth was assassinated in Brisbane, and in 
the exactly the same place.”  
 
Silence.  
 
“Were they connected?” Tommy asked.  
 
“The Archon who investigated the matter decided not.” Gwendolyn revealed. “The official findings were that 
Reggie got drunk, fell asleep in the park, and was turned to ashes at dawn. Reggie’s death was an accident 
and it was merely a co-incidence that he had died when he did and where he did. It was speculated that he 
had been visiting the grave of his former Prince on an anniversary, and had fallen asleep there, whilst raising 
toasts to the memory of the great blue blood vampyre from whom most Perth Blue Bloods are descended.” 
 
“Was Reggie descended from The Prince of Perth?” Lillian asked.  
 
“No.” Gwendolyn replied. “Reggie was an elder from The Old Country, a Naval Officer from The Battle of 
Trafalgar. He came over to Australia and held the position of Lord Elder Prime of Perth from the night he 
arrived until the night he died. As an Old Country Elder, neither he nor his progeny can hold the position of 
Prince, in Australia. But, while we are on the topic, the current Elder Prime of Perth’s Blue Bloods is one of 
Old Reggie’s Children.”  
 
“Lord Elder Prime Anther Bondy is a somewhat notorious entrepreneur from the heydays of The 1980’s. 
Like Reggie, Bondy loves yachts and is a champion sailor with many trophies. And you are going to meet 
him, upstairs, at the party.” 
 
Tommy rolled her eyes and said “Of all the parties, in all of Australia, Bondy has to pick the party on my 
ticket!”   
 
She turned to Lillian.  
 
“He is among the most greedy, unintelligent, irresponsible, over-promoted capitalist pigs, you will meet at 
this or any other party, Lillian.” She shook her head. “He half the age of a long line of better qualified 
vampyres and he has never made any significant contribution to anything. Another Blue Blood Child of an 
Elder, stepped out of his infant presentation ceremony and onto the gravy train. But, of course, Prince 
Gloomius of Perth is on ‘difficult’ terms with Canberra, since he is neither a Blue Blood or a descendant of 
Lady Attwood. He is twice her age and her arrival meant a demotion for him. He is a truly evil, ambitious, 
and power-hungry vampyre, Lillian. Never let anybody tell you otherwise. And he has made impotent every 
Blue Blood who wielded power in Perth. It obviously suits him to fill the Blue Blood Seat with a relatively 
idiotic whelp who obeys him completely and can’t challenge him. The regime in Perth has become 
oppressive, since that sorcerer took control.”  
 
“But Old Reggie was a Trooper. His influence through the entire British navy was significant, as was the 
respect he commanded. It is known that Prince Perth exploited this for smuggling purposes ~ and that is 
not particularly unusual.”  
 
“When Regie was found dead, Prince Brisbane was furious. But as it turned out that Reginald’s companies 
were actually broke, nobody was terribly interested.”  
 
“Poor Old Reginald.”  
 
Gwendolyn shook her head in mock solemness. “I wonder if he woke up to meet the dawn?” She began 
laughing again, and Tommy helped the elder steady herself.  
 
She pushed her hair back off her face and gazed at them each regally. 
 
“Still, it was a very fine drop that we opened, to send him off.” 
 
She giggled.   
 
“And I think he would have approved.”  
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THE SPARKLY SILVER DOOR 
At the top of The Pink Palace is the heavy battered old door to The Queen’s Tower and it is painted silver 
with silver sparkles.  
 
Tommy is feeling it. Lillian is looking at the astonishing range of birds in the odd, irregular bird houses that 
spread out over the wall-space around the sparkly silver door. Gwendolyn is chuckling. 
 
“The infamous night of Christmas, 1933!” She giggled. “The night Poor Old Reginald went off to meet his 
maker! The Infamous ‘Night of Sparkling Mistletoes’!” She put her hand on her forehead in woe and began 
to laugh uncontrollably again, over this sad and tragic event.  
 
When she had finished, helped and held by Lillian and Tommy, sitting on the steps beside her.  
 
“Eliot had been to London on war business, and whilst there he was given a tour of a secret wizarding street 
called Zig Zag Ally in the suburb of Great Rowlings ~ he brought me back a tin of magickal kissing sparkles.” 
 
She blushed. “A present.” 
 
“If you throw a handful of this magick sparkle dust on a person ~ then when they are next kissed, the 
sparkles will glow, lift up into the air and turn into little fireworks.” She explained with a giggle. “The actual 
effect depends on the… quality…. of the kiss.” 
 
“That Christmas, we got enormously drunk, and painted the door silver.” She giggled. “Then we hung the 
mistletoe over it and covered it in Kissing Sparkles!”  
 
She giggled.  
 
“Whoever answered the door, had to kiss!”  
 
She laughed.  
 
“The guests tossed coins to see who would answer, each time the bell rang.” 
 
“That was the night that Eliot and I….”  
 
Her voice trailed off into silence. 
 
Gwendolyn looked up at her friends.   
 
“And I guess The Queen’s Silver Door has been sparkling ever since.”  
 
Lillian smiled. She took her arcane magnifying glass from her pocket and began to examine the magick 
kissing sparkles on the door.  
 
“I haven’t got much knowledge of magick.” She ventured curiously, as she examined the sparkles. “But I 
think a minor magickal item like a magick powder should lose its energy after a few uses.”  
 
That surprised Gwendolyn. “Actually, I think the magick has become deeper and richer over the decades 
here.”  
 
Lady Gwendolyn answered.  
 
Lillian agreed. “I think The Seashell is a spiritual receptacle for energy of some kind. The etheric patterns 
look like The Giant Pink Snailshell has been energizing and growing the magick of the kissing sparkles since 
they became a part of it.” She observed.   
 
Gwendolyn smiled.  
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“I believe they only sparkle at night.” She expertly told them the tricks of The Kissing Game. “And muggles 
often need to be a little intoxicated to get a full effect.”  
 
Tommy grinned and looked out over the panorama of the city’s skyscraper cluster, spread in a glittering 
bowl beneath the moon before them.  
 
“The view certainly puts me in the mood for a warm mortal with soft lips.” Tommy observed.  
 
And they all laughed.  
 

? 
 
The many colourful pink birds clucked and twittered and laughed and looked on from the strange 
mismatched collection of bird houses, clustered over the wall around the silver door to The Queen’s Tower.  
 
Galahs (Cacatua roseicailla) ~ the world famous Pink Cockatoos of Queensland, Australia.  
 
Strangely, every birdhouse had a telescopic entrance.  
 
A long pipe through which the birds moved to get into and out of their houses.  
 
Lillian was looking at them with interest. “I expect these entrance pipes are so the cats can’t reach into the  
nests?”  She commented. “Though I suspect that it would be a rare cat that could climb the wall to get to the 
nests.” 
 
“Fascinating.”  
 
An odd Ibis bird, on long spindly legs, gazed upon them curiously, from its comfortable balance upon the 
corroded gutter that teetered above the silver door.  
 
Lillian noticed that only the footprints of cats and birds disturbed the dust gathered around the other four 
apartment doors on the top floor, two left and two right.  
 
She looked up at The Ibis on the roof ~ It was examining her curiously.  
 
“I think you are a very fine looking fellow.” She said.  
 
It tilted its head and looked at her,  
 
“I wonder what would attract you to a roof like this?” Lillian asked, and she gazed around the scene.  
 
The bird houses with their telescopic doors. The cat footprints in the largely undisturbed dust. Several clay 
pots of various sizes filled with ponds and lily pads. The many strange potted plants with and chirping frogs 
hidden among them. A pair of very beautiful Japanese bonsai tree that stood as pillars to the sparkly silver 
door.  
 
Lillian looked closely at the bonzai plants.  
 
Their shaping held a magnificent component of ‘flow’, and three threads of deep purple and lavender and 
pink wool entwined and highlighted curves in its spectacularly smooth silver-grey trunk and stems. 
 
Its pot was hand-turned clay with a magnificence purple spilling glaze, and the clay was inscribed with 
arcane glyphs of The Goddess ~ The Moon Crescent Sequence,  
 
This bonsai had been created from a local native plant, and it twisted and writhed in a wild upward dance.  
 
Ficus Watkinsia.  
 
The Strangler Fig.  
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A plant sacred to The Goddess.  

 ?  
 

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 
 
Beauty is in The Eye of The Beholder?  
 
A Beholder is a giant floating ethereal eye, approximately two-meters in diameter, enclosed in a strange 
alien organic-like often repulsively coloured eye-lid. From the top of this giant levitating ball grow twelve 
small eyestalks, like hair. It has no overt tentacles, though each of its eyes has power over a particular 
psychological dimension of the reality tapestry.  
 
Wizards know that very much more than Beauty dwell in the hypnotic thrall of this magickal eye. 
 
But where does Truth dwell? 
 
There is a single beholder in each human city on Planet Earth, in the year, 2025. It lives in an 
interdimensional labyrinth beneath the ground of the human cities.  
 
And The Beholder of Brisbane has taken an interest in a newly-created vampyre named Lillian Glade.  
 

? 
 
But she has wandered into a big pink seashell that makes The Beholder’s brain feel funny ~ so, it usually 
tries to avoid looking there.  
 
It is a curious grey-green beholder that shifts its physical form into the ethereal world of spirit and levitates 
up through the roof of the underground stone and tech labyrinth and out of the ground of Spring Hill, 
overlooking Brisbane city.  
 
Levitating up into the air, the ethereal spirit creature gazes down at the inscrutable pink architecture, 
snuggled discretely between two tall and more normally-attired buildings.  
 
But The Beholder could not see what it desired to see.  
 

?  

 
The Beholder sank back down into its underground labyrinth of stone and video technology.  
 
Beneath every city of humanity, there exists the underground world of The Watcher.  
 
Hundreds of kilometres of castle-stone and high-tech infrastructure.  
 
The Tunnels of The Beholder.  
 

?  

 
(Completion of Chapter VIII.) 
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